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Success in the
First Season for
These Publications
EVENING MOODS—An Album of Piano Solos
Price, 75 cents

— CONTENTS —

• The 21 worth-while piano solos
in this album have those characteristics which bring on the meditative
mood, inspire an at-peace-with-theworld feeling, or transport the
mind to a state where it may ro¬
mance fancy free. These pieces also
have a very practical use, in being
of a fitting character for Church or
Sunday School pianists. Needless to
say, their melodious qualities make
them most appealing to piano stu¬
dents. Technically the pieces range
in the 4th and 5th grades. Note the
prominent contemporary composers

shfdcfws.
Dreams at Twilight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .<ji
Evening Melody .
...F. K. DeI.eone
...Rob Roy Peer,..John Thompson
.Angus, Hoick
_L. Leslie Loth

SABBATH DAY SOLOS
LOW VOICE—Price, 75 cents

HIGH VOICE—Price, 75 cents
— CONTENTSThe Contents of both volumes an identic,
Acquaint Now Thyself with God.Franklin
Arise, Shine, for Thy Light Is Come.. F. F. I
Be Still .Alfred II
Come, Ye Blessed .Paul An
Give Ear to My Words, O Lord
Chat. Gilbert.
How Long Wilt Thou Forget Me?
P. 1. Tschait
I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes .f-C. .
If with All Your Hearts
f. E.^ R
MyrdEamaestThpleaK:'n9d°rr'
W.'.Lee wJ'l

• Economical and convenient for
church soloists is this collection of
one dozen sacred songs. They are
good songs from a musicianly
standpoint, are grateful to the
singer, are pleasing to a congrega¬
tion, and each possesses a text with
a message that is sympathetically
supported in the melodic and har¬
monic content of the music. The
accompaniments, not overly diffi¬
cult, may be played on piano or

Price, 75 certs
• The sales record of this book,
in the first few months of its ex¬
istence, is ample proof that there
is a real need of high class material
for men's choirs. These numbers,
as will be noted, are not hymn
tune arrangements, but real sacred
choruses of anthem proportions.
They are worthy of the efforts of
trained singers, but are not too
difficult for volunteer organizations.

SHEET

MUSIC NUMBERS WHICH ARE CERTAIN
BECOME ESTABLISHED AS BEST SELLERS

TO

Pianist, Composer, Patriot
and the First Premier of the
Polish Republic, tells, with
Mary Lawton - The
of His Life.

Radio Corporation of America sponsors
Saturday matinee performances in nation¬
wide broadcast on NBC Blue Network...

E

SACRED CHORUSES FOR MEN'S VOICES

Ignace Jan Paderewski, ^

Enjoy the
Metropolitan Opera
in your own home!

Story

VERY Saturday afternoon, during the current opera
season, you can settle back comfortably in your
favorite chair at home, twist the dial of your radio, and
enjoy the world’s finest operas direct from the stage of
New York’s famous Metropolitan Opera House.
The Radio Corporation of America is sponsoring the
opera broadcasts. They are presented to America’s musiclovers with RCA’s best wishes. They represent the high
standard of musical entertainment which RCA has al¬
ways striven to provide.
In bringing you these broadcasts, RCA gives you a front
row seat to many great operas—as an expression of thanks
for the confidence you, and all America, have shown in the
RCA trade mark. It is a trade mark emblematic of the
only organization which makes everything in radio—
from microphone in the broadcast studio to the receiving
set in your home. Hence, only RCA can give the world
the magic of radio that’s RCA ALL ^ THE WAY!

Beginning in

the January 23rd issue.
Listen to "The Magic Key of RCA”
every Sunday, 2 to 5 p.m., E.S.T., on

THE S/tTunnav
MUSIC
PUBLISHERS
DEALERS
IMPORTERS
Everything in
MUSIC PUBLICATIONS

NBC Blue Network.

Theodore Presser
1712

Qo

CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA,

Radio City, New York

PA.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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DITSON

PUBLICATIONS

Examine these NEW ISSUES at Your Local Music Store or Order "On Approval" from the Publisher
ANTHEMS

Secular Choruses

for LENT, PALM SUNDAY and EASTER

for Commencement und Other Spring
Festivals
TWO-PART-S. A. (EASY)
Irish Folksong—Meeting of the Waters.(Oct. No. 14,766-10c)
Saar—Pretense .(Oct. No. 14,805—10c)
Scottish Folksong— Faithfu’ Johnnie .(Oct. No. 14,767—10c)
Wooler—O Music .(Oct. No. 13,542—10c)
Wooler—Summer is Coming.(Oct. No. 13,669-10c)
TWO-PART-S. A. (MEDIUM)
Humperdinck—Prayer from “Haensel and Gretel”
(Oct.
KieserUng—Birdland Symphony .(Oct.
Lemare—Dream-Boat Passes By .(Oct.
Pike-Medley from the South .(Oct.
Veaaie—Morning Invitation .(Oct.

No. 14,218—10c)
No. 13,523—15c)
No. 14,101—10c)
No. 13,152-15c)
No. 13,798—10c)

TWO-PART-S. A. (ADVANCED)
Coleridge-Taylor—Viking Song.(Oct. No. 13,062—12c)
distance—Nursery Rhyme Suite .(Oct. No. 12,498-15c)
Saint-Saens—The Swan .(Oct. No. 14,076—10c)
Strauss—Greeting to Spring .(Oct. No. 13,814—12c)

X*w

Adirrtiiinj Rtptac\±:.W(SU

I a&ANN^miiU
IWIjrwotC*'

r\o you take advantage of Kie
eicolent merchandising »
(unities which ETUDE AdeV:
Columns offer you?

SPECIAL NOTICES
AND

ANNOUNCEMENT^
I

SPECIAL N0TKK~

r«R SALEi Wagner. Ter* "
Herbert. Ho»h»».
*E .
■roelia atwl liKeallnc R Ki-”'

rir who piowrr. *chv. — an be iwld either In I»r« srSKs:
o reasonable offer rein***1 AW*
J rVn EtudA
^I

THREE-PART-T. B. B.
(Suitable for Boys)
Gibb-Lone Star Ranger.(Oct. No. 14,895—10c)
Gibb—Southern Lullaby .(Oct. No. 14,894—10c)
Irish Air—Galway Piper .(Oct. No. 14,720-15c)
FOUR-PART—T. T. B. B. (EASY)
(Suitable for Boys)
English Folksong—The Cuckoo .(Oct. No. 14,764-10c)
Sibelius—God’s Treasures (Finlandia) .(Oct. No. 14,717—10c)
FOUR-PART—T. T. B. B. (ADVANCED)
(Suitable for Boys)
Branscombe—Chantey (Set Him in the Bilboes)
(Oct. No. 14,865—15c)
Galbraith—Out of the Silence.(Oct. No. 14,866—20c)
Gibb—Rise! Lowland and Highlandmen .(Oct. No. 14,757—15c)
SOPRANO, ALTO and BASS
Callcott—To All You Ladies Now at Land.(Oct. No. 14,587—10c)
Coleridge-Taylor—Viking Song .(Oct. No. 14,129—10c)
English Air—Gossip Joan .(Oct. No. 14,636—10c)
Lowe—Cadets on Parade.(Oct. No. 14,065—12c)
Targett—Forest Dance .(Oct. No. 13,767—10c)
Veazie— Morning Invitation .(Oct. No. 4,210-10c)
WOMEN’S CHORUSES-S. S. A.
Berwald—My Daffodils .(Oct. No. 14,887—15c)
Berwald—Stars with Little Golden Sandals.... (Oct. No. 14,888—15c)
Delibes— Butterfly! Butterfly! .(Oct. No. 14,064-15c)
English Air—Gossip Joan.(Oct. No. 14,834—15c)
English Air—Peterkin Spray .(Oct. No. 14,768-15c>
Fisher-Make My Heart a Place Where Angels Sing
(Oct. No. 14,859—15c)
Gibb-Mammy’s Lullaby .(Oct. No. 14,896-10c)
Gretchaninoff—Slumber Song .(Oct. No. 13,899—10c)
Huerter—Pirate Dreams .(Oct. No. 13,715—15c)
Miles—Scythe Song.(Oct. No. 14,890—15c)
Rachmaninoff—Through the Silent Night.(Oct. No. 13,867—15c)
Reichardt—In the Time of Roses .(Oct. No. 11,804—10c)
Strauss—Greeting to Spring .(Oct. No. 13,261—16c)
WOMEN’S CHORUSES-S. S. A. A.
Debussy—Starry Night .(Oct. No. 14,508—15c)
Edwards—Lady Moon .(Oct. No. 14,751—10c)
Gretchaninoff—The Lark .(Oct. No. 14,771—15c)
Gretchaninoff—A Summer Night .(Oct. No. 14,769—15c)
MIXED VOICES—S. A. T. B.
Delibes—Butterfly Butterfly.(Oct. No. 14,152—15c)
English Air—Gossip Joan.(Oct. No. 14,835—15c)
Fisher—Make My Heart a Place Where Angels Sing
(Oct. No. 14,820—15c)
Handel—Holy Art Thou! .(Oct. No. 14,861—15c)
Lemare—Dream-Boat Passes By.(Oct. No. 14,099—15c)
Pestalozza—Ciribiribin .(Oct. No. 12,125—12c)
Pike—Medley from the South .(Oct. No. 12,538—16c)
Targett-Forest Dance .(Oct. No. 13,461—10c)
THE GLENN FESTIVAL BOOK
Edited for Upper Grammar Grades and
Junior High Schools.
17 numbers of the same high type of music that
characterizes the Glenn books.
Unison—Two-part Chorus—Three-part Chorus
48 pages of music—paper, 50 cents.

LENTEN MUSIC
BACH, JOHANN SEBASTIAN
14.650 Crucifixus. For Mixed voices
(from B Minor Mass). Both Latin
and English text.15
14.651 The Same. Arranged by Arthur
W. Gnau. (For 4 pt. Women’s
Voices) .15
BULLARD, FREDERIC FIELD
9,817 As Christ Upon the Cross.
(Hymn-Anthem for Mixed Voices,
with Alto Solo) .15
STAINER, JOHN
13,254 The Appeal of the Crucified.
(Lenten
’Anthem for
Mixed
Voices) (from “The Crucifixion”)
8,621
14,356

God So Loved the World.
(Mixed Quartet from “The Cruci¬
fixion”) .10
The Same. For Men’s Voices
(Arranged by Geo. B. Nevin).15

PALM SUNDAY
LUVAAS, MORTEN J. (arranger)
14,449 Prepare the Way. (Swedish
Melody). For Soprano Solo and
Mixed Voices.15
NEVIN, GEORGE B.
10,137 Rejoice, Jerusalem, and Sing.
(Baritone Solo and Mixed Chorus)
11,890 The Same. (Arranged for Men’s
Voices—Bar. Solo) .10
PARKER, HENRY
8,818 Jerusalem. (Anthem for Mixed
Voices, with Alto or Baritone
Solo) .12
WHITEHEAD, ALFRED
14,659 The King’s Welcome. (For
Mixed Voices).15
GOOD FRIDAY
NEVIN, GEORGE B.
13,935 Into the Woods My Master
Went. (Anthem for Mixed Voices)
14,037
13,936

The Same. (For Women’s Voices
—3-part) ...15
The Same. (For Men’s Voices).. .15

EASTER CAROLS
(Mixed Voices)
GAUL, HARVEY (Arranger)
14,551 Russian Easter Carol of the
Trees. (From White Russia)
(For Mixed Voices).15
14,270 Spanish Easter Carol of the
Lambs. (Folk Melody)
(For
Mixed Voices) .15
12,597 The Three Holy Women (Nor¬
mandy Carol) (Easter Carol for
Mixed Voices) .12
13,968 Three Men Trudging. (Pro¬
vencal Easter Carol)
(Mixed
Voices) .15
12,922 Victory. (When the Children
Went to Play) (Old Alsatian
Easter Carol) (For Mixed Voices) .10
MARRYOTT, RALPH E.
14,814 One Early Easter Morning.
(Easter Carol Mixed Voices, with
Organ) .10

EASTER ANTHEMS
(Mixed Voices)
BUCK, DUDLEY
460 Sing, Alleluia Forth. (Anthem for
Mixed Voices, with S.T.&B. Solos).15
GAUL, HARVEY (Arranger)
14,269 Spanish Easter Procession. (Folk
Motive) (Mixed Voices) .15
KOPOLYOFF, A.
14,081 Alleluia! Christ Is Risen. (Russian
Easter Song for Mixed Voices) (Ar¬
ranged by Harvey Gaul) .15
14,159 Russian Easter Priest’s Blessing.
(Easter Song for Mixed Voices) (Ar¬
ranged by Harvey Gaul) .15
MANNEY, CHARLES FONTEYN
14,275 He Is Risen. (Prelude and Chorus from
“The Resurrection”) (Easter Anthem for
Mixed Voices) .15
MATTHEWS, H. ALEXANDER
13,712 Three Women Went Forth. (Easter
Anthem for Mixed Voices) .15
REIMANN-MANNEY
13,966 A Joyous Easter Hymn. (For Mixed
Voices) .12
SIBELIUS, JEAN
14,714 O Morn of Beauty. (Arranged by H.
Alexander Matthews) Anthem for Easter
or General Use. (Mixed, four-part).15
14,489 The Same. (Mixed Voices, ei<//if-part).. .15
THIMAN, ERIC
14,817 Come, Ye Faithful, Raise the Strain.
(Easter Anthem for Mixed Voices).15
VULPIUS, MELCHOIR
14,813 The Strife Is O’er. (Easter Anthem for
Mixed Voices) (Arranged by Herbert
Sanders) .15
EASTER ANTHEMS
(Women’s Voices)
HUMPHRIES, CHARLES
14,711 Alleluia! (Easter Anthem for Two-part
Treble Voices) (Arr. by R. S. Stoughton)
KOPOLYOFF, ANDRE
14,904 Alleluia! Christ Is Risen. (For
Women’s Voices) (Arranged by Har¬
vey Gaul) .
ROWLEY, EDWIN C.
13,248 Easter Day. (Easter Anthem for Wom¬
en’s Voices: 3-part) .
SCOTT, CHARLES P.
13,967 Easter Chimes. (Carol-Anthem for
Women’s Voices) .
SIBELIUS, JEAN
14,715 O Morn of Beauty. (Easter Anthem
for Women’s Voices, six-part (Arr. by
H. Alexander Matthews).
SPENCE, WILLIAM R.
14,848 Come, Sing With Exultation. (Twopart Easter Anthem) (Arr. by C F.
Manney) .

.10

.15
.12
.12

.15

.15

EASTER ANTHEMS
(Men’s Voices)
BUCK, DUDLEY
11,811 Sing Alleluia Forth. (Anthem for
Men’s Voices) .15
KOPOLYOFF, ANDRE
14,903 Alleluia! Christ Is Risen. (Arranged
by Harvey Gaul) (For Men’s Voices).. .15
SIBELIUS, JEAN
14,905 O Morn of Beauty. (Anthem for Eas¬
ter or General Use) (Arr. by H. Alex¬
ander Matthews) (For Men’s Voices).. .15
SIMPER, CALEB
10,762 He Is Risen. (Easter Anthem for Men’s
Voices) (Arr. by Geo. B. Nevin).12
SPINNEY, T. HERBERT
12,148 Hallelujah! Christ Is Risen. (Easter
Anthem for Men’s Voices with Tenor
Solo) (Arr. by Geo. B. Nevin).15

OLIVER IUTSOY COMPANY, Boston, Mass.
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THIS FAMOUS

THE ETUDE HISTORICAL
MUSICAL PORTRAIT SERIES
An Alphabetical Serial Collection of

The World's Best Known Musicians
This series which began in February 932, h
It will be continued alphabetically.until tl
Start making a collection now. Nothing I ike
referred fefee dSn's fT Sing Then

Accept this Beautiful Volume FREE as an Example of DE LUXE
EDITIONS CLUB Bargains.

Get Great Books like this, formerly

s5 to *25, in Exquisite New Editions for Only *1.50 Each !
OU are invited to send the special
coupon below. You will receive
at once, absolutely free, a copy of
this great book. It is exquisitely
bound for your life-time library.
This offer is made to show you, at
our expense, the remarkable book values which
Charter Membership in The De Luxe Editions
Club can now bring to you!
Through this Club you can now get many of
the finest books in all branches of literature.
Beautiful volumes of permanent value—spe¬
cially designed and superbly bound. And at a
price below that asked for ordinary, commer¬
cial-edition novels!

Become a Charter Member, FREE
Imagine getting books that were priced from $5 to
$25—in rich, new De Luxe Editions—for ONLY $1.50
EACH! No other plan ever offered to book lovers has
combined such truly great books with such immense
savings!
There is no cost to you in joining the Club. By
joining now, as a Charter Member, you will receive this
gift book free. There are no extra dues. You pay
nothing but the extremely low price of $1.50 per book,
plus the few cents postage.
De Luxe Editions Club books are already famous for
their luxurious bindings, fine printing, rich contents.
The average volume is 6" x 9!4". Many are even
larger. Most contain 500 to 600 pages—some even over
1000 pages. Many are gorgeously illustrated in color
with paintings by the greatest masters; others with fine

drawings and photogi
Such books are p
leading publishers ha
Ufir6t-ecfithm
allowing the Club t
ing these new De Luxe J
plates
And the authorss have agreed to smaller i
Typical of the
recent De Luxe '
formerly $5.00;
modern English,
color by Rockwell
of Old Ships,”
artist, Gordon
$lo0: SimRar
Travels of Marco
values will be
at the low price, to members only, of $1.50 c

Send No Money
If such bargains a]
spend less for boo
it—then accept Ft
De Luxe Editions
Membership Cou]ipon below. Your free copy of
“Stories of the Gireal Operas” will be sent to you at
once. With it willl come the current month’s bargain
selection and the current issue of the Club’s “Folio”
—a monthly magazine of inti
The “Folio” is free, to Met
month it tells unusual facts
Selection. And it reviews the (
as well. Thus Members alway
the next book will be. Yoi
“Folio” will begin at once,
coupon now!
THE DE LUXE EDITIONS
Dept. 2 E., Garden City, N.

FREE CHARTER MEMBERSHIP COUPON
THE DE LUXE EDITIONS CLUB
Dept. 2 E„ Carden City, N. Y.

“Stories of the Great Operas and
Their Composers,” by Ernest New¬
man, is typical of De Luxe Editions
Club books. This beautiful volume is
2%" thick, 8*4" x 6" in size. Con¬
tains 1056 pages. Gives complete
plots and musical movements of 30
greatest operas. Describes compos¬
ers’ lives. Will double your enjoy¬

FEBRUARY, 1937

ment of Opera in the theatre or over
the radio. Printed from identical
plates of original three-volume, $10.50
edition. Also contains 790 illustrated
musical quotations. But whether
you read music or not, you will enjoy
and profit richly from this great
book. Bound in handsome cardinal
buckram, richly imprinted in gold.

Sri®
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The World of Music
Interesting and Important Items Gleaned in a Constant W atch on
Happenings and Activities Pertaining to Things Musical Everywhere

EMIL WALDTEUFEL,
composer of many waltzes
popular at the court of
Napoleon III and chamber
musician to the Empress
Eugenie, has had his
memory honored by the placing of a tablet
on the house where he was born in Stras¬
bourg on December 9, 1837. His waltzes—
such as My Dream, Always or Never, The
Sirens, The Skaters, Estudiantina {Students),
and Tout Paris {All. Paris)—at one time
held almost equal favor with those of
Strauss.
■s-sTHE FOUR STATE THEATERS of
France—two devoted to opera and two to
drama—are to receive increased subsidies, to
provide which the Ministry of National
Education, which controls the Department
of Fine Arts of France, will levy a “new
tax”(?) on radio advertising.
HANS LANGE made on November Sth
his first appearance as associate conductor
of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, when
he created a most favorable impression.
THE “KENTISH SUITE” by Hubert
Clifford, which won in 1933 the W. W. Cobbett Prize for a suite for school orchestra,
in a contest fostered by The Music Teacher
of London, had its first performance when
given on October 27, 1936, at the Becken¬
ham and Penge County Country School for
Boys, by the school band, as directed by the
MONTE CARLO opened its musical sea¬
son on December 2nd and will continue this
till April 30th. Among the eminent con¬
ductors of the symphonic concerts will be
Richard Strauss, Bruno Walter, Henri
Rabaud and Paul Paray, with Emile Cooper,
Dimitri Mitropoulos, C. Scotto and Sydney
Beer of the lesser known.
“PICKWICK,” an opera by Albert Coates,
is announced for performance by the British
Music Drama Opera Company. It is based
of course, upon the deathless tale by Charles
Dickens.

THE TEATRO REALE (Royal Opera
House) of Rome forsook this year its im¬
memorial custom of opening the season on
December 26th and advanced this date to
the 8th, on which evening the “Nerone” of
Mascagni was given a gala performance. Re¬
hearsals had been under the supervision of
the composer himself.

DR. RICHARD STRAUSS received late
i November the Gold Medal of the R*»yal
Philharmonic Society of London, one of the
most prized distinctions in the musical world,
as it is so seldom bestowed. During the tame
week he conducted his “Ariadne auf Naxos"
at Covent Garden, as a feature of the visit
of the Dresden Opera.

made by the National Association of Music
Executives. Only the steel and oil industries
surpassed music in the amount of money
invested and exchanged in their activities
during the period of the investigation.
.g_j.

water Park of Cleveland, Ohio, were recently
lssued bV the Cleveland Railway Company,
as a feature of the reh bration b> the Richard
Wagner Society of that city, of the twenty
fifth anniversary of the unveiling of this
memorial.

ERNA SACK, coloratura soprano of the
Vienna and Dresden opera companies, is announced by the management of the Chicago
City Opera Company, for the roles of Lucia
in Donizetti’s “Lucia di Lammermoor”;
“ '
.-

TWF riPPcnn-M ctatp
oc ■
THE DRESDEN STATE OPERA has
fIv.en a senes
guest performances in Ins
Covcm Garden Theater of London
rhe rePcrtoire included Dcr Rosenkaval.rr"
(on the opening night, November 2), "Tristan and Isolde,” “Don Giovanni," “The Mar
riage of Figaro,” with Dr. Karl Rohm con¬
ducting, and the "Ariadne auf Naxos" of
Richard Strauss with the baton in I he hand
of the composer.

American concert
y«u», made k
rrnlrec by a rtdul on
November 20th, in Town
Hall, an event whuh hit beta deo&t s
“one of the mwi improeivt miaiol tares
ever witnessed in Sew York" Ht s a
to retain all hi» trthaic -of (wtqixaK
and effect, with as idminblt poise andsn
which come only with man) years ’
< ■
>

THE SAN FRANCISCO STRING QUARTET, composed of first desk
luc
of the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra—Naoum
Blinder, first violin; Eugene Heyes, second
violin; Lajos Fenster, violist; and Willem
Dehe, violincellist—opened its season with a
program including the “Sunrise Quartet” of
.Ha,yd"’..thf :‘Quart5,t,> No. 3” of Hindemith,
and “Quartet, No. 1” of Brahms.
4-t
WAGNFR’S rnRPP5POMnrsTor

A MacDOVVELL FESTIVAL, the seventh,
is being organized for Atlanta. Georgia
These .annuaJ
annual affair!L
affairs_ arc
result of the
arc the
1
Jackson and arc
promoted with the twofold object of making
our greatest American compo-rr', mu-u bet
I" .lU" and loved- ;>nd of giving support

THIRTY-SIX LYRIC WORKS hid to
find bearing anywhor. win own a St
various stage* of Italy dong the rat i
1QJS They included the -New*" cite
Mawagni, the *0rseolo“ of Ildebnn* ft
zetti, and “La PaiAtone" of G. Fnxtji
Malipicro.
4-*
CARLOS CHAVEZ, ttodtiflot of tk
OrqursU Stafonira dr Mcako. oi Me::
City, will participate in the ausc tew
at the Library of Congress in April trtei
he and Mrs Elizabeth Spragae CooMn ri
develop plans for a Pan Anterior Ms
Festival of similar nature, at Make Or.
4->
“I PAGLIACCL" in the autographed
ol Ku«Jtirr,> Leoncavallo, conseUK d
hundred and four pages of the orisml
•'cripg. has been purchased froa : Sonrogno of Milan, the

about to be published. It is to be in four
volumes, as edited by Frau Winnifred, the
widow of Siegfried Wagner.
*•
TITO SCHIPA, idol of the Chicago pub
he received an ovaticj which held upPthe
Performance at the Cose of Ms surging o?

-THE BRASS TABLET whirl,™ l i .t,
burial placTof
sarly English musician, in the ( I ■
A'fegc'
and which „ , . .
„
thl' l'dllua' was being retfoted > ,•!• fa tho
«-» 5 ft

. DR "‘III:
leading organiMJ, and®?
Offanfal oi tbs Flat Prrsbytma..^
1
' V
c and Twritlh
^y.^s^i “ £SS ■'

“Martha” during the first week of the°curpany
°f the Chlcago City Opera Com-

(th

sssrs:

....18.^

was dcdicated on November U'lT'^Tb
annivcrsary of Tallis’s death). ’

New Jersey, be studied with
can teachers and with -Meander w-*,
celebrated organist and teacher ol rj"-/;
was an organizer of the A meow” 6
Organists,-timulh u

..f5 SANFORD TERRY, one of
‘S annol'nced foV mIv^SU,’
the greatest of authorities on Bach died on R
uth' S,x c®n‘atas, four of them L,!
November 5th, at Aberdeen. Scotla’nH R— Fridit and^the^' wlg br Performed on
CHRISTINE MUR¬
will
be
given
overtook
DOCH KENDRICK, so¬
f
uver 10 the Saturda>
UST***1 —* —programs
WERNER J0STEN”S
prano, of Philadelphia;
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“The Play's The Thing"

ANY people, who write under a nom de plume,
are much chagrined to find that their works are
quite as successful when appearing under an as¬
sumed name as with the one for which they have worked
for years to make a reputation. It punctures one’s pride
pretty badly to realize that the public does not care so
much who does the creating—it is concerned in the crea¬
tion. An established name, of course, is a fine introduction
for a new work, but that is about as far as it goes. Every
composition must justify itself. In the words of Hamlet,
“The play’s the thing.” Even the huge fame of Rudyard
Kipling failed to sell certain of his works in which the
public was “just not interested.” On the other hand, many
of the works of Arnold Bennett, written under various
noms de plume, did very well indeed.
Sometimes a nom de plume becomes so eminent that
it literally obliterates the real name of the creator, as in
the case of Mark Twain (Samuel L. Clemens), Copernicus
(Kuppernick), Erasmus (Girardus), George Eliot (Mary
Ann Evans) or George Sand (Mme. Aurore Dudevant).
The desirability of a pleasant sounding, easily remembered
name is nowhere better recognized than in Hollywood,
where a very large number of the stars have screen names.
In Europe, in both the Latin and the Teutonic countries,
many of the screen names adopted have been of an English
type, owing to the early popularity of American moving
pictures.
Hundreds of composers have learned the value of a nom
de plume. Make a worthy work, a work that has a fine
human appeal, real charm, skillful handling and a lovely
melody, and the public will not fail to identify it, whether
it is written by Sergei Ignaz Hugonowitsch or by William
Binge. This applies equally well to popular compositions.
Septimus Winner wrote his universally sung Listen to the
Mocking Bird under the nom de plume of Alice Haw¬
thorne. One of the most popular English composers of
songs of the past century was “Claribel,” author of Come
Back to Erin, whose real name was Mrs. Charles Barnard.
Hundreds of thousands of students have played the Little
Fairy Waltz of Streabbog, and the Orange Blossom Waltz
of Ludovic; but very few know that the name of their
composer was Jean Louis Gobbaerts (spell it backwards for
one of his pseudonyms). Richard Goerdeler wrote a vast
number of compositions, but his Jolly Darkies, published
under the name of Karl Bechter, is his best known work.
Publishers realize this value of a name far more than
the composers, because they have the responsibility of
pleasing both the public and the composer. When a pub¬
lisher rejects a manuscript, it is solely because he cannot
see a market for that particular composition. Another

publisher may have a fine market for it. Moreover, the
very next composition that this composer writes may be
just what the first publisher is looking for. Therefore, if
you ever do any composing, and get your manuscripts
back from the publisher, realize that the return of such
manuscripts may be far preferable to their publication,
when they might not appeal to his particular type of cus¬
tomers and so might lead to strained relations between you
and your publisher. The publisher is a manufacturer who
must merchandise his product profitably or fail. He values
the composer with a fine reputation, because he realizes
that the public is more ready to look into works coming
from someone whose previous products have pleased, than
from someone unknown. But do not think that a great
name will sell an inferior work. We know of one piece
by one of the most famous of living composers for the
piano, that never sold over two hundred copies.
One of the heads of a great broadcasting company has
said that no matter how famous the artist may be, he
cannot compete with an absolutely unknown artist with
superior delivery and more appealing programs or “con¬
tinuities.” He boasted that he could take a very worthy
performer with a fine program, and in four months could
make that performer just as great an asset as another with
a worldwide reputation who could not “deliver the goods.”
Radio has already made many reputations.
In music there has been no case of anonymity compar¬
able to that of Junius in literature. The remarkable “Let¬
ters of Junius” appeared in the London Advertiser from
January 1769 to January 1772. They became classics of
their type, and are still widely quoted, yet no one really
knows who wrote them. Forty people have been mentioned
as possible authors. Sir Philip Francis is considered as the
most probable of these; and the reason for his use of a
nom de plume is thought to have been that he dared not
expose himself because of the political nature of the let¬
ters. The subject is still an unsolved mystery.
M. Dvorsky remained the nom de plume under which
Josef Hofmann wrote symphonic works widely played
by great orchestras. Dvorsky is the Polish translation of his
name, which in German means “court-man.”
The real name of Robert Franz, famous song composer,
was Knauth. He was much criticized for taking as a nom
de plume the first names of two other great song composers,
Robert Schumann and Franz Schubert.
Among the well known noms de plume in music have
been:
Name
Nom de Plume
Jakob Liebmann Beer,
Giacomo Meyerbeer
Uadore Balin,
Changed name to
Irving Berlin
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William S. Rackstraw,
Landon Russell,
Siegmund Levy,
Arthur P. Burnand,
Edward MacDowell,
Josef Hofmann,
Arthur Foote,
L. Schytte,
Edward German James
Franz Behr,
Blanche Ray Alden,
Mary Frances Bumpus,
Charles C. Converse,
Richard Goerdeler,
Boiko Hochberg,
Charles Huerter,
Mrs. C. W. Krogmann,
Grace Cotton-Marshall,
William H. Neidlinger,
Ethelbert Nevin,
Mrs. W. I. Rhodes (nee
Helen Guy),
Charles Gilbert Spross,
Clarence Cameron White,
Jean-Louis Gobbaerts,

W. S. Rockstro
Landon Ronald
Siegmund Lebert
(Lebert and Stark)
(Anton Strelezki
(Stefan Esipoff
Edgar Thorne
M. Dvorsky
Edward Myer
Charles Godard
Edward German
William Cooper
Chas. Morley
Francesco d’Orso
Theodora Dutton
Frances AJlitsen
Karl Redan
Karl Bechter
J. H. Franz
C. Harles
Paul Ducelle
G. Marschal-Loepke
Thomas Bristol Starr
Woodbridge
Guy d’Hardelot

(

(William Worthington
■j Jean Philippe
[Carl Rauch
C. Blanco
(L. S. Streabbog
j G. Ludovic
[ Levi

Hoot Mon!
The dew is on the heather
And the oatmeal’s in the pot.
And I hear a laddie singin’.
To his lassie like as not;
And the bagpipes are a-skirlin’
In the mist beyond the notch
Whilst, oh! my hairt is burstin’
Wi’ the pride o’ bein’ Scotch.
All this verse bubbled up in us because, for the first
time in our editorial life, we have come across printed
music for the bagpipes. And here is a wee, wee sample.
It is from a strathspey called MacLennan’s Overcoat, from
a recent collection of “Highland Bagpipe Music,” by Pipe
Major W. Ross, and published in Edinburgh, by Paterson
A strathspey, by the way, is a kind of reel, only slower
and jerkier.
MacLennan’s Overcoat.

„„„ ja like a thousand oboes, clarinets and bassoons gone
S bursts upon the air. When the famous Philadelphia
Rapid Transit Scotch Band marches down Broad Street,
the wits all say that there is danger of the la in (.posts
growing kilts. Ah weel, if ye dinna love the music 06 the
pipes ye hae our sympathy.
V Come on, you MacGreggors. MacPhersons. MacDonalds
and Macintoshes. Come on, you Camerons, Campbells,
Bruces, and Stuarts, and a’ the ither elans; the pibroch
sounds in the glen, and there are great, great things yet
to be done by Bonny Scotland!

Strathspey.

By Maurice Dumesml

Music Boosting Europe's Finances

P

UT down all that the governments of Europe have
spent throughout history, to promote and foster music,
through royal and state subventions, and you would find
it a very staggering figure. Ruler* have been rrpcatedly
accused of willful extravagance. Napoleon. Kstcrhazy anil
Ludwig II, all were thought to be profligate in their nipport of music.
If these men of vision could return to Europe to-dav,
they would find that music i» one of the important fumicial assets of the nations. Considering what tourists from
all over the world spend in Europe, when drawn to nurh
incomparable festivals a* those at Bayreuth and Salzburg,
the income from this source through recent year* mu-t
have run into many millions of dollar*. It i* reported that
the Festival of 1935 at Salzburg, Austria, earned a profit
of one hundred thousand dollar* a month. In fact, the
Austrian state finance* have benefited rnoriuou»ly by tin*.
Festivals, in England, Italy, Austria, Switzerland, Bel¬
gium, France, and other European countries, have drawn
great and profitable audience*. M hat is called "doing the
festivals” has become a very delightful tour plan for
thousands of travellers who elect to visit several of them
and at the same time to sec Europe.
These festivals are beginning to pay remarkable interest
upon the investment. In America the Mav Mmical Fes¬
tival of Cincinnati, the Bach Festival at Bethlehem. Penn¬
sylvania. and the Ann Arbor Music Festival under the
leadership of Charles A. Sink and Earl Moore, have set
an example that is now being widely followed, inasmuch
as it has heen shown that a festival <*on<lurlt*<l under the
proper artistic supervision and the right hu»inr«* man¬
agement may be a very profitable enterprise.

Social Dynamite
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We have often wondered just what happened when the
piper commenced to play, and here it is. The musical nota!
tion explains many mysteries of the extraordinary sounds
that seem to be stored up in that curious bag, only to be
pushed out by the player’s elbow. Of course, if you Le not
Scotch, this may all seem like a horrible noise; but if you
are, ,t is as the voices of angels. What is it in this queer music
if music it be, that makes our Scotch blood, derived W.’
au ,nigr.„t Edinburgh physician „£ over a ceM„l
make n. want to rt.e and .hout like a Highland warrior’'
When the pipes sometimes let loose we are even JfZ 'i
.ha, we ™, break on, in ,
plaid ra.h Eve?,h™gh
one has only a microscopic drop of Caledonian ancestry it
is enough to make him semihysterical when this paan of

Enesco Talks on Menuhin
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would have been reduced by ninety percent.

NOTED FRENCH PIANIST, COMPOSER AND TEACHER

Gives a graphic review of the development of one of the most
unusual violinists in musical history

B

UT FIRST let us talk about Enesco,
the composer, one of the greatest
musical writers of our time. Georges
Enesco was born on August 19th, 1881, at
Liveni-Varnau, in the district of Deorohoiu
in Rumania. His great-grandfather was a
church singer whose marvelous voice made
the delight of the noble families who owned
the estates in the neighborhood, and among
his other ancestors there were also musi¬
cians, educators and priests of the ortho¬
dox faith.
At the age of five he received his first
musical instruction from a local teacher;
and when he was only seven his father
sent him to Vienna, where he entered the
Conservatory and remained until he was
awarded, four years later, the grand medal
of honor. Then young Enesco, already well
equipped in a knowledge of the piano, vio¬
lin and theory, migrated to Paris where his
splendid gifts for composition were soon to
bloom forth under the understanding guid¬
ance of the splendid pedagogue, Andre
Gedalge.
The cosmopolitan atmosphere of the
French capital was at that time a powerful
focus of attraction for the artists of the
world in search of consecration. It did not
fail to exercise upon the young Enesco a
most decisive influence. Paris was already
an advanced outpost of modernism. Debussy
was slowly gaining recognition, and Ravel
was beginning to draw attention from at
least a group of discriminating dilettanti.
The writer recalls his first glimpse of
Georges Enesco, one night at the old Salle
Pleyel on the Rue Rochechouart, made il¬
lustrious by memories of Chopin. He was
playing a violin sonata by his master,
Gedalge, thus demonstrating already the
devotion to music and the abnegation of
himself which were to be the keynotes of
his activities and which remain so at the
present time, after many years of a suc¬
cessful career. Already he was an inspiring
violinist, with a glowing and colorful tone,
warmth of utterance, and an impressive
lyricism equalled perhaps only by Eugene
Ysaye. However, let us not insist too much
on these violinistic achievements. It would
be rather improper and lacking in sense of
proportion. For if we consider Enesco’s
production to this day, covering as it does
all forms of music, from piano and songs
to opera, through all phases of chamber
music, we realize at once that in him the
virtuoso is probably the lesser side; be¬
cause, after all, virtuosity lasts but the span
of life, whereas his music will take its
permanent place and remain for future gen¬
erations.
FEBRUARY, 1937

Enesco often expresses amusement over
some aspects of his versatility. “In France,”
he says with a shade of concern, “they
think of me chiefly as a violinist who also
composes; whereas in the United States
they regard me more as a composer who
also plays the violin.”
GEORGES
There is little doubt that such views are
in the process of being rectified. The sensa¬
tion produced in Paris last winter, when most stopped the performance, and the
“CEdipe” was created at the Opera, and same thing happened at a presentation in
Enesco’s engagement with the New York Rome, several months later, causing Enesco
Philharmonic, as composer-conductor and to desist from writing an announced third
probably also as soloist, will project the rapsodie.
proper light upon his achievements, equally
His first real recognition came in 1906,
great in all fields.
when the “Symphony in E-flat, Op. 13”
(1905) was produced at the Concerts
Creative Fecundity
Colonne. The critics were unanimously fa¬
FULL LIST of Enesco’s works vorable ; and such authorities as Paul
has seldom, if ever, been drawn up. Dukas and Pierre Lalo praised the solid
It will be interesting to present it here structure, sound proportions and powerful
with various details and the dates of com¬ inspiration of the new work.
position.
An important “Dixtuor, Op. 14” and the
At the age of sixteen, he wrote his first “Chansons de Clement Marot, Op. 15” (a
opus, a Rumanian Poem for orchestra, in series of real gems!) occupied Enesco’s
two parts, performed at the Concerts time during the period of 1907-1909. The
Colonne in Paris. A “Sonata for Violin “Dixtuor” has been performed by the
and Piano, Op. 2”; a “Suite in Ancient Longy Club in Boston and at the Curtis
Style, Op. 3,” for piano; and “Three Institute in Philadelphia. In 1911 came a
Songs” on words by Jules Lemaitre and “Piano Quartet, Op. 16,” and in 1913 a
Sully-Prudhomme, were also written in “Second Symphony.” Both were submitted
1897.
to Andre Gedalge two days before the
Then came the Variations for two pianos, declaration of war. Here we have an exam¬
Op. 5 (1898) ; a “Second Sonata for Violin ple of Enesco’s supreme artistic conscience.
and Piano, Op. 6” (1899) ; the “Octuor, Gedalge criticized the symphony and for¬
Op. 7,” for two string quartets (1900) ; a mulated a number of suggestions which
“Symphonie Concertante, Op. 8,” for vio¬ were accepted with reverent acknowledg¬
loncello and orchestra (1901) ; and a ment of their value. But the young com¬
“Suite, Op. 9,” for orchestra (1903). This poser became conscious and doubts came
suite, performed at the Concerts Colonne, to him as to his ability to carry them out
in 1904, under the direction of Gabriel satisfactorily; so the work remained un¬
Pierne, was a complete failure. But time finished, as well as some “Pieces Imalters everything, and it met with fine suc¬ promptues, Op. IS and Op. 19,” for piano,
cess when the same orchestra revived it in on which Enesco has worked on and off
1932. It was given in New York, by Mah¬ some twenty years without reaching the
ler, when he conducted the Philharmonic point of being satisfied with them.
Orchestra.
A “Second Suite, Op. 20,” for orchestra,
During the same period of 1900-1903, was written during the war and its pre¬
Enesco completed a second “Suite for Pi¬ miere given in 1916. Here an extraordinary
ano, Op. 10” and the two Rumanian Rap- episode takes place. This suite, with many
sodies, Op. 11. One of these, in A major, other manuscripts, fell into an adventure
has been played extensively by American whose happy outcome may be considered
orchestras, during the past few seasons; as a miracle of good luck.
and- its scintillating instrumentation and
Vicissitudes of War
dynamic brilliancy have invariably thrilled
audiences. Both are built, of course, on
T WAS DURING the terrible winter of
popular themes. When the Rapsodies were
1917. The separate peace signed by
first performed in Moscow, in 1909, some¬ Russia had caused the German army to
thing of a scandal developed. The tunes encircle Rumania. As a disaster was being
were identified as having been used by feared, one of the state ministers said to
bands in night clubs and other musically Enesco, “If you will entrust your manu¬
disreputable places. Shouts of protest al- scripts to us, we will place them in one of

ENESCO
the treasury boxes which we are shipping
to London via Moscow.” Of course Enesco
accepted, and the precious sheets represent¬
ing his work of over ten years started on
their long journey to safety. At the first
stop, however, and only a few miles away,
a warehouse filled with gasoline exploded
near the depot, and the fire spread to the
train and to the buildings around. Many of
the boxes were reduced to ashes; but the
flames stopped after having destroyed the
cover of the very one containing the manu¬
scripts. Hastily repaired, it continued on
its way and was stored provisionally at
the Kremlin. Unfortunately the Bolshevist
revolution constantly gained momentum and
the worst excesses were being committed.
The Kremlin itself was threatened. By that
time Enesco had lost all hope of ever re¬
covering. his manuscripts. But nine years
later, in 1926, after patient intervention by
M. de Monzie, French Foreign Minister,
and personal negotiations by the ambas¬
sador, M. Herbette, the box was located
in a cellar under heaps of rubbish, and the
treasured possessions, entirely intact, were
returned to their owner.
At that time Enesco was already involved
in the composition of “CEdipe,” whose com¬
pletion took ten years of constant labor
from 1921 to 1931. The magnitude of this
creation left him little time for other works.
Nevertheless he wrote a “Third Symphony,
with Chorus,” allegedly very difficult and
for this reason still unperformed; then, in
1924, a “Piano Sonata, Op. 24”; and, in
1927, a third “Sonata for Violin and Piano,
Op. 25,” in Rumanian style.
Of the sonata for piano special mention
must be made. It is a work which all
pianists of this generation should investi¬
gate. It has tremendous breadth and power.
When Enesco played it, one summer after¬
noon of 1932, it carried me away irresist¬
ibly, like a sweeping force of nature. Its
style is free, eloquent and dramatic—the
style of a magnified and contemporary
Beethoven of the last period. In the slow
movement, a Nocturne, which I have often
played to the bewilderment of some and
the admiration of many, Enesco has
reached new effects on the piano. One may
ask, “Is this possible, after Ravel and
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Debussy?” In my mind, it is. There are, in Hekkingl^f^^^mmeSately”a“ed
this Nocturne, passages where the piano ment, and the former
strings seem to vibrate in a juxtaposition of him as a pupil,
nemans
gentle breezes caressing the ears witn
with
Hekking’a enthusiasm ran high_ At
.
'— he went to see Paul
* cw* Pa
■*—,
strange harmonies
while glissandos from
y,
* *
of the
distant seolian harps echo faintly. It is new, of
the Lamoureux
Lamoureux Concerts,
Concerts, andjisked
andaskedWtn
•
■
•
..>
hear an extraordinary wonder child. „
not only pianistically but also musically. It
“I
have
no
time
to
hear
child
prodigies,
is soundly and logically modernistic; be¬
as Paray’s laconic answer.
cause, contrary to the cubists, futurists and
Hekking insisted, mentioned Enesco s
freaks of the hour who repudiate the the¬
to assimilate,
assimilate, own reaction, and pleaded the case soeioories which they are unable to
...„ metier
..
_ built
„jilt from the quently that finally Paray yielded with,
Enesco’s
has been
ground up and along the lines of thorough- will do it for Enesco.
_
ness. As an illustration of the vastness of
To make the story short, Menuhin made
his knowledge, he has studied minutely the his Paris debut two weeks later, P aying
fifty-two volumes of the Bach Gesellschaft, the Symphonie Espagnole of Lalo and crefor the purpose of comparing its text with ating an enormous sensation. And tne
the other Bach editions. With such a strong Menuhins awaited Enesco s return, w en
basis of classicism, Enesco feels no tender- the lessons started as well as the great
ness toward those who consider music friendship which since almost ten years
frivolously and in terms of sensationalism has linked master and disciple. When sumand snobbism. He also has little regard for mer came, the Menuhins went to Sinaia, so
jazz and the influence it may exercise on the collaboration could continue,
modern music. His is a lofty and dignified
Enesco promptly realized the marvelous
ideal. For years he has waited patiently, possibilities of the boy. He advised the
unconcerned, and making no concessions, study of harmony, fugue and counterpoint,
for the day, which is near at hand, of a In 1928, as he toured the United States,
general awakening to his gospel.
his itinerary brought him to San Francisco,
where the Menuhin family had come back.
rhe Practical Pedagogue
An artistic “family council” took place
ND NOW let us turn to Georges En- there, during which the situation was dis. esco, the teacher, and more specifically cussed by Yehudi’s father, his friend Herthe teacher of Yehudi Menuhin.
a-man, and Enesco. The latter’s advice was
One evening of January, 1927, Enesco to let the boy appear in public only fifteen
had given a recital at the Salle Gaveau in or twenty times a year, and to devote the
Paris, previous to his departure for a two- balance of time to quiet study and a conmonth tour of his native Rumania. The servative “mode of living” including plenty
customary crowd of friends and admirers of rest and early retiring at night
surrounded him in the artists’ room. A
The father and Herman were quite re¬
young boy, with light brown hair, made ceptive to the idea, and this is much to
his way to him, shook his hand and simply their credit, since the development of Yesaid, “I want to see you.” Enesco xnstinc- hudi was thus achieved in a perfect hartively sensed a personality and gave the mony of the various elements concerned
boy an appointment for the next morning, and without the feverish rush for immeMenuhin—it was he—went to the apart- diate maximum returns, which in other
ment of the Rue de Clichy, with his violin, instances has ruined forever youthful talEnesco had just concluded a rehearsal with ents.
Gerard Hekking, the violoncellist. “I want
Since then, Yehudi has been a steady
to study with you,” the boy said this time, visitor of Paris and almost every year he
“All, right, will you play something for spends the summer in his villa at Virofiay
m®?”
_
near Versailles. Let Enesco tell us about
When Menuhin did play, Enesco and those hours of intensely interesting conver-
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play. What have I done for him. As he
grew in years. I have med to give h.m a
fittle light so he could see clearly. And
now he sees. I have told him often not to
try to imitate me. but, instead, to hear and
consult other artists as well so that h.s
vision would not remain limited to only
one influence. I have advised him not to
let himself be disturbed, either by criti¬
cism or by praise. The incense of adoring
crowds means nothing. Do not look level,
look above.”
A Caustic Critic
HESE WORDS remind me of one in¬
stance when Enesco showed his fine
character, kind, indulgent and tolerant.
During a tour of Spain he and I had given
an evening of sonatas at the Socicdad Filarmonica of Bilbao—Beethoven, Schumann
and Franck. The next morning, at the sta¬
tion, we bought the three local newspa¬
pers. Two carried excellent notices, but
the critic of the third one. who perhaps
had had a fit of liver trouble, attacked us
sharply and bitterly. Nothing had pleased
him; and, to put it extremely mildly, lie
called Enesco an “eruptive Gipsy violinist”
and labeled me as an “academic and peda¬
gogic technician." Immediately I got on a
rampage and talked of nothing less than
going back to pull the ears of that irreverential cacograph. But Enesco smiled gently,
as his eyes wandered on the soft Cantabrian
landscape far away. He also was looking
above. “This has absolutely no importance,"
he said simply.
Regarding his work with Menuhin. Knesco states: "What we do is ’coaching.’ It
cannot be called lessons. We do not know
time nor hours. When he plays I sit in a
big chair in a corner of the room, and
listen attentively. Sometimes Yehudi stops.
He has caught in my eyes a glimpse of dis¬
approval. I nod, I smile, I say ’Ah. there!’;

T

but I let him find out what
is wrong. And he al*jys V
^
and makes the correction hWu **
this is tlie most fruitful fonw 1 ^
“At other times, we pfc. V®’*
Tliere is no better way 0f 2“*rc*
sicianship. We always di^T'”'
musically, because, when perform^ ’r
position, one ought to keep hT°*J '
personality and the aesthetic tJ?*
the authors. Therefore I adriyfe
read their biographies, to note
salient features of their dander/'"
to know what these worla me™' E
and what they wanted them
^^
humanity. I told him to absorb 7*
ideas and the moods of these (J?
and to try to impart their niriT*
audience, with the seK-effacma 1
for I lie projection of the ideal *^1'.
them. To know, really, a tomar *
ought to lie familiar not «|t
biography hut also with aD his
.
in order to nwnpare them and to eh V
one it* adequate place in the ensemble 0>
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that period. Only
land can one feel
understanding I
1 also advise Yehod
lory of musk, i. ___ JP
by each master in this nob- doing so. to read different boob,
v mir life ini nfiipkli |fn) other* jv *
In this field alto one mast cwnp«;
form one's own opinion.*
As a fitting concludo^ Entxn j
(ales the following advice at an msp
to the readers of Tiis Entt
"When attempting to put form
intention* of tlie authors »< bum b
of over-emphasising and keep ina
right proportion of Irmfi and da
which combine to form the (enen
tlictic perfects.hi \Vc most contra
work as sc would comtnxt a te
with tlie foundations, the basement th
and the roof which crowns ewythi
"Above all. watch and make the
fully alive, expressive and pets:
Think dearly and be enthmastic!’
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How to Become a Better Pianist
By Isidor Philipp
PROFESSOR AT THE PARIS CONSERVATOIRE
An Interview Secured Especially for The Etude Music Magazine
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How the Piano is Coming Back

T

he literary digest sent
a representative to the Convention
of Piano Tuners, which was held in
August, at Canton, Ohio, and printed the
following glowing report upon the mar¬
velous return of interest in the piano,
which we reproduce with its permission:

that could fit into the space of a small side
table and attract apartment dwellers who

the mechanical player-piano and had stolen
.'r.,rvals very selling-point :
lab°r, °,ver a music education?"
Jey advertised. “Make music by pumping
with your feet.
Laboriously, then with
High speed, the industry came back. In
1923, when 343,000 pianos were sold. 55
per cent of them were “players.”

itics of a fine grand piano codd teP*6
into a small container that cfloH ■ ®
the most cramped quartets.
No longer did all pianos look alike. Alert
Most pleasant of piano men's fK®
piano merchandisers had learned that while
occupations is thtoriims: as to k*'
an accomplished pianist cares little for
why their industry survived aatos W®
styling or “packaging,” design in pianos
and radios.
•
The Gloom that Was
means much to the young housewife.
Most popular is the belief ttatj*
ONG AND WOEBEGONE have been
slotbLaPPeahng *° ProsPective customers' dustry rescued itself by its <wn
J the faces which piano tuners have dis¬
slothfu'ness, p.ano makers paid a big price in offering modem pianos. Piano no ^
Optimistic Forecasts
played to friends for almost a decade. Last
ELIGHTEDLY, piano tuners heard m the long run. When radios appear^ to argue that they hroight
week in Canton, Ohio, piano tuners’ faces
piano-player paddlers no longer
ceptable piano at precisely *e
inonnn
,™anlufracturers expected to sell
cracked into broad grins.
100,000 units before the year was up. To
^
PiaJo'saf" ,they, had to d'’ was hMen. when thousands of persons had
From twenty-three States they had gath¬
be sure, this was nowhere near the 343 000
son for wanting one.
. ^
ered for a cheerful, three-day convention.
out ofP
,hcm
pianos sold in 1923, nor the 320,000 aver- fo^-"hree
Less complimentary to
7
Early
in
1935
P,ano
companies.
Officers supplied the cheer by announcing
contention
that
radio,
instead
o|
that the piano business no longer was ag£ W!UCL£°r a decade ending in 1925
homemade music, has rerirtd.
^
moping along at an adagio molto doloroso. year’s lS)00°f°° ann,ua"y- Yet this
years 100,000 sales would be a considdling a new interest m nnsio*
Instead it had whirled into a brisk allegro.
More piano users meant bread and butter nfame«lmpTement over the 27,000 units
expression.
.
of 1932, and even the 60,000 units of last
and perhaps jam for tuners.
Backing this theory «re ate ^
year.
UI las*
Up to date piano trouble shooters not
a,n,>lc bu,k and schools. Several years ago,
More important, the figures proved that thus debarred ttf
only chase moths from dusty soundingwhich co£ ^astthme"lShe,ves.
homes begging for pupils. Current reg
thrives on adversity in¬ but little space.
boards but also serve as advisers for piano
H muslc aPPreciation, are the largest in a decade.
dustrial Cassandras, who had nroJ’ 7
purchasers. Piano manufacturers therefore
cated
that
the
radio
would
make
pianos
had laid out their finest, newest wares for
the tuners’ inspection. To wise tuners this
pro^d%dleXhCetes.CUPS “d buggies’ h*d 'T' R ADR1* pa p pr s
exhibit explained how canny piano pro¬
A roundly R0v F wSCo dcd Producers
u
r
gTff« ^
In similar fashion the piano hari
ducers had recaptured that fickle jade, pub¬
E Wa,te’ Editor of the
Margaret E. CoMttoJTjJ,!
false prophets of those who predicted that Piano TradAr
lic approval.
why not makf a'ne'"'',' ^rkH cdi,nrial'' : "Tberr « »
Instead of bulky towering uprights, man¬ the phonograph woUld do the indusJrv fo
dei’oteei
u
ho
look
ttpoo
past years. Driven to the wall bv^h
harmonize with mod^L r
?'an° ,hat win
ufacturers had devised adequate pianos
^
niod- transcendental smb)ect
gramophone, piano makers had produced em trends of home I furn,,urc
argued
Fdi>^ the medium of sound f ttbt
78
lnstrun»em With the qual- ment of eternal bliss”
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NE OF THE YOUNG piano stu¬
dent’s most urgent needs is a greater
emphasis upon sight reading. The vio¬
lin student, who may play with orchestral
groups where new music is constantly be¬
ing read, and the vocal student, who works
over numbers of shorter songs, have a fair
amount of sight reading afforded them in
the execution of their normal working
routine. But the piano student, who has less
chance of playing with ensemble groups,
gets no opportunity for real practice in
sight reading, unless he has the initiative
to make such opportunity for himself. And
it is vitally necessary that he should have
it. My long experience has shown that the
average piano student is not as fluent a
reader as he should be, and that, as a
result, he wastes far too much time from
the deeper study of music in merely “dig¬
ging out” the notes he is to play.
I would advise all pianists to devote
some part of their study period to reading
through new material, simply for the prac¬
tice of playing at first sight. Sight reading
may be highly developed by proper prac¬
tice. It is true that some people seem to
have a greater aptitude for it than others,
but this aptitude can be acquired. It has
nothing to do with inherent musical gifts.
It depends entirely upon quickness of eye
and a power to observe.
Probably all our readers have had the
experience of walking in the street with
two persons, one of whom takes in every¬
thing at a glance—people’s faces, buildings,
shop window displays, colors, the play of
light and shadow—while the other fails
to observe more than half of what is going
on around him. That quickness of eye is
FEBRUARY, 1937

by R. H. Wollstein
what builds the first foundations of sight
reading, and it can be developed. The first
way to develop it is away from the key¬
board, in a sort of game with one’s self, in
which one tries to observe as much as
possible in one glance. Look at a number
of articles on a table, or in some shopwindow; then look away, and try to see
how many have been actually observed—
how many can be remembered and de¬
scribed. When progress has been made in
this game of observation, transfer these
new powers to a page of unfamiliar music,
and practice observing the exact “pattern”
of the notes. The readiness with which the
notes can be read will be a surprise.

his attention to the slightest inaccuracy of
notes or rhythmic emphasis. When he first
starts his course of sight reading, the stu¬
dent is very likely to make mistakes, not
through negligence, but merely because he
is unaccustomed to the discipline of watch¬
ing for so many things at once. But as he
progresses it is even more helpful for him
to depend wholly upon himself, upon his
own powers of observation, and, most of
all, upon that power of self-criticism with¬
out which music study cannot advance.
Above all, the student needs a courageous
determination to keep on reading, no mat¬
ter how slowly it goes, no matter how
many mistakes he may make. It is only
through courageous effort and the dogged
A Problem of Close Observation
determination not to be discouraged that
IGHT READING cannot be “taught,” the student learns how to read rapidly and
as can finger positions. Proficiency accurately. Fortunately, sight reading is
must be gained by intelligent and concen¬ one of those things that nobody else can
trated practice. It is advisable to begin do for another.
reading with very simple things—music
That Dangerous Facility
which is much easier than that which the
student ordinarily plays, and which will
IKE MOST THINGS in life, however,
thus allow a chance to feel the way through
J the fluent sight reading which I have
the melody, harmony, rhythm, and musical been advocating carries with it a disad¬
meaning of the composition, all in one vantage that should be called to the stu¬
glance. The tests of good sight reading are dent’s attention. Certainly no one can read
fluency and quickness. This does not mean too well. But, in proportion as the student
that one must read presto passages, or that finds himself reading more and more flu¬
one must play rapidly. It means simply ently, he must guard against the danger of
that the powers of musical observation have allowing a mere fluent reading of the notes
been so trained that an unfamiliar page can to take the place of solid musicianship. I
be accurately read without hesitating over have known many students to be so well
it. That is the sort of quickness which good advanced that they could easily read off the
reading requires.
notes of a piece at first glance. If those
In the beginning it is helpful for the students were blessed also with a keen
student to have someone beside him, who musical memory, I found myself faced with
will follow the music he reads and draw the new problem of getting them to work

1

seriously at a piece which they believed
that they already knew, simply because
they could play it off without mistakes.
Well, playing mere notes without mistakes
is a far distance from good musicianship.
Here is another case where individual ef¬
fort, concentration, and self-criticism must
do the work that nobody else in the world
can do for the music student. By all means,
learn to read, and become as perfect as
possible in the valuable art of sight read¬
ing; but do not suppose that this ability
will diminish your task of earnest practice
and careful probing of musical meanings.
In Paris, to-day, great emphasis is being
laid on sight reading. Students are en¬
couraged to get all the practice they can.
and the Conservatoire is offering special
courses, in which perhaps a dozen pupils
read new music, under supervision, and
criticize each other. But no matter how
helpful such courses are, it is always the
continued private practice that counts in
the end. Reading is not an accident. It is a
special department of musical training, and
needs especial attention. Many a modest
accompanist, who has had much practice,
can read off the most difficult manuscripts,
while a capable pianist, who can play dif¬
ficult music, often, finds himself completely
at a loss if he is asked, at some evening
party, to accompany even a simple song.
That sort of thing should be corrected.
Practice sight reading; and see how much
more readily an accurate understanding of
music is gained.
There are no special technical problems
in piano playing. Technic, both in its diffi¬
culties and its accomplishments, is always
an individual matter. Technical proficiency
79

depends partly upon the natural physical
structure of the hand—some hands are
more flexible than others—but even more
upon intelligence, musical sense, and that
same ability to criticize one’s self, which I
cannot emphasize too strongly. Technic re¬
quires time, too, but a special sort of time.

often wonder why this age,
all it?
advancement, fails to produce .musical
giants comparable to those of the pas .
reason for that, I believe, lies in our mod¬
ern craze for speed and quick results. The
average young student of to-day seem? o
work less for the sheer joy of w°rk‘ng’
than for the purpose of getting ahead. An
that is where he goes wrong- Musical
greatness comes only as the result of long,
patient, painstaking devotion to the cause
of music. Always, it comes as a result. One
cannot set out to be great, as he sets out
to walk a mile. Neither, can the- develop¬
ment of greatness be hurried—indeed, the
conscious effort to hasten it merely de
lays it.
Those pianists, who have arrived at true
greatness, have done so, one almost might
say, in spite of themselves. The giants of
my own day—Rubinstein, Paderewski, Godowsky, Rosenthal, Joseffy, Busoni—and
people like Bauer, Hofmann, Ganz, Gabrilowitsch, and Guiomar Novaes of to-day;
never tried deliberately to become “great
pianists.” Instead they devoted their lives
simply and quietly to a labor of love, as a
priest devotes himself to his faith; and, as
they matured and developed, the results of
their work shone from them in that special
and peculiar glow we call “greatness.”
Music is the mainspring of their lives; and
they work with it, slowly, without regard¬
ing the effect they may make, solely with
the hope of penetrating to the core of musi¬
cal truth. No trouble is too much. Whether
the learning of a certain piece or the mas¬
tery of a certain effect is going to make
them “noticed,” or not, never enters their
calculations. What they seek is the joy of
being able to interpret the thoughts of the
master when creating the composition un¬
der study. And working in this way, they
become great without trying.

Quality, not Quantity
DO NOT BELIEVE in sitting hours
upon hours before the piano, simply
flexing the muscles. An hour a day of
scales and exercises will suffice, provided
that hour’s work is done with the most
alert concentration. Thus, the “time” ele¬
ment means, to me, not the number of
hours of practice, but the accumulated num¬
ber of hours of critical and intelligent prac¬
ticing that go to build up a personal mu¬
sical background.
Technical progress depends on the how
of practice. Let us suppose that an arpeg¬
gio is found to be difficult. How shall one
set about making it easier? Simply playing
it over and over until it “becomes easier”
will do no ultimate good at all. A better
plan is to play the troublesome arpeggio
over, all the time trying to discover what
makes it so difficult. Is it the rapid under¬
passing of the thumb? Or the maintaining
of a level, relaxed wrist while the thumb is
passed under ? Or a poised, even movement
of the arm as it moves along the keyboard?
If not one of these, then what ? Find out the
point that makes any particular task dif¬
ficult, and then set about correcting that
one point, slowly, carefully. There is a
reason for every seeming obstacle. The
thoughtful student will devote concentrated
energy to discovering'precisely where that
reason lies, instead of hammering thought¬
lessly at the problem as a whole. One needs
immense concentration, self-control, and
self-criticism, to work well. And precisely
this good work is the only kind that
The Student’s Criterion
counts. If one sits at the piano, practicing
mechanically and thinking of something
HAT SPIRIT of musical zeal should
else, he might as well stop.
be the goal of every serious student.
The great difficulty with most of the Certainly, it is the only foundation for true
students of to-day is, not lack of funda¬ musical accomplishment. Even a great tal¬
mental talent, but lack of patience. People ent cannot help a person who is unwilling
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unhurried devotion seems to be waning.
They are so surrounded
the results of
a„ age of speed that it needs much more
determination than in former years, to «race being swallowed up by it. 1 be \ir
tuoso’s life is now a very different affair
than was formerly true. A generation ago.
to live
a celebrated musician was content
quietly, playing a number of concerts each
year, and devoting the rest of his time to
living with music. But to-day. with aero¬
planes to carry him from London to Cairo,
to Paris, to Moscow, all within the space
of a few hours, and with radios and phono¬
graphs to carry his playing to the four
corners of the globe, his whole plan of
thought becomes altered. Outside things
crowd in upon him and come to mean much
to him. And great as the benefits of those
marvels are, they have also the disadvan¬
tage of emphasizing an easily won, exter¬
nal success. Here, again, one has the chance
to decide for himself whether he will fall
into the trap of cxternalisms, or cling to
the older, firmer ideals of thoughtful, lei¬
surely work and deep devotion to the great
cause of music. In the long run, the inner
satisfaction of giving all we have to our
work, regardless of the material advantages
that might result from hastier, less than
perfect effort, remains the pianists' greatest
satisfaction.
I always encourage my students to give
full freedom to their individual tastes in
judging of public performers. Do not get
into the habit of applauding this or that
artist simply because someone else does so.
Listen thoughtfully and discover why he is
applauded. Hold your judgment open to
the merits of young performers whose repu¬
tations are still to be made, and judge them
by their abilities instead of public glamour.
Public reputation is certainly a formidable

asset; but remember that the »r
t of to-day
in tmknoWt
ner; and think of the satisiw,^" ***
give those who can look back , ' ®»s
when they first thrilled to him ^
the aid of critical suggestion.
too. are listening to someone wh< P'!x
tion hence, will take rank with' u8^
or Bauer. Try to discover him
Finally. I should like to
' ^
delight it gives me to observe thT' ,
ful musical progress America is
am especially pleased with the
truly great talents you have here X '
who visits your country, as I do tack °*
listening to ambitious young
could possibly allow the statem*0^’
America is unmusical. The land jJ*!1
in first-rate ability. Also. your
methods are improving immeasurahl ^
the work that is being done in
^
musical materials before very yotm>
dren deserves the highest praise rZ ,
the enthusiasm that exists (or mucountry in the world do^snch throm0***
average citizens—mi music undents r-'
you—take an active pan in great '«■,
as they do here, at the popular
- incert* in New York, Phil*
. Bosi
md other large c
certainly, no other country in the *.
capable of that peculiarly spmu
heartiness that compels people to sr,
and write appreciative letters to mm
whom they do not know and ihc
may never hear in person, but sho*
formance has given pleasurr over the
It was a unique experience for me.
my first radio broadcast, to receive
five hundred letters from people u>
rank and file citizen takes his music
seriously and nukes it a vital part i
personal life. And there you have the
foundation* <>f national musicabess
extremely grateful for my contacts
American musical thought—a type o:
sical thought which proves your great
to rank high among the truly m
countries of the world.

Advantages of a Poor Piano
By Eugenio Di Piram

T

O DRAW a beautiful tone out of
a concert grand, manufactured by
one of the famous American or
European piano firms, is by no means a
great art. One needs only to touch the
key, and the exquisite tone is there. No
extraordinary effort is necessary. A little
pressure gives a delicate, charming tone ;
a stronger one gets a more substantial
response; a still more powerful one evokes
a mighty sonority which can compete with
any powerful instrument, with an organ,
with a full orchestra.
Hold down the key for a long time, and
the vibration will last clean and sonorous,
similar, if not quite equal, to the instru¬
ments with sustained tone. The evenness of
the registers is also marvelous. No di¬
versity or sudden change in quality and
timbre, through the whole range of the
chromatic or diatonic scale.
The facility of action is also remarkable.
One hardly touches the key, and it re¬
sponds. Repeated notes are quite easy to
perform. With such a wonderful medium
one can whisper, murmur like a spring
zephyr, or, again, thunder like a raging
hurricane. All the most varied and ex¬
traordinary shadings' are at the . player’s
disposal.
The Voice Supreme
T IS MUCH the same as with one who
is gifted with a voice of rare beauty.
The vocal organ, the single tone, has a
fascination of its own. I remember the well

I

known Italian singer Aldighieri, who con¬
fessed to me, “I am the poorest musician
you can think of. I do not even know the
notes. If I have to learn something new,
somebody has first to play the notes on the
piano.” But, when he afterwards sang it,
it rang clear as a bell, and, with his su¬
perbly developed chest, he could hold it
almost indefinitely. With the one note he
aroused uproarious enthusiasm; he “brought
down the house.” It was, however, his
voice and not his art which carried such
unparalleled triumphs.
On the other hand we meet remarkable
singers who have very poor voices but
whose gifts are more intellectual and’ dra¬
matic; and they often more than make up
for the lack of natural vocal endowments
through their skill.
The Artist Triumphs
OIMILAR is the case, if one can afford
only a poor instrument. With the un
happy conditions not yet gone, there are
comparatively few pianists who can afford
a superior instrument. Renowned piano
houses which used, mostly for advertising
purposes, to furnish their pianos to well
known teachers and players, free of charge
Changfd- tkeir methods and prefer
to sell them outright or to hire them for
a substantial monthly consideration There
fore if circumstances compel one to draw
tighter the purse strings, he must be phifo!
sophical, make a virtue of necessity and
put up with a poor piano! Any kind of

■ ebb of deprtsw
ready far pasi
the swing-up_|
tion will he the greater. It will
:
you as if it obeys your mere thaujtos i
if it plays of its own accord
I* is the same as happens in other fc*
If you are compelled to eat poor ic«W
will doubly appreciate the cho* « 1
will taste to you as “manna in the cwt
ness." although, may be. the plain Wj
agreed with your stomach better tbr «
deHcaSetSOft
Un,il Is
3 morc
delicate
tone isPedx
obtained.
it too rcfincd
went
the richer. If you must sleep <*> s*r**'-7
baffonf Ttheo,PreSSUre’ avoidinf? however will find later a good bed a hnunoos
banging. Is the tone too short, asthmatic light; although, again, your deep «
as it were; sustain it with the forte pedal
have been more invigorating on the
than on the voluptuous mattress.
It sounds paradoxical to say ,ta '
stacles frequently result in an end bo**"
to the one who has to fight
there is no doubt that one of the » r.
f°», too gl,ring.
«« forces of life consists in being hand*W"
Some time ago I suggested in this^
zine a method of getting technic
T
the keyboard, without a piano at
ing all kinds of exercises in ****'
great artists do not disdain th'S . ,
practicing, thus keeping their
good shape, "well oiled." So. *°. „ az*
positions mentally when there ts ^
Make Obstacles As Virtues
at hand. Have you one'
—z
better. Better a poor pa"0**”, jy
all. Be glad to haw one. Do
ficiencies, and
*• *■ yourself to be made unhappy *
beauties. And later „„
u^
,hem into instrument.
BAD MAY BE THE best
a truly superT
weapon becomes redoubtable in the hands
of a fearless warrior. My Italian fencing
master could parry any sword thrust, even
of a skilled fencer, with a short wooden
stick. One could not touch him.
There are even advantages in practicing
on a poor piano. The beautiful tone is of
course not there. One must create it. How?
With an adroit touch. Is the tone too loud.
°,n® skould moderate the pressure, using
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The Role of Music in Prisons
By tdward Francis Sullivan
DIRECTOR OF MUSICAL EDUCATION IN WESTERN PENITENTIARY,
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA, AND CONDUCTOR OF THE FAMOUS
“KILTIE BAND” OF THE CARNEGIE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
An Interview Secured Expressly for The Etude Music Magazine
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HERE IS NEVER anyone so bad
but that somewhere in him is a spot
The authority whose opinions are given here is a musical educator of excellent
of good. The problem of the prison
training and high standing, with thirty years of successful experience in the field.
expert is to find that spot of good and to
Every word of the following article has come from practical life contacts and
nourish it until the proper results are at¬
from experiences with prisoners of all kinds in large institutions where he
tained. I was born in New York City, and
has been engaged as a musical and educational expert.
was virtually an orphan from birth, as my
eighteen-year-old mother died when I was
The general public opinion regarding
born. I was then placed in the New York
We Enter Upon Service
City Foundling Asylum and, when I was
ET US SKIP from here through a wide music in penal institutions is that it is
seven, was bound out to a family living in
J experience in music, in the pleasant largely a medium of entertainment, some¬
Galesburg, Illinois. The man was a farmer, times of life as well as the troubled, to thing to show off to influential visitors, and
with the instincts of a brute. For two music in the prison field, in which I have possibly a means of filling in the idle time
years, my life with this family was spent been so long engaged. My first experience of prisoners. My attitude has been exactly
in being constantly beaten, for every little in this music education field was at the opposite. I could think of music from no
childish mistake. Finally, after many at¬ State School for Feeble Minded in Min¬ other angle than that of a great educa¬
tempts, I succeeded in running away and nesota. The next engagement was at a tional influence, assisting in momentous
found myself in the city of Chicago, sell¬ State Reform School for Boys and Girls manner in the rehabilitation of a very large
ing papers, shining shoes and living in dry- in the same state. I then taught at a State number of cases difficult to reach in any
goods boxes or any other shelter that of¬ Prison of Iowa. Following that, I was lo¬ other way.
fered warmth and protection from the ele¬ cated at the Boys’ Industrial School in
Our prison has an average population of
ments of nature. This was my matriculation Ohio, a large training school for delinquent eleven hundred inmates. We are housed in
in the “School of Hard Knocks,” a col¬ boys. Next, I found myself at a similar a plant covering two city blocks. The treat¬
lege which has a large alumni.
school in Pennsylvania. Then I was called ment of the prisoners is along modern, hu¬
During the early period of my life I to teach at the State Teachers College at mane lines, under the direction of an inter¬
wandered here and there, living most of Indiana, Pennsylvania, where I remained nationally known penologist, Stanley P.
the time on farms in the states of Nebraska for thirteen years in charge of the band Ashe. The results achieved in this prison
and Iowa, where I performed the usual department and the instruction of band have been widely recognized. Back for a
chores or tasks a child had to do in such and orchestra instruments in the field of century or more, the Pennsylvania system
a situation. My education was obtained in public school music. I was also an instruc¬ has been regarded as the cradle of prison
rural schools. Music had always attracted tor of band and orchestra instruments in reform, insuring stability and humanity in
me, even from my early childhood, when the public schools of Pittsburgh. I was then the best manner under existing conditions.
I was the leading boy soprano in the engaged to become the head of the musical
A prison is not a Sunday School or a
chapel choir of the orphans home. This in¬ education work at the Western Peniten¬ summer hotel. Of course, there is a popu¬
tensive desire for music and the life of a tiary in Pittsburgh, where I have been for lar idea that unless the prison is brutal in
musician never left me. It was the inspira¬ the past seven years.
its severity, it is not fulfilling its purpose
tional and motivating influence which
guided my life; and this ideal, to be that
for which I so earnestly desired and strug¬
gled, has been the guiding star which di¬
rected my course through the vicissitudes
of these many years which I have devoted
to music and musical education. Through
those early years of my life, the thought
was ever with me that there were better
things in the world, and that people who
worked hard and did right received their
proper reward. But the desire for service
to others in the field of musical endeavor
has been the dominating factor of my whole
life.
My professional instruments are the
trumpet and violin; but I have a thorough
teaching knowledge of all the instruments
of the band and orchestra, and I have
taught them in educational institutions and
in public schools. From my own experience,
at the very start, I early realized the great
inspirational and sociological evidences of
the power of music in the making of a man.
I have remembered the effect that it had
upon me. Might not this renewed interest
in life and in better things be brought to
those who needed it most?
It seemed to be my especial call to help
others to this great benefit. This was em¬
phasized by the bitter life experiences I
had undergone. One may read about these
things, but not until he has actually starved,
not until he has stood for hours in a bread
line, not until he has had not a penny in
his pocket for shelter or food, all of which
I experienced, can he begin to comprehend
the mental, physical and economic pressure
which, bearing down upon a man like a
flock of vultures, weakens him physically
and mentally. In such a condition he does
things to which, otherwise, he would give
not a thought.
EDWARD FRANCIS SULLIVAN
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as an institution. When humane treatment
enters, the critics are inclined to call the
prison a playground or college fraternity.
Does it not seem logical to let real penal
experts, who have had years of experience
in these matters, decide this question ? They
ought to know, from first hand observa¬
tion, the methods whereby they get the fin¬
est results with the least internal hazard
and the greatest saving to the state. Fair
play and humane treatment are not cod¬
dling. What good is it to the state and
society, to take a man in, who has proven
his unfitness for society, and then to send
him out, after a few years, a mental and
moral brute, ready to do even worse than
the crime for which he was committed. A
prison is a place for discipline; and at
times severe measures are the only medi¬
cine to be effective. The prisoner is a man
who, according to the judgment of the
courts and society, has proven himself un¬
worthy to be at large. It is the job of the
prison educational system to try to find
out why he has gone wrong and what may
be done about it.
A System at Work
OW IN OUR PRISON every in¬
mate, according to his receptivity,
finds himself in a school, not a place of
confinement and harsh discipline. Labor
laws limit the industrial work in our prison
to the manufacture of clothing for the
prisoners and other like articles for other
state institutions, as well as to the manu¬
facture of state automobile license plates.
We do hope, however, that we are doing
something finer, in the way of rebuilding
men from what might otherwise be dan¬
gerous waste. Music is a very important
part of this educational program. There is
something about the influence of music that
is hard to explain, but which can be only
experienced. In all, it is of pronounced eco¬
nomic value to the state and to Society.
Expensive repressive measures, often lead¬
ing to very condemnable results, do not
equal the value of an educational program
of which music is a part in the therapy of
reform.
It must not be imagined that severity,
tempered with justice, is not sometimes re¬
quired. Our prison processes are in no
way coddling operations. There is no such
thing. By fair play and by an opportunity
for self development, we have a far finer
and stronger hold upon the man than we
would have with unwisely severe measures.
If the prisoner is not a little bit better man
when he leaves confinement, one of the
great principles of modern penology has
failed in its objective.
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Saved by a Fiddle
UT DOES IT work? Can a hardened.
tough, pugnacious, embittered (all
prisoners are embittered) man be reached
through music? Let us relate one of many
cases. We will call him Bill. Bill was a
trouble maker from the start, resentful be¬
cause of the severity of his sentence. He
had received a term of from thirty to sixty
years. Think of it! He early became a
dangerous man and was one of the leaders
in a very bad prison insurrection. He was
thereupon given two years of close con¬
finement. In the darkness of his life dur¬
ing that time, he asked to have a violin.
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A Tour of Early Keyboard Instruments
in the Nation's Capital
By Sade C. Styron
(See Two Pages of Illustrations which Accompany this Article)
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HREE HOURS to wait, even in
Washington, made my heart at first
to sink. But quickly it rose. Now
was just the opportunity to make inspec¬
tion of old keyboard instruments in the
capital, for which a delightful Antiquarian
had so often offered his services as guide.
“Tell me,” I queried, as we drove out
G Street into the heart of the familiar
shopping district, “where is this collection
and who made it ?”
“Not this collection,” in mild reproof. “I
am going to show you three. Now we are
crossing 11th Street. Notice on the left
that large music store. That is the firm oi
Hugo Worch, one of the longest established
music merchants in the city. The collec¬
tion, a very large one, was made by Hugo
Worch, and is called for him, the Hugo
Worch Collection. For over forty years, he
has been acquiring instruments which rep¬
resent the forerunners of the piano, the
evolution of the piano, and the history of
its manufacture in this country. In 1910
he gave the principal part of his collection
to the Government, and it is now in the
National Museum of the Smithsonian In¬
stitution. From time to time it has re¬
ceived additions, and now it numbers one
hundred and seventy-six pieces.”
In less than five minutes we were there
and stepped from an elevator right into
the midst of the collection, which is ar¬
ranged in rows around the great second
floor rotunda of the building; when sud¬
denly my guide asked, “Are you as ig¬
norant as most musicians about the pre¬
piano instruments? We shall look at these
first.”
“Catch me if you can,” I challenged.
Then, with what school-girl imitation I
could muster, I recited, from my musical
history days, “The clavichord is played by
a metal tangent set in the key lever. This
both divides the string and sets it in mo¬
tion. As long as the key is held down, the
tangent remains in touch with the string.
Hence the possibility of producing a kind
of tremolo by slightly stretching the string.
This is called the Bebung, and is the clavi¬
chord’s peculiarity, thought to be highly
expressive in the old days.”
“Ah, some former victim has forewarned
her,” interposed softly The Antiquarian,
looking both amused and pleased. But I
continued. “Early clavichords were so con¬
structed that several notes had to be played
by one tangent, an obvious handicap. These
were called Gebunden. Later this handicap
was overcome by builders, and then the
instruments so made were termed Bundfrei.” Thereupon we turned to examine the
clavichords first.
Choice Clavichords
HERE WERE SIX, all from German
builders, four of them unknown.
Among these four was one of the rarest
to be found in any collection. It was at once
apparent why my guide insisted that one
must know just how the instruments oper¬
ate. Here was a clavichord with two rows
of tangents instead of the customary single
set. The second set acts upon the strings
only when two brass knobs, directly in
front of the keys, are turned (Illus. 1).
These knobs lift the strings higher than do
the first set of tangents, and because the
string is thus lengthened, the pitch is raised
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a little. Should a player find his instru¬
ment or his composition too low, say for
a singer, the second set of tangents reme¬
dies matters.
“Quite a conceit, no doubt suggested by
the raising of the strings for the Bebung,
but perhaps more valuable in theory than in
practice. A real find, however, for the col¬
lector,” said The Antiquarian.
Both of the. two instruments: which bore
the names of their makers had been built
in Schweinfurth. That by F. Keidolps was
dated 1751 and that of Johann Michael
Voit said 1812, a very late date for a clavi¬
chord, I was told, showing the instrument
at its apogee, with a scale of five and onehalf octaves.
From this the largest clavichord, we
turned to the smallest and oldest. Though
there is only an octave’s difference between
this tiny thing and the Voit, in point of
years at least a century and a half must
lie between. The tuning pins are all in
straight rows parallel with the right side
of the instrument, not the case in later
clavichords. There are little bits of paper,
pasted beside the wrest pins. The ink has
held over the years (and the glue too), and
they are easily read, A, G, B, and so on,
showing that they identify the particular
pin for the note, thus making tuning a
simpler matter. In the old days all players
were their own tuners. Yes, this little fel¬
low has an intimate, personal look. One can
easily picture some serious German organ¬
ist, one who never lived to the days of
Bach or Handel, working out his Sunday
choral on this mite, in the privacy of his
room, before thundering it forth on Sunday
from his cold organ loft.
“My curiosity is aroused. Where is the
oldest clavichord, and how old is it?” I
asked, expectantly.
“The oldest, in its original state, is in the
Heyer Collection in Leipzig. It is of Ital¬
ian origin and is dated 1543, more than a
century after the earliest mention of the
instrument in literature. The Metropolitan
Museum of New York City has another
Italian instrument dated six years earlier,
but its interest is lessened because it is not
in its original state, but greatly altered.
The Tinkling Spinets
E TURNED next to the quillplayed instruments. With permission
to be an exception to the “Hands Off” signs,
the lid of an old spinet was raised, the
jack-rail lifted, and a jack removed from
its slot. Save for the spring, the thing was
all intact. The crow quill was still in it;
moths had not eaten away the little bit of
cloth damper; the little circles of lead
which weighted it down were still there.
Replacing the jack, we pressed down keys
until we came to one where the spring was
yet working, and a tone rang out clearly.
There are the same number of old spin¬
ets as of clavichords, six. Four of them
are old Italian instruments, none, however,
bearing the name of its maker, as the Ital¬
ians only exceptionally followed the custom
of signing their spinets. All we saw have
keyboards which project beyond the front
of the instrument, this dating them as far
back as the middle of the sixteenth century,
the recessed keyboard being a later devel¬
opment in their manufacture. Because of
one point in its construction, one (Illus. 2)
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of these four old spinets is rarer than the
other three. This smaller, older instrument
has its pins directly over the keyboard, in
one long row. In the others they are set
in several rows at the right side of the
instrument. The small, slender keys were
fascinating, though we were assured that
they were ample to support all that ante¬
dated the Scarlattis by a century.
The outer case of this spinet is not
decorated, and therefore, a delightful sur¬
prise awaits one when the lid is lifted, re¬
vealing the quaintest little painting. A
young gentleman, obviously a weary trav¬
eller, sleeps peacefully under an orange
tree, in no dread of the falling of the
abundant ripe fruit above him. Story book
castles, exotic palms, other travellers, and
a little donkey, make up the background of
his dreams.
A Rare Andreas Ruckers
AFTER THE Italian spinets came one
xi. of the greatest treasures of the entire
collection, a spinet by Andreas Ruckers
(Illus. 3). Of course, the musical antiquar¬
ian knows that more celebrated or skillful
makers than the Flemish family of Ruck¬
ers never lived. This is a very character¬
istic instrument in unusually good condi¬
tion. It is oblong, or rectangle, in shape,
this being the North European preference.
The outside is not hand decorated, as it
seems without close inspection. The effec¬
tive renaissance design is a printed paper.
It recalls the lovely Vermeer in Windsor
Castle—a lady standing at her spinet, a
gentleman beside her. It was evidently a
Ruckers instrument he painted, for the same
paper, which they were fond of using, is
on that instrument. The sounding board is
hand decorated. A peep inside disclosed
charming roses and tulips. The berries,
which might be our viburnum, are as red
as the day the artist put them there. The
maker’s rose in the sounding board bears
the initials A. R.; for in keyboard instru¬
ments the holes have no real function, and
so they are used for the decorative bits of
carving which fill them and which become,
as it were, a maker’s trade-mark. The
Ruckers family liked to put the name also
on the jack rail, rather than over the key¬
board. They also seemed to fancy, for
mottos, quotations from the Psalms; but
this bears the old sun-dial favorite, Sic
transit gloria mundi.
Next we came to the spinet at its high¬
est point of development, that is, in the
hands of English builders. This collection
has two fine examples, one by John Player,
the other by Thomas Hitchcock, contem¬
poraries working in the second half of the
17th and early half of the 18th centuries.
You will recall that the very earliest
school of keyboard music was that of the
English virginalists. These Elizabethans
knew only the rectangular instrument.
During the reign of Charles II, French
music became the rage, and the little
French spinet went over to Britain. There
are quite a number of references to it in
the diary of Pepys. At first, noting that it
had the ‘same action as the virginal but was
different in shape, he called it a triangle
virginal. Later he corrects it to “espinette.”
The Italians placed their keyboard on the
long side of the instrument. The English
put this side to the wall, placed the key¬

board on a shorter side, and then intro¬
duced a very graceful curve between the
end of the keyboard and the back of the
instrument, particularly nice in this Player
specimen (Illus. 4). As in the oldest of
the Italian spinets which we saw, the pins
come just over the keys. The English build¬
ers had no such flair for decoration as the
Flemish and Italian ones, but their instru¬
ments are beautiful specimens of cabinet
work set off by fine brass hinges, nicely
etched.
On each of these instruments the name
is above the keyboard, and the Hitchcock
instrument has a motto Ado Labores
Jucundi, in inlay on the jack rail. The
number of this instrument is 1228, and our
guide said that the highest known number
is 1547. He also mentioned that John
Hitchcock took over his father’s business
and made a spinet for Handel, which is
now in the Royal College of Music in
London.
More Treasures
HE SECOND collection in Washing¬
ton is small, in comparison, but ex¬
cellent. It was made for the Smithsonian
Institution, years ago, and the keyboard
part is on the floor next above the one
just discussed. Our tour of spinets and
virginals (the terms are used interchange¬
ably) would not be complete without an¬
other variation in spinets which we find
in the Smithsonian instruments. This is
a rare old thing from Italy, the distinction
of which is its domed or coffer lid. Philip
James, of the Victoria and Albert Museum,
says that, in its strictest sense, this is the
shape of the real English virginal, so few
of which survive—a fact explained in part
by their wholesale destruction in the great
fire of London.
A coat-of-arms and the initials V. N. B.,
on one of the instruments, excites wonder
as to who the fair owner may have been,
and if it was not for her or for some
descendant passing through the beginner’s
stage that these keys were marked so plain¬
ly in ink?
We shall never know, I fear. But the
custom of lettering the keys persisted till
recent decades. I well remember this
feature on the old Chickering on which
I first picked out things by ear.
The last spinet presents no new shape,
or type, from the viewpoint of decoration,
but it is to me the most interesting one
I ever have seen. The maker, Italian, is
Bononien, the date, 1611. The outside is
painted a pretty green, with small metal
bits decorating the corners. We wondered
at our guide’s enthusiasm, until the lid
was lifted, and then shared his delight. The
painter’s conception is charming. Across
the top of the lid is a border in which are
depicted all the various instruments of the
day, twenty-seven in all. A formal balus¬
trade, below this, separates this pictorial
catalogue from the series of scenes which
fill the rest of the cover. In these, all the
pastimes of the people are represented. In
the left corner, grouped around a table
which bears a flaming red cover, are three
men and two women. From the four books
on the table, two are singing and the other
three accompany with two horns and a
lute. There are another group of musicians
(Continued on page 117)
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V ,decora,ton* Wnny of the pent pmnurt
* m this Player instrument

1. Double-bank Harpsichord. This fine old instrument was made in 1747, by Burkut Shudi in London. Shudi was a famous Swiss maker who learned his trade in
Flanders and ultimately lived in England. 2. Pleyel Harpsichord. A thing of beauty, in lacquered gold. Pleyel’s instruments were played and admired by many of
the peat masters. 3. Hawkins Upright Piano. The first upright piano made in America. But two of Hawkins’ instruments of this type exist, one in the Worch Collec¬
tion, the other in London, the property of Messers. John Broadwood and Sons. 4. Tom Thumb Piano. Made by Kirkman of London and once used by the famed
midget, Tom Thumb, who was exploited by P. T. Bamum, the American showman. 5. Harp Piano, with the collector, Mr. Hugo Worch, seated at the keyboard.
Many instruments of similar type were made, but they never attained wide popularity.
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Catering to America's Musical Tastes

A Cure for Musicians' Cramp

By the Noted Stage and Radio Personality

David Rubinoff

Remedies for .he Occupational Ailments of Music Workers

A Conference Secured Especially for The Etude MUSIC MAGAZINE

By E. F. Marks

W

HEN ONE reads the list of pro¬
fessional Qr occupational cramps
and finds that it includes, beside
the musicians, such names as telegraphers,
photographers, watchmakers, ballet-dancers,
billiard players, dentists, electrical instru¬
ment makers, money counters, painters,
pedestrians, writers, and is still further
augmented by drivers’ spasm, milkers’
spasm, and sewing-spasm, one perceives
that the subject well deserves some atten¬
tion. Especially is this so to the present
writer who has had two cases of pianists’
cramp under observation. One was charac¬
terized by a tremulous, fluttering disturb¬
ance of the hand and arm above the key£
of the instrument, for a few moments be¬
fore making a beginning, just as one has
seen a pigeon hover above a place with
seeming indetermination as to a suitable
point to alight; the others by an almost im¬
movable arm showing a tendency towards
partial paresis.
Furthermore, as these cramps occur
mostly in young students who are hard
working and over-ambitious to reach a cer¬
tain goal within a limited time, it is well to
advise befordiand as to the harm liable to
occur by super-devotion to the art to that
extent that it may permanently endanger
health and success. All art should be ap¬
proached with deliberation and calmness,
controlled by a mind free from care and
anxiety; and this composure in music study
is best secured through slow, tranquil prac¬
tice. However, we need not think that the
pianist alone among the musician is subject
to this malady, for we encounter the violin¬
ists’ cramp, the drummers’ cramp, and the
cramp of the flute and clarinet players, of
which the last two are throat affections.

By Otto Meyer
violin also on the piano. This undoubtedly
gave a great impetus towards freedom in
playing. Exposure to cold or dampness will
sometimes start the trouble.

I

The Cure

N the above dissertation the Musician’s
Cramp has been viewed largely from a
physician’s standpoint. Yet as this disease
is caused by a cramped position or restraint
in action of the finger muscles, by rigidity
or unyieldingness one realizes that relaxa¬
tion is the true remedy from a musician’s
standpoint, and that the previous manner of
playing has been erroneous, or at least that
it has put a severe strain upon the muscles.
With this knowledge in mind, the first en¬
deavor will be to rid the fingers of stiffness
or tension and to have them move easily,
without effort and unsupported, and neither
impeded nor interfered with by any other
part of the body.
In the beginning, this may be accom¬
plished away from the piano: sit beside a
table and allow the arm to hang by your
side with that unconscious feeling as when
swinging rhythmically in the act of walk¬
ing. Shake and dangle the arm aimlessly
in all directions, until it is thoroughly de¬
vitalized or relaxed to that degree that it
feels, as, metaphorically speaking, Wads¬
worth so aptly puts it:
“A weather beaten rag as e’er
From any garden scarecrow dangled.”
From this position and while in this re¬
laxed state, swing the arm over and above
the table and let it fall, palm downwards,
upon it, a dead weight. This performance
destroys any arm tenseness. Now arch the
palm while still lying upon the table and
give the fingers the curve used in playing,
at the same time having the finger tips rest¬
ing lightly upon the table in a most natural
and unconstrained position.
Next, move
each finger slowly up and down, from the
metacarpel (first or palm) joint, ten to
twenty times, keeping the curve well sus¬
tained in each finger during action, and al¬
lowing no force, pressure or aid from the
arm to be exerted towards the finger move¬
ment. After a few weeks of this kind of
practice at frequent intervals during the
day, one may transfer the exercise to the
pianoforte, and permit the idea of weight to

The Beginning
USICIANS’ cramp is an “exhaustion
neurosis” insidious in nature. It be¬
gins by a certain amount of stiffness, numb¬
ness and tingling appearing at intervals in
the fingers, with a feeling of fatigue in the
hand and arm, which sensation sometimes
amounts to a tired aching pain, with a ten¬
derness over the arm nerves. These first
symptoms of the malady may extend over
months, or even years. Later, constriction
or tension of the fingers (sometimes em¬
bracing the arm) may occur, and it becomes
impossible to control the muscle in the act
of playing; though even with this handicap
to playing, other duties often may be per¬
formed without trouble. According to
Dana “The symptoms are those of fatigue,
pain, and weakness. The pains are of an
aching character. They are felt in the fore¬
arm especially, but extend up the arm and
between the shoulders. Spasmodic symp¬
toms are rare. The right hand is oftener
affected but both hands eventually become
involved.”
The tremulous type of the disease, al¬
though rare, is characterized by tremors in
the fingers, and the tremulous movement
frequently spreads to the hand and arm, as
in the case I first mentioned. But when
the key was once gained, the player ex¬
perienced no further trouble; so this case
partook of the nature of a “habitual tic,”
such as an unconscious wink of the eye.
The paralytic or muscle-weakness form is
also rare. However, in some cases of
musicians’ cramp a peculiar condition
Violinists’ Cramp
known as “dead fingers” occurs, with con¬
IOLINISTS’ cramp may attack either gestion of the hand and arm, swelling in
hand: the right hand from holding the fingers, and a sensation of throbbing.
and drawing the bow for too long a time
While the professional class of cramps is
without cessation; and the left hand, which generally considered as chronic, yet cases
is the one usually affected, from constant of a peripheral neuritic (injured nerve)
manipulation and strain-pressure upon the origin have been known to recover com¬
pletely. The essential thing contributing
Flute players are affected by mogophonia, towards recovery is rest, massage, hygienic finger mt° ^ downward mov«nent of the
which is a slight laryngeal spasm, somewhat care, and using some mechanical appliance,
similar in nature to aphthongia of elocu¬ such as a rubber band around the wrist’
On the Keyboard
tionists and speakers; while the clarinetists However, in all cases, it is very unwise to
not infrequently suffer from cramp of the attempt any ambitious musical undertaking
relaxing the arm through
tongue and laryngeal muscles.
J- the side-dangling process, place the
or any task testing the full playing capa¬
But pianists suffer most from professional bilities; and one, notwithstanding slowness fingers upon five adjacent or neighboring
neuroses, characterized by spasmodic, trem¬ m the development of the cramp, would do keys, preferably, E. F*. GS AS Rf
ulous, or paralytic attacks. Persons of better to consult a physician, as some cases
Rais^ fiand *° 3 "atUral pIayi"S position!
twenty to forty years, of a nervous, emo¬ are cerebral as well as peripheral, and any Raise
a finger slowly, hold it suspended at
tional temperament, are the most susceptible nerve injury of whatsoever character should
t *"»
to this nervous affection. Yet the chief not be neglected.
our;, and then allow
it to fall suddenlv
cause of the attack is excessive practice
under a strain or desire to accomplish some
specially prolonged or difficult task, thus
provoking a worry and at intervals a de¬
bilitating mental depression. Also, a con¬
stant cramped position at the pianoforte
with movements almost solely of the fingers
orace called “Music the s„ee, solace of labor";
is conducive to injurious effects.
Dr. Charles Dana says, “The absurd
and
Uus day .housands arc awakening
‘Stuttgart method’ of teaching the piano, in
which the motions are confined as much as
possible to the fingers, predisposes to this
Tl'« ™» and the w„ma„. who
disease.” Happily, the old cramped method
can turn
a musical instrument for res, and rejuven,.
of playing has been almost entirely swept
away, or at least superseded by the modern
turn, have a decided advantage over tlteir fellow men.
relaxation-method. Grateful acknowledge¬
ment is due to Liszt’s untiring experimenta¬
tion to attain the Paginini facility on the
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dropped from this height Do not,*,
to force or press down the
of the exercise is to get the (in'1™ <*w
quickly without any assisbn^^
other source. If no tone is elicitedhv?
practice at first, do not let this
annoyance, for no exerted force ^3{
Proceed with the other fingers simto
and as soon a, one gradation of 2’
movement (unaided by any arm or 2
muscle) is acquired, which will w.?
or three days, gradually increase fe 2
of flic heaviness of the imaginary tfetk
weight falling with the finger tip. Brh
agining a gradual larger volume of wh*
to the end of the descending finger 0*5
soon find that tones may be made wittej
exertion or rigidity. This sort of practb
must be persisted in until it becomes aa*
conscious habit and passages may be m.
formed, not only slowly, but rapidly, aaj
with gradual increased intensity of tad,
Rapid, light playing is conducive to fagr
action unassisted by any arm or
muscles at all times, and should be madti
part of the daily study curriculum of tednic.
Correcting IFrist Tenseness

HAVING
habituated the finger raude
to acting without any help from ofe
parts of the body, one’s attention may It
turned towards correcting the tensenea a
the wrist and arm muscles. Gain lit
requisite relaxation of the arm by shairg
and dangling it loosely and thoragH? I?
tlie side; then poise the hand about fat
inches directly above the keyboard ftr i
few seconds and allow it to (top a i
weight in a free and easy manner up® if
keys, using a simple trad in one of its d®
forms (without octave) and keeping if
band arched and fingers curved as fe
finger action.
Repeat this relaxing exercise wri
times daily. If fatigue appears durisg z?
practice period, cease and rest for a A*
time before resuming the work. Tteacrcisc demands relaxation of the ufaf
extending through and articulati* *
wrist, elbow, and even the shoukkrtosg
extent; and. if the muscles arettawff
relaxed, the hand, when it is stcW“JJ}.
downward course by the keys,
the quivering of a jelly-conserve.
To the above exercises of i**8*'
(which may well be undertaken, n* W
by pianists subjected to cramps, but . ^
student with most beneficial rwvblj
he added the practice of staccato,
always tends towards relaxationwork should proceed with the sw*
of weight as applied to the fctP**- ‘
the wrist muscles instead « ®e ^
muscles, and raising the hand a te* ^
above the key and allown? *. ^
quietly without force upon the
with the aim ever in view eft***“, „
servation and falling wei?” t®1
forceful power.
«tThrough these slow and
formed exercises, which. ooe
are as natural as if undertaken
child, one will build up and secure
of naturalness in playing *ttw“. ^
and possess a reservation of
is latent, until needed in bearT
crescendos.
the

Y

OU PROBABLY have heard the
story of the man who interfered in
a quarrel between another man and
his wife—the result being that in the end
both belligerents belabored the peace maker.
(In Scotland the blow received by the
peace maker is called the “ridding stroke.”)
So, being at heart a genuine musician; but
having also an inborn instinct for stage
effects, which, in the parlance of the Green
Room, are called “showmanship”; I gen¬
erally suffer the criticism of both musi¬
cians and theatrical folk. The musicians
say that it is disgraceful of me, when I
show by some of my numbers that I am
able to interpret serious music in the best
style, to descend to the latest jazz or
Broadway hit. At the same time the show¬
man says, “Rubinoff, when you are able to
play the real snappy stuff as you do, why
must you inflict the high-brow flummery
on audiences who do not want it?” My
answer to each must be. “No audience is
composed of one type of personalities. A
theatrical audience contains so many types
of musical tastes that I try to give some¬
thing which will give real enjoyment to
as many people as possible, in return for
the money they have left at the box office.
Formerly it was possible to draw a hard
and fast line between classical and popu¬
lar music; but so many good composers
are now writing so-called popular music,
and so many bad composers are writing
ostensibly classical music; that it seems to
be principally a question of whether the
title page is printed in colors or black and
white, that decides whether the pages con¬
tain a Broadway “hit” or a musical mas-

David Rubinoff ivas bom at Grodno, Russia, September 3, 1897. He began
study of the violin at five and became a pupil in the Royal Conservatory of
Warsaw. At fifteen he was brought to America and the family settled at
Pittsburgh, where David led the Forbes High School Orchestra while a student
and later organised a professional orchestra u’hich ivent on tour. He then
spent ten years in St. Paul, Minnesota, where he had as instructor the ivell
known American teacher, Otto Meyer, who was for some years an assistant
to Prof. Otakar Scvcik, and who conducted this interview. With the introduc¬
tion of very fine orchestras in moving picture houses, Mr. Rubinoff became
a guest conductor, made a sensational hit, and appeared frequently as soloist;
which has been followed by equal successes in the radio field.

surpassable example of this style of mu¬
sic; and, in my special arrangement, it is
one of our most successful numbers.
Popular music need not necessarily fall
into any of these three classes; and it need
not be any less meritorious than so-called
classical compositions. Had Strauss writ¬
ten such excellent tunes as Play, Fiddle,
Play or Dancing on the Ceiling, they prob¬
ably would be played on serious concert
programs.
I have passed through a long, hard
schooling in musical training; and it has
been doubly hard, because I have not been
contented to be either a musician without
success or a success without musicianship.
This has meant that, while I have been
practicing long hours daily on my chosen

instrument, and studying the science of
instrumentation from Berlioz to Stravinsky,
I have also been studying stage lightings,
jazz effects, advertising, and all of the
myriad problems that make a success in
the show business. I have played all night
at dances; and I have played in cheap
movie theaters, where an actor was es¬
teemed fortunate who could finish his act
without unexpected contributions of bana¬
nas, peanuts, or whatever other missiles
were at hand.
Then came Broadway, with a ceaseless
struggle to find new and original effects
in orchestration or a violin solo (and only
the unexpected pleases Broadway). And
finally came national radio hook-ups, and
my present tours through the larger cities.

D

Serious musicians often are rather ig¬
norant as to the meaning of such generally
used, or misused, terms as “ragtime,”
“jazz,” “blues,” and so on. Any music, in
which the principal notes of the melody
fall upon the unaccented beat, instead of
being struck at the same time as the bass
notes, or principal accents, may be prop¬
erly called “ragtime.” While the vogue of
this type of musical rhythms is compara¬
tively recent; nevertheless they will be
found in the classical works of Beethoven
and other master composers, under the time
worn alias of “syncopation.”
A New Music Born
TAZZ MUSIC originated in the spon“ taneous pranks of the soloists of Negro
dance orchestras. If a trumpet or clarinet
player was clever enough to imitate with
his instrument the neighing of a horse, the
laughing of a man, the blowing of a steam
whistle, or any other outlandish noise—
without interfering with the rhythmical
progress of the piece—he was said to be
"jazzing it up.” In the better type of jazz,
these effects are thought out and planned
by the highest priced arrangers.
t The next alien musical form was the
“blues.” The Negro temperament, which
has given so much to American music, is
also responsible for this music called
“blues.” This type of music is about what
its name implies—that is, a mournful song,
sung by the discouraged Negro, generally
dealing with homesickness, loss of a sweet¬
heart, or other serious trouble. It is char¬
acterized by slow but steady rhythm and
a mournful melody. The St. Louis Blues
(one of the early ones) remains an unFEBRUARY, 1937

As I made my way through each of
these musical atmospheres I was constantly
studying and experimenting with the tastes
of the audiences. I would play classical
music, then romantic; popular music, then
rhythmical dance music; and would study
which brought the most applause. In pro¬
portion to the applause would be the time
that each type of music would receive on
my program. Strange to relate, the type
of music enjoyed in each surrounding
would not always be what one expected.
Just as the German, when unusually happy,
will probably sing, "Ich weiss nicht was soli
es bedeuten, das ich so traurig bin,’’ mean¬
ing, ‘7 do not know why I am so sad,” so in
the midst of theatrical surroundings I have
found audiences who listened with absolute
silence to great musical masterpieces.
" When I commenced radio work I was
able to forget showmanship and to think
only of musical reactions; for, until we
have television, the radio audience is af¬
fected only by the sounds which come from
the microphone. The conductor’s smiles or
gestures, the lighting of the orchestra, and
its appearance, cannot go through the
microphone; so one concentrates only on
sound. It seems to me that this furnishes
a more just way of judging the musical
worth of a program than the performance
before an audience, as the stage personality
of a clever artist often can make a suc¬
cess of an uninspired composition.

DAVID RUBINOFF

Measuring Progress

URING THE YEARS of my musical
experiences it has been of the greatest
interest to me to watch the musical clock
of the public, to compare it in different
parts of the country, and in various com¬
munities. We are progressing and, could
a musician of to-day compare the popular
music of ten years ago with that of the
present, he would have to admit that prog¬
ress has been startlingly rapid. One reason
for this rapid improvement in popular
taste has been the fact that the success of
popular music has called to its service the
greatest composers and instrumentalists of
the country. I do not wish to hurt the
feelings of many symphony orchestra con¬
ductors by telling them how many ex¬
symphony concertmasters are playing in
my orchestra; and, if better brass players
could be hired, Rubinoff would hire them.
I have a weakness for brass, dating from
the time when I first heard Berlioz’s
“Messe de Morts.” In this celebrated com¬
position (which is seldom performed), be¬
sides a full brass section in the symphony
orchestra, there are four brass choirs high
up in the four corners of the room; and,
instead of the usual two or three kettle¬
drums, there are twenty. In that part of
the mass expressing the words, “The dead
shall rise,” all of these brass players and
kettledrums get into action; and, if the
dead do not rise, at least the audience finds
it hard to stay seated, it is so inspiring.
In seeking original effects I have wished
to imitate with brass instruments the quick,
sharp effect of plucked strings; and how
my poor brass players must have cursed
this wish of mine, because for them it has
meant many weary hours of rehearsal and
many sore lips.
One great element in my public programs
(Continued on Page 128)
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best approach is through imitation,

such

The Highway of Song, of the Foresman
y

groups of
used in matching groups
of tones
tones wun
with ana
ana
f Latin syllables—do, re,
without the t
J
fa sol la ti do.
(2) Many systems suggest the writing
of music as soon as the children begin to
read music, the beginnings of which occur
in the second grade. Written tonal dictation as a formal device usually is introduced
in the fourth grade.
(3) The singing of triads or chords is
used as a preparation for part singing, in
order to enable individual pupils to sing a
given part while listening to counterparts
in a harmonic sense.
(4) The development of rhythm depends
upon musical experience. The primary reason for drill in school music is to confirm
and test such experience.
The formal
rhythm drills depend upon sight singing
experience. The rhythmic notation of any
measure may serve as a pattern for drill
on the ascending and descending scale. For
instance, in three-four measure the dotted
quarter, dotted eighth, and dotted quarter
notes could be used for practice, by placing the rhythmic notation on the blackboard
and singing three do’s, three ti’s, three la’s,
and so on, m the descending scale. These

“Music in Rural Education,” which i
of the finest contributions so far issued.
/-o\ In
T.. a o.'mctU
(2)
single rnnm
room rnnsistliu?
consisting Iof
grades 1-4, periods of music should he
given from IS to 20 minutes (lady on four
days of the week. On the fifth day a
period should be devoted to music appreciation and related cultural activities. In
these grades half of the tune should l>c
devoted to rote singing of rounds and songs
in unison. Every lesson should provide a
few minutes for individual singing of
familiar songs, each pupil contributing a
phrase or so. Certain easy songs learned
by rote should he presented for music rcading from the blackboard and from books
in the hands of the pupils,
It is well to start with music of second
grade difficulty, similar to the simpler type
of hymn tune or folk song; and, after teaching the song by rote, teach it with “loo”
and then the Latin syllables—do. re, mi, fa,
sol, la, li, do. Later place the song on the
board in full notation and direct the chil
dren to sing from notation Using the 1 ai
syllables. Test the reading-recall ability of
the pupils by having the class to sing
phrases in miscellaneous order, asking it

beTac^onZ3
ST™? ^
be placed on the board and the.scale used
in descending and ascending order. The
class should change from one measure
group to another in miscellaneous order.
Before such drills are undertaken, however, all new measure forms should be discovered m the context of the song by a
comparison of the melodic and rhythmic
form of the music for each line ofword
This is necessary for later identification
(5) The singing of rote songs is a funda mental experience introducing pupils to
music education. Rote singing bears the
same relation to music as a rote learning
of any language. The practice should be
maintained throughout grades 1-6 and pos-

VidUf> T/'V,0
a"d
^ ..ha, the same sch ' I
on the blackboard.
The reading ability not be affected each week
of the class will impi
and
Various plans have been statedbr•
material of third grade ,„av 1,
during the second semester. By varying
,^ w l .L,,rn
-the material, the older pupils Jill rct,,n
ri^ate
i.l , r
n •
their interest and act as leaders in euidimr
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'
and in other ass
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^
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notSfdn
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new work ^ reV'CW and cer,ain ,lme for tiecs alxj regulations, apply to the Nai*
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Bureau for the Advancement oi 51®
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t to the state de

Chorus Conducting
One of my fobs is c

The question of permitting chiMtake private music lesson- S ■

Richard Wagner's Nibelungen Ring

ig a high

The pupils range from the sixth grade
through the fourth year of high
school. Could you suggest a program
I might carry out through the year,
that would prove Interesting as well
as instructive? Of course, part-sing¬
ing is well-nigh impossible—as they
know nothing about it and the time
doesn’t allow for it. Should I have
"
’ '
oup together every week,
- —- .and in h‘ '
By all" means combine all of the pupils
in the thirty-minute period allowed for
music. Your program should include a
few art songs that may be taught by rote,
selected short songs that make contact with
social studies, literature, and other subject
matter in the program of studies, a brief
period for listening, and provision for
rounds and use of Latin syllables.
Books should be supplied, an adequate
piano, phonograph, and a small library of
records. It is possible to take a heter¬
ogeneous group and build up interest in all
phases of the art of music through proper
leadership. A program of rote songs only
will become monotonous. The young people
have different types of voices and corres¬
ponding limitations in rarfge. It is the
period of interest in part singing. This
may be introduced by rounds and simple
chording devices. There should be enough
musical initiative in a group of this type
to do part work. It is not a question of
the amount of time required, but of the
approach. The older boys and girls can
quickly learn the Latin syllables of the
lower parts. If necessary, use the sixth
and seventh grade pupils to sing the melody
with words and teach the bass or bass and
alto to the upper grade pupils with a rote
reading approach; that is, the teacher
should sing the harmonic part with Latin
syllables and have the pupils imitate while
observing the notation. The younger pupils
can join in and later learn the melody with
words or follow the piano melody quietly.
In progressive rural schools the plan ot
having the younger pupils sing the melody
and the older pupils sing the parts has been
worked out quite successfully, and the
pupils are willing to use the same songs
from term to term because they are trans¬
ferred from the melody to the harmonic
parts. Further, a large repertoire can be
acquired.
George L. Lindsay.

Some Problems in Pedagogy
(1) What devices would you use
(2) In what grade^houM the prac¬
tice of writing music be introduced?
(3) What are the objectives to be
gained in the singing of triads?
(4) Explain how you would con¬
duct rhythm drills. What conditions
are necessary for the success of such
(5) What does the pupil learn
thljlj.u,slLTtlle siogiug of rote songs?
(6) What are the properties of
musical tone?—O. A. P.
(1) All children should be encouraged
to sing with the group and not segregated
as non-singers. The timid child will re¬
spond best when he becomes interested
emotionally in the beauty of the songs.
You will discover that there are certain
children who cannot match tones or who
do not have vocal coordination. Again the

“The question of allowing children,
absent themselves from school that thn
may take mtax Ictnu is a quettJi?
the local supermtendent to decide
the following conditions ai
“When a pupil is excused for fc
purpose the period for the music fe
son should lie so arrayed as not to
interfere with the program of wrf
which the pupil is following in ^4
The teacher should send the teacher
of the public school or the principal a
written statement at the close oi cadi
lesson, giving the exact time the child
came for the lesson and the exact g«he left. Use parent should file j
incut with tlse
to the effect
that the child was abi
time for the purpose 1
Many school systems p
instruction in the schools Students in ifol
.
. may
..
school
t credit twin
study tale
with ...
tnchm A
tent it used when pupils arc c
,1* fc™

“-—-

=£■-*« swsire*“»*<»»i
(«) Ench musical tone bu f„„r ptoper.
ties: length, pitch, intensity, quality or timbre. The latter depends upon the vibrating
medium and the presence of overtones g
George L. Lindsay.

The Problem of Eight Grades
in Two Sections
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he music and action of
this opera (“Siegfried,” the third of
the ‘Ring’ operas) is' in direct con¬
trast to the other three, being in the main
gay and joyous. Even the comic element
frequently appears in the role of Mime,
the ugly, mischievous dwarf. Many motives
already met with are again heard, and
new ones are introduced. Space will per¬
mit the presentation of but a few of the
most important of these. These new mo¬
tives comprise the principal material em¬
ployed in three scenes often heard on
symphony programs—Forest Murmurs,
Siegfried Idyl, and Aivakcning of Briinnhilde.
After the death of Siegmund, Sieglinde
had, at the behest of Briinnhilde, fled into
the deep, dark forest to the east, in which
now dwelt the fierce dragon, Faf/ier.
guarding the fatal treasure which the two
giants had received as a reward for the
building of Walhalla. In the solitude of
the forest she lived and gave birth to
her son, Siegfried, whom Wotan had
hoped would be able to wrest the treasure
from the Dragon, restore it to the Rhine,
and thus enable the gods to regain their
lost powers. At the time of her premature
death she has entrusted the child to the
care of Mime, a dwarfish smith who has
his forge and dwelling in a large cavern
in the forest.
As the curtain rises on the opening
scene there is revealed the cavern with a
large opening at the back through which
is visible the sunlit forest. In the fore¬
ground is a rude bed covered with animal
skins and furs. On the left center are the
hearth and bellows of the forge and a
large anvil.
Mime, with angry lamentations, is
forging a new sword for Siegfried, who
derives malicious pleasure in breaking all
the blades the dwarf fashions. He has
made many efforts to weld the fragments
of Sicgtmtnd’s sword, but without any suc¬
cess. and those of his own fashioning are
easily broken by the impudent young Sieg¬
fried. At the time of her death Sieglinde
had revealed to Mime the fact that her
child was destined to become a fearless
hero who, with the aid of the united frag¬
ments of Siegmund s weapon, would over¬
come the dragon, regain the ring (fash¬
ioned from the Rhinegold) and aid the
gods by restoring it to the Rhinemaidens.
The crafty Mime has nurtured the child
and reared him in the hope that Siegfried
may recover the hoarded gold and thus
enable him (Mime) to become master of
the Nibelmigs.
Siegfried, who has reached early man¬
hood, has spent much of his life in the
forest developing a strong body and ac¬
quiring an intimate knowledge of the
habits of birds and wild animals. He has
demanded a sword for a weapon. Mime
has striven unavailingly to weld the sword
of Siegmund. He has repeatedly fashioned
swords of other metal but each time they
have been easily broken by Siegfried. The
one thing that the smith has been able
to fashion successfully for the youth is a
silver horn which he carries on a chain
FEBRUARY, 1937

Part III—Siegfried—The Hero
and upon which he has learned to sound
his call.
While Mime is laboring at the forge
Siegfried rushes in from the wood, joy¬
ously leading a bear which he has cap¬
tured. Mime is afraid and attempts to hide
behind the anvil. Siegfried laughs scorn¬
fully at the cowering dwarf and frees the
bear. He then takes up the sword which
has been newly finished and with one
blow on the anvil breaks it, with renewed
expressions of scorn. Mime recounts all
the care he has showered upon him since
birth—that he has been both mother and
father to him.
Siegfried, the courageous and pure of
heart, cannot believe that this hideous
gnome can be his father. He has seen the
reflection of his own fair features in the
limpid waters of a pool and he can see not
the slightest resemblance. Further, he
scorns and detests the craftiness and in¬
sincerity of the dwarf. He demands in¬
formation concerning his parents. Mime
attempts to evade and mislead him but is
finally forced to reveal the truth. Little by
little the youth learns that his mother
had given him the name of Siegfried, that
his heroic father had been slain in com¬
bat, and that his only heritage consists of
the fragments of his father’s sword. At
this revelation he flies into a rage and
orders the smith to weld the pieces of the
sword together so that he may have a
weapon worthy of his strength and cour¬
age and which will enable him to go forth
into the world to fulfill his destiny. He de¬
mands that it shall be forged at once—
then impatiently rushes out into the forest.
Mime is in despair, for he can neither
manage the rebel steel nor the turbulent
and impatient youth. As he yields to these
discouraging reflections a stranger, heavily
muffled in a dark cloak and carrying a
spear, enters the cave. This is none other
than the god Wotan, though he strives to
conceal his identity by calling himself the
Wanderer. He desires to rest and offers
to repay hospitality by giving wise counsel.
He recounts the story of the ring and
finally tells the dwarf that Fafner will be
slain by the sword which had been used
by Siegmund, the Walsung, and that only
he who knows no fear can succeed in
welding the sword. Mime is overcome with
fright for he knows he can never succeed.
Siegfried Forges His Sword

whereupon Mime can seize the treasure
he has so ardently coveted. Siegfried com¬
pletes the forging and fitting of the mar¬
velous sword, he tempers it and, with a
powerful blow, splits the anvil. The dwarf
falls to the ground in a paroxysm of
terror.
Action next takes place in the forest
before the cavern in which Fafner guards
the treasure. In the darkness outside
Albcrich keeps watch in the hope that he
may find means of regaining his lost treas¬
ure. Wotan arrives in a storm and, now
realizing that the ring bears a curse, as¬
sures Alberich that he does not desire it.
Fafner is awakened and warned of the
approaching danger but he refuses to sur¬
render the ring, even to save his life.
Wotan, warning Alberich that he has only
Mime to fear, laughingly departs and
Alberich hides in a cleft in the rocks as
day breaks.
Mime and Siegfried arrive—Mime still
striving to instill a feeling of fear in Sieg¬
fried by telling how the fearful dragon
seizes all who approach him and how his
victims are consumed by a venomous froth
exuding from his terrible jaws, or how
he sometimes crushes his victims in the
coils of his long tail.
Siegfried bids him begone and then rests
under a large tree and thinks of the mother
whose love and caresses he has so greatly
missed. His dreaming becomes pervaded
by the soft forest murmurs—a bird sings
joyously overhead and he regrets that he
cannot understand its language. He cuts
a reed and endeavors to answer its song,
but soon gives up the task as hopeless and
sounds a joyous call on his horn.
At this call the dragon appears and Sieg¬
fried advances to meet him. The dragon
attempts to spurt a deadly venom upon
him but Siegfried avoids him and, when
the dragon raises his great body in an
effort to throw himself upon his antago¬
nist, Siegfried quickly leaps forward and
plunges his sword into its heart. As Sieg¬
fried withdraws his sword his hand is
covered with the burning blood which
gushes from the wound and he lifts his
hand to his lips. As he tastes the blood
of the dragon his attention is again at¬
tracted by the song of the bird, the mean¬
ing of which he is now able to understand.
He is advised to take possession of the
ring and the tarnhelm, the powers of
which are revealed to him. He enters the
cave to secure them.
Mime and Alberich enter and engage
in a bitter quarrel. As Siegfried returns
with the ring and magic helmet Mime
solicitously offers his refreshing (?)
draught. The voice of the bird reveals
his perfidious purpose and, as he persists,
Siegfried slays him with a blow and
throws his body into the cave with the
heaped treasure and rolls the body of
the dragon before the opening.

IEGFRIED RETURNS and asks
for the sword. Mime now undertakes
to develop a sense of fear in the youth
by telling him of the terrifying dragon,
but this only serves to arouse his impa¬
tience. Finally Siegfried snatches the
pieces of the sword and sets to work. He
reduces the metal to filings and, as he
sings a joyous song, proceeds to forge
it. During this interval the dwarf becomes
lost in wonder as he realizes that it is this
fearless youth who is to weld the sword.
Siegfried is Led to Briinnhilde
He then conceives a plan for preparing
an enchanted draught which he will offer
E- LIES DOWN to rest and the
to Siegfried after the dragon has been
voice of the bird again comes to him
slain. A few drops will induce a deep sleep telling that on a solitary rock, completely

H

surrounded by flame, sleeps the loveliest
of women—Briinnhilde—awaiting him who
is brave enough to pierce the flame and
waken her. The bird offers to show the
way and the young hero springs up joy¬
ously to follow.
As the day draws to its close he ascends
a rough mountain side when he finds his
way barred by Wotan. The god now
realizes that the awakening of Briinnhilde
will mean the eventual downfall of the
race of gods and he desires to delay this
as long as possible. He warns Siegfried
against the flame girdled rock:
Fire-clouds are rolling,
Flame-tongues arc shooting;
Roaring and ivrithing, hither they come.
A light flood illumines thy head;
Right soon the blase will devour thee.
Go back then, foolhardy boy!
Finding that the impetuous youth has no
fear of the fire, he bars the way with his
lance. With a single blow Siegfried cleaves
it in twain and proceeds on his way. He
reaches the summit, sounds his call upon
his horn and plunges into the flames. They
gradually abate, the smoke disappears, and
Siegfried reaches the topmost rock on
which Briinnhilde is sleeping.
He has ceased sounding his horn, and
looks about him in amazement. He first
perceives the noble steed, Grane, sleeping
in the shadow of a fir tree. Then glitter¬
ing armor attracts him and he finds an
armed warrior asleep with head enclosed
in a helmet. He detaches the helmet to
make the sleeper more comfortable. To
enable the sleeper to breathe more com¬
fortably he cuts the metal thongs and re¬
moves the armor. Instead of a warrior
there is revealed to him the lovely form
of a woman with magnificent tresses,
clothed in a flowing white garment. His
heart is greatly troubled and he calls upon
the memory of his mother to aid him. For
the first time he is conscious of a sense
of fear. This is the first woman he has
seen. He thinks she may be his beloved
mother. He calls upon her to wake but
receives no response. Finally he kneels
and presses a long kiss upon her lips—
Briinnhilde opens her eyes. She raises
herself and sings a joyous hymn to the sun.
from whose beams she has so long been
banished.
Sun, I hail thee!
Hail, 0 light!
Hail, O radiant day!
Hail, O earth in thy glory!
She asks what hero has awakened her
and Siegfried replies that he had burst
through the flame and that it was his kiss
which awakened her. He blesses the
mother who bore him and the earth which
nourished him that he might experience
the happiness of this day. Briinnhilde joins
him in the song of gratitude. She tells him
she is not his mother but that she is one
,
(Continued on Page 123)
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NORWEGIAN
By Edvard Grieg
It is worthy of note that Grieg developed
and presented to the world an entirely
new style of writing which was peculiarly
his own. He studied composition with
German masters, and his earlier works
reflect this influence. Very soon, however,
his own style began to assert itself and
he used the folk songs and folk lore of
his beloved Norway for inspiration. There
is a freshness in Grieg’s music that is al¬
ways stimulating and invigorating alike to
listener and performer. The piece here pre¬
sented is one of the lesser known works
and should prove a welcome addition to
the repertoire of the many ardent Grieg ad¬
mirers.
Observe carefully the sustained ndtes in
the upper voice of the right hand. While
the soprano voice remains in suspension,
the alto is very active. This is an effect
typical of Grieg—one that he utilizes fre¬
quently.
In the second section note the phrasing
in the right hand—very important—also the
sudden sforsandos on the last beat of the
measures. A wide range of dynamics should
be recognized, from pianissimo to fortissi¬
mo, all clearly indicated.

rubato may be employed with good effect.
Be careful to observe the two-note slurs
which play such an important part
throughout the waltz. Because of the
necessary rapidity of movement, there is
no time to slur these groups in the usual
manner. However, a slight plucking of the
finger (as in playing staccato) on the last
note of each slurred pair will approximate
the effect without imposing strain on the
fingers or the wrists.
Pedal strictly as marked and carefully
observe the sustained basses beginning in
measure 11. Play this music in a light and
cheerful manner and in a style somewhat
reminiscent of Chopin.

MARCH OF PROGRESS
By Frederick A. Williams
Let the rhythm be crisp and well de¬
fined, in playing this march. This implies
sharp accents, clean attack and release, and
care in the use of the pedal to avoid blurr¬
ing. It is suggested that forearm attack
be used for the most part, especially for
the left hand octaves. It would be well,
too, when playing the repeated chords in
the first theme, right hand (the sixteenth
followed by the eighth) to play both
chords with one arm impulse. Besides
making the performance easier this technic
THE LITTLE ELF
gives sprightliness and snap to the
By Ella Ketterer
rhythm. A separate arm attack for each
A new piece for first graders, by Miss chord on the other hand is apt to sound
Ketterer, whose works are familiar to stolid and clumsy.
many teachers. This little tune remains in
The piece opens in the key of F major.
the five-finger position throughout, uses The second section, beginning with measure
only quarter notes and half notes, and is 17, is in B-flat major, the subdominant key.
accompanied by appropriate words.
The first theme reenters and is followed
The small, vigorous number may be used by a new theme again in the key of Bas a rote piece or as a study in sight read¬ flat major. The first theme makes a third
ing. It is in an easy key—G major—and entry—D. C.—and the piece comes to a
is in four-four time.
fortissimo close at Fine.
FEBRUARY TWILIGHT
By Bernard Wagness
The title of this piece renders it par¬
ticularly apropos for the February issue of
The Etude. It could find a proper niche
on the seasonal programs used by so
many teachers—that is on programs in
which titles indicate a definite season. A
mid-winter program, for example, is often
arranged to contain pieces the titles of
which have to do with skating, sledding,
snow, ice, and so on. Teachers find this
plan effective in adding a distinctive touch
to various pupils concerts—an important
factor in these days of radio programs.
February Twilight is in the form of a
reverie. It begins in E major and modu¬
lates through several keys. The rhythm,
too, is variably four-four, two-four and
three-four. The text contains numerous
directions for interpretation and the musi¬
cal terms with their meanings are given
here, in the order of their appearance:
andante e tranquillo—slowly and peace¬
fully; scmpre espressivo—always express¬
ively; pin P—o, little more softly; Poco
accel—a little acceleration; memo mosso—
less motion, slower; subito P—suddenly
soft; sostenuto—sustained; allegretto
light and lovely; emdantino con moto_
slowly, with motion; allargando—a broad¬
ening effect, both slower and louder;
pochetto rit—smallest ritard.
QUASI VALSE
By A. GRETC H A NINOFF
As the title suggests, this composition
had its inspiration in the waltz. The tempo
is moderato, although a little well rounded
90

MENUET CLASSIQUE
By Clara Gregory Bridge
According to musical historians the
menuet originated in the middle of the
seventeenth century at Poitou, France. It
takes its name from the French adjective
menu, meaning small. Obviously the allu¬
sion is to the small steps of the dancers.
This dance quickly became fashionable in
Pans, since it was a great favorite with
Louis XIV. Charles II established it at
the English Court, where it enjoyed great
popularity, particularly between the years
1730 and 1770. During this time a special
menuet was composed each year for the
celebration of the King’s birthday It was
danced at very slow tempo, but the tempo
for instrumental performance was always
quicker. It is interesting to note that the
menuet has survived the other old dance
forms and frequently has its place in both
™ S0Ifl a"d the ^Phony. Beethoven,
although he did not abandon the menuet,
transformed it into the more lively scherzo
and made frequent use of this form in his
sonatas and symphonies
This menuet by Clara Gregory Bridge
classic in character and preserves the
flavor of the old menuet. Keep a steady
even tempo playing as gracefully as poslously.

d f° l0W PhraSe marking3 metffuGRAY SKY
By Evangeline Lehman

tJAA ?lhnf, left hand of thi* Piece is in¬
tended to call up a picture of rolling sea
drifting clouds and sea gulls in flight as
indicated by the appended verse
g ’

Extended pedal may be used as marked,
and the left hand should be rolled rather
than fingered. The right hand should carry
the melody with the best singing tone at
the command of the performer. An interesting progression is effected by the suecession of augmented chords used in
measures 17 and 18. Here the pedal is
to be changed on each quarter. At
measure 19 resume as before, and let the
music fade quietly at the end—pianissimo
and ritard.
DANCING SHADOWS
By Irene Rodgers
New and interesting additions to the
piano teaching literature reach us, from
time to time, from the clever pen of Irene
Rodgers, a resident of Seattle. Washington.
Dancing Shadow's is one of a set of six
octave studies which thp writer had the
pleasure of examining while they were still
in manuscript; and it is with pleasure that
he greets the official debut of this charm¬
ing number as presented to Etude readers.
The forearm rather than the wrist will
be brought into play in this number, since
legato octaves are called for and it is
obviously impossible to play wrist octaves
legato. The motion used in playing legato
octaves is rather difficult to describe away
from the keyboard. Briefly it may be said
that they are played semiglissando; that
is, the hand is kept close to the keyboard,
the arm supplying motive power, and the
motion used is a gliding one over tlie surface
of the keys, with just enough pressure to
make the keys “speak." Both right and
left hands will find practice in this num¬
ber. In the second section the left hand
carries the melody in octaves. The entire
set of octave studies by Miss Rodgers will
repay examination and will be found, by
many, a welcome change from the con¬
ventional octave studies of old.
CASTANET DANCE
By Georges Bizet
This Castanet Dance is a bit from “Car¬
men, arranged as a second grade piano
piece by William M. Felton. It is taken
from the second act of the opera at the
point where the principal. Carmen, is sing¬
ing and dancing in an effort to win over
Don Jose, a Spanish soldier. Carmen is a
ypsy girl and is trying to persuade Don
/o£f t° desert home and country for her.
. \he cas^nets click an accompaniment
T,ng’J*nd the rh>'thm » sl«rply
marked throughout. The tempo is allcTrv if S*-h1he Pe,da' CXaCt,y as "larked.
Jn?r'f P°ss,ble, to hear this number in the
overV/ *!!■ P'aye<? by a ROod orchestra
the mattradl0i SUC1 3 hearing will help in
the matter of interpretation.
the FAIRIES NUPTIAL MARCH
By George L. Spaulding
number £* STSfLJtjtS
perienced teachers find it expedient to

1

hc Fames Nuptial March U ;
Proved form of a march
7
the 3p*
the blare of fa;™ . 3 h nd opens with
«on consis s a'PchUHPe,S- The fir*
fisn,e; 3Y'
■«*>« a triplet

voices. Let .h, W„
trombone, while the upper
k
with the precision of drumbeats resN
DANCE OF THE GNOMES
By F. A. Wumus
This little number, in the ker
minor, is designed to develm
phrasing and finger legato fi
allegretto—light and lively i„ tu T®
hand use clearly articulated fewer 2
and let the left supply ,he dana rhy%
In the second section. beginnim.\5
measure 17. the hands play in nnis*.?
first four measures are played forte JS
are answered in the next four
played piano. Let the tonal contrast i
well marked, and play the entire
with imagination, and a certain pi
humor.
An interesting little recital piece tha
measures up well to teaching requirements
RONDO
By W. A. Mozait
This Rondo is from the "Sonata, Si
13. in D." by Mozart The word
means literally sound piece; and the tern
was used during the 17th and 18th»
turics to designate any instrumental pin
as opposed to the coHlala, which man®
course, a piece to be sung. The term a Sat
was rather loosely applied, later it tat
on definite meaning and was used ft
describe a certain form of composition. The
sonata form was developed by Haydn nd
Mozart and brought to its highest stale si
development by Beethoven. It is the an
upon which the concerto, the overture, he
symphony, and of course the sonata i£
arc based. Usually a sonata consists i
three or more movements. The ranis »
was frequently used for the last oi tbs
movements. The rondo form, in efi#
interesting and is characterized by theaS
that the first theme is always heard ails
each new theme—similar to theorems
of an earlier day. The rondo ton *
first brought into practical shape hr
Philipp Emanuel Bach, and it has I®
used since by practically all masts t®
posers.
.
In playing this music, keep
delicacy which characterizes all oi Ms®;'
works, and remember, too, that this m
was conceived for the harpsichord. «
the forerunners of the modem pa*
tone of whidh was considerably thin*®
far less sustained than that Pro*~
the piano of the present day. The*011
here presented, is well edited. FolW
markings closely and the result *“
satisfactory.
OLD KING COLE
By Alexander Bb
j
This easy second grade piece make.
use of the drop. roll, phrasing
title is of course familiar to al
\
from Mother Goose days. It
. v,
a good plan to have pupils Pw
without pedal. This procedure
^
fingers to provide the no**5*17 ,-Im
also makes the phrases more ®so“"

®1

BABY’S EYES
By Rosamond Th(*« ^
Herein the melody alternates ,,
right and left hand. mikii«
;
turn the accompanist 11* YjTdtS*
in the form of a MUhyandsW^ ,
along in drowsy fashion- In
(Conthmed on P*9<
,

Fourth and Fifth Fingers

__t six years. When she
plays such pieces as the Military
Polonaise by Chopin or Country
Gardens by Grainger, she cannot
play ail the chords correctly, because

,„ul
She wishes to make music
her profession. Should she be dis¬
couraged on account of this?-What

Do not worry about your talented and
advanced sixteen year old girl whose handspan and reach are insufficient. Isidor
Philipp’s “Exercises in Extension for the
Fingers,” judiciously used, will help to
remedy this (guard carefully against ex¬
cessive hand strain in these) ; also Doe¬
ring’s "Octave Exercises and Etudes, Opus
24.” Along with her other work she should
study such chord pieces as the “Sea
Pieces,” by MacDowell; Prelude in C
minor, Gliere; Etude in C minor, Op. 2,
No. 1, by Scriabin; Lento {"a Pierrot
Piece"), by Cyril Scott; The Sunken
Cathedral, by Debussy; Prelude in C-sharp
minor; Prelude in G minor; and Prelude
in B minor (Book I), by Rachmaninoff.

The Child Who Cannot Read
Would you kindly advise me how
to go about teaching the piano to a
little six year old child who does not
as vet know how to read or write?
—H. C. (Brooklyn, N. Y.)
Such a beginner, like all beginners, old
or young, should be first taught by rote
or ear—then by note. It is quite possible
for children to learn to read music with¬
out knowing their letters. My own boy
read music long before words. You will
find helpful material on the “Teachers’
Round Table” page of the recent July
and August issues.

Starting Transposition
The object of my writing to you
concerns one of my youngest pupils,
in whom I am very much interesteil.
She has a very brilliant mind a~J *~

fourths and fifths; whether major,
minor, perfect, and so on. In ear
training, she has absolute pitch. Now
as to transposition, I have not started
her out in that study yet, as I would
like to know your opinion first.
I am very much interested in the
Teachers’ Bound Table as conducted
by you. I certainly read every bit of it.
—Mrs. H. R. (Iowa).
With a pupil possessed of “absolute
pitch,” you are naturally, impressed by the
gifted girl’s ears. Almost all teachers are
unduly awed by this aptitude, and are usu¬
ally lax in calling the pupil’s “bluff,” by
not insisting on severe training along lines
in which the absolute pitch, is of little help.
In answer to your inquiry about trans¬
position, develop the girl into a fine sightreader, using every possible means—in¬
cluding transposition—to accomplish this.
The solid foundation of a good technical
facility and control must be laid immediately.
By avoiding dull, repetitious exercises,
using only highly concentrated technical
material, the “brilliant mind and keen inFEBRUARY, 1937

such persons are often easy going, phleg¬ point. I should certainly not recommend
matic, or even lazy. I am inclined to think you to keep him entirely from school. If
that the beautiful tone comes as much as a necessary, you could let him miss some
result of temperamental and dispositional afternoon sessions, when he is especially
qualities as from physical conformation. A engrossed in his music. If you are sure
heavily built person uses his weight natur¬ that he is gifted, teach him now that music
ally, and is not inclined to “push” his tone, is not all play. Show him by frequent, short
since he finds it too strenuous, and also periods of hard, concentrated work, that the
unnecessary to exert himself. (On the fun comes from the accomplishment. Be
other hand, such “stylish stout” pianists sure not to tire him by sessions that are
often have great difficulty in acquiring too long and exhausting, for there is no
When to Study Pedal
enough percussive bite in their playing to quicker way to' kill interest.
I do not know just when I should
He is now ready for Mary Bacon
ward off monotony.)
start the study of the pedal, or arpeg¬
Yet, among pianists noted for beautiful Mason’s “Folk Songs and Famous Pic¬
gios, chords, and so on. It would be
very helpful if you would give some
tone quality, you will find many of the tures,” an admirable book with colored
suggestions along these lines.—
cut-outs
and other splendid features. Later,
thin, bony, long fingered type. They
D. L. B. (Massachusetts).
learned early that the best method for im¬ you might use Miss Bacon’s second book,
“Chords” of two and three tones—- proving their singing quality was to prac¬ “First Year Classics and Foundation Harin major, minor, and diminished forms— tice such simple weight and rotation ex¬
Play good phonograph records to the
single and both hands-—must be taught in ercises as are advocated by William Mason
the first term of lessons. Pedal should be in his “Touch and Technic,” and Tobias boy constantly, and do not say much about
used with them whenever isolated chords Matthay in his “Relaxation Studies,” and them; take him occasionally to part of a
are played, but not, at first, when two “The Rotation Principle and its Mastery.” fine recital; as a special treat, let him
chords of changing harmonies are used. In You, too, ought to follow in their steps, by stay up some nights to hear a first-class
order to achieve a complete “letting go” practicing exercises in which your fingers radio concert by a great artist or orches¬
on such single chords, have the student never play a single tone without first con¬ tra; play duets with him (see “Miniature
put the damper pedal down as he prepares tacting the key with the finger tip, letting Duets for Teacher and Pupil,” and “Minia¬
the notes on the tops of the keys; the the weight of the arm depress the key by ture Duets for Two,” by Jessie L. Gaychord is then played while the arms bound lightly sinking into it. Note carefully that nor) ; teach him to "conduct” simple phono¬
up lightly and fall into the lap. The pedal the arm and hand should ride gently in and graph records; let him make up dances
is left on, so that he may listen to the out of the key, with the wrist remaining to records and radio performances. You
will be surprised how this develops him
sound of the chord after it is played. Scales high even after the tone is played.
and arpeggios should also be taught in the
Of all the hokum that has been dis¬ musically, and how well he will dance.
first term, but not with the underpassing seminated on the subject of weight playing, Teach him to sing all sorts of simple songs
of the thumb. The major scale cycle is the worst is the dropping of the arm and at sight, without accompaniment; have him
worked in so-called tetrachords (note wrist as the key is played, since this act learn to play other instruments by ear,
fingering) :
results only in a forced pumping down allowing him to choose the instrument he
of the whole mechanism, completely up¬
Ex. 1
setting the control and quality of the tone.
You should constantly sing with him or
Physical exercise would certainly bene¬ play for him to sing. You might find the
fit you, too; only you must be careful to following books helpful: “New Songs for
avoid Indian clubs, dumb-bells and bars New Voices,” edited by Louis Untermeyer
(no humor intended!), which excessively and Clara and David Mannes; “Jolly
contract the hand and finger muscles.
Jinks” Song Book, and "Ring-Go-Round”
Swimming, well done under expert in¬ Song Book by Reed.
E Maj.
struction, is the best exrecise for musicians;
Harmony and theory can be taught
for it puts on weight where it is needed, painlessly along the way. My own children
builds smooth, well coordinated muscles, used such terms as “diminished seventh,”
stimulates deep rhythmic breathing, and “dominant seventh,” “cadence,” “phrase,”
/.A.
teaches valuable relaxation control. Some¬ “triad,” and so on, long before they knew
Arpeggios are first learned by hand¬ day a great teacher will appear who will the technical meaning of such terms. The
give his pupils piano lessons in one room, following might be useful to you: “Key¬
crossing, as follows:
and swimming instructions across the hall. board Harmony for Juniors,” by Elizabeth
“From Pool to Piano” might be his slogan. Gest; “Adventures with Chords and
Besides enjoying unprecedented popularity, Tunes,” by Elizabeth Newman; “Keyboard
he will turn out students who play with Harmony with Illustrative Piano Pieces,”
rich, relaxed tone, and excellently co¬ by Buenta Carter. Any of these books may
ordinated articulation. He might even pro¬ be secured through the publishers of The
duce champions in both lines!
Etude.
You may not make your boy into a pro¬
fessional; but, if you plan your campaign
Keeping the Pupil Home
intelligently and stick to it determinedly,
I am thinking of keeping my six
A Hard Touch
you
will, I am sure, be gratified with the
year old son at home from school this
I am twenty-three years old, and
first year and teaching him music—nil
result. He will become a better equipped,
am making the art of piano playing
he can take of piano and theory, his¬
finer and happier man because of it.
my business and pleasure.
tory, and appreciation of music. He
My greatest trouble at the piano
is very interested in music and has
is in getting rid of a hard touch. I
just completed Williams’ “Nothing
am making progress in my efforts to
Easier: Adventures of Ten Little
Musical Theory
Fingers in Mother Goose Land.” Can
very slow rate.’ I have very thin arms
you, or rather will you, make some
Several persons have asked for an alland wrists, and bony fingers. Would
suggestions as to methods and mate¬
an attempt to fatten and broaden my
rials ?
inclusive book of general musical theory.
hands and arms make it easier for
Do you know of any picture cut“The Fundamentals of Musicianship,” by
me to improve my tone quality ?
to color along any of
Melville Smith and Max T. Krone, is the
Would you suggest any exercises that
by any miraculous
might benefit me? So far I have re¬
-„-.... a book for li.
best volume I know, and should be in the
frained from exercising, because I be¬
combining these?
lieved it was more a matter of mind
hands of every" musician. It is used as an
Just how much theory and key¬
than muscle, and because I was told
board harmony is it advisable to teach
outline for the course of study in several
that the wrong kind of exercise could
a child of his age? Can you suggest
impair one’s technic. I know, any¬
music schools whose theory departments
some system to follow in this? I
way, that I would feel a lot better
missed out on harmony until college
I greatly respect
mentally if I did not have “skinny”
days and, realizing liow much I lost,
arms.—J. C. (New Jersey).
I resolved that my children should
grow up with music in all its phases
as a part of them.—Mrs. C. O. B.
Possession of a warm, rich, singing tone
(Oklahoma).
seems to come naturally to persons with
"You will never find time for anything.
round, plump bodies, solid, heavy arms, and
You t
If you want time, you must make it.”—
broad hands and fingers. As you know, young j
Buxton.
telligence” can be ultilized to the limit.
Such children (as, alas, we all know, too
well!) forced to face the hard realities of
continued, concentrated effort, frequently
lose interest in their work. If she rebels,
clamp down gently but firmly on her—if
you are sure of her outstanding talent.
The rebellion, properly squelched, will not
last long.
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FASCINATING PIECES FOR THE MUSICAL HOME

FEBRUARY TWILIGHT

BERNARD WAGNESS

Darkened skies, fired with flashes of golden sunlight against the snow-covered forests, make the pictorial background for Mr.Wagness’ reverie.
Mr.Wagness has played this composition widely in his many public appearances and it has met with great favor. Grade 4._
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A DANCE OF THE DIRECTOIRE DAYS

The Graceful Gavotte
A Dance to Which Several Influences Have Contributed

M

OST OF US KNOW the gavotte
as the graceful yet stately dance
portrayed in the Gavotte by
Gluck-Brahms, or from the gay little
melody in the opera, “Mignon,” by Ambroise Thomas. So its adaptability is ap¬
parent. Like many other musical dance
forms now popular with string ensembles,
the gavotte was a favorite at the court of
Louis XIV of France. The musette or
coma, used to play it, was considered very
ornamental in the hands of ladies.
This instrument was a sort of bagpipe
of small dimensions, that was used in
France, Italy, and Switzerland. The name,
musette, was derived from the older musa
of the Latin or Italian language, which
means pipe or tune, or bagpipe (in
French). As the musette imitates the bag¬
pipes, they probably suggested the name.
Actually, the gavotte has a more mili¬
tary tradition. First used as a dance by
the Gavots—a people dwelling in the “pays
de Gap,” a province of Southeastern
France—it is said to have hailed from
across the Pyrenees in Spain, where it
was originally a sword dance. Only men
at arms participated in it; and “the
rhythm was marked by the clash of swords
on shields.” Gradually the gavotte became
just a peasant dance that was the pride
of all merrymaking.
The time is of a danse grave; and it is
interesting to know the reason for this.
The gavotte was called a danse grave “be¬
cause the dancers lifted their feet from the
ground, when previously they had walked
or shuffled.” Perhaps this explains why the
gavotte developed from an outdoor peasant
dance to a form acceptable in the music
and ball rooms of Versailles.

T
92

In Simple, Graceful Tread
HE DISTINCTIVE charm of this
dance, which is similar to a bourree,

By Nancy

D.

Dunlea

but slower, is “skipping intervals and short
Gavotte and musette, by J. S. Bach
crisp phrases.” One definition for the
Gavotte in D minor, by J. II. de Lully
gavotte form is “two strains in common
Gavotte from “Second Violin Sonata.”
time with two beats in a measure, each
by Bach-Saint-Saens
phrase beginning and ending with a half
Gavotte, from “Fifth French Suite.” by
measure. Both strains are repeated, and
J. S. Bach
sometimes the first modulated to the scale
Gavotte, from "Sixth Suite, in D, for
of the dominant.” Elson defines it as a
Violoncello,” by J. S. Bach
dance properly beginning on the third beat,
Gavotte, from “English Suite in D
which results in mild syncopation. Two
major,” by J. S. Bach
repetitions of eight measures each are gen¬
Two
famous gavottes have been created
erally conceded as the fundamental rhythm
m operatic scores: one in “Manon.” by
of the gavotte. “The second measure has
Massenet; and the other, already mcna remarkable caesura (pause).” An ex¬
ception to a gavotte which begins on the tioned, in the “Mignon” of Ambroisc
third beat is seen in Bach’s Gavotte in D l homas. This latter one is as humorously
vivacious and singable as is much of “The
minor (from the “Sixth- English Suite”)
which begins on the first beat. This may be Barber of Seville.” Paul Lacombe has
written a rather delightful song-gavotte ;
called a dance “in the form of a gavotte
and not strictly the gavotte form. The and then there is the Gavotte Madrigole
gavotte has been used in sonatas in this by Francois Thome.
style. In a suite, the gavotte frequently fol¬
was left by Moritz Moszkowski
lows the sarabande.
A Gavotte, No. 2 in D major, for violt
A* a musical form, the gavotte reached
its fullest development under Johann Sebas¬ 3r °,annClaIier’ is by thc rcn°wm
tian Bach. The best known of his gavottes V clone
’ aaV'd P°«»:’ and
«
js probably the one in G minor of the tarif f and p,ano we have the Pa.
English Suite.”
A modern gavotte, that is based on the
martial character of the original dance,
is the one in E minor by Silas.
Italian and, as would be exnecte,
Some gavottes have a musette as a sec¬
ond part or trio, which is rustic or nas- French composers have given us
toral in style. The musette is, of course to
suggest the droning of the soft toned
httle bagpipe of seventeenth century
France. A gavotte that illustrates this •„ndcEu™ di’ P°iraniS; Gavlt^ of*".
idea is the Gavotte and Musette from the
First Gavotte. Op
BSain!‘Sa^
Suite m D minor” by D’Albert.
Almost every composer, from Bach
down to Sir Edward Elgar, has composed
MaS CUhi. H rv““: •- «
thJ
th-e earlier
there are 1
these T
charming
gavottescomposers
■
Gavotte for Violin and Piano bv T P
Rameau
r J- r.

**•' -

Adclc Aus dcr Ohe; Gavotte, Of. Ii,h
3, by Ernesto Ccntola; Gavotte, oj A
von Carsc; Gavotte, Cf. &, St.?
Hans Sitt; Gatvtte
Attn Sip, h
■i. and Quaineme Gavotte, Of.
1?
David Popper. Gavottes Cel/bra h
Grumvald; Gavotte, from the “Hcte
Suite, Op. 40" (No. 3). by Ednrd Gris;
A la Gavotte, Op. 11. by Kjtpm;
Gavotte, Op. 113, So. 3, by GeorjeGate
mann; and Gavotte anf Vsrktms, I?
Rameau-Leschctuky.
The Cue too Gavotte, by Brtsiae. s
not infrequently heard over the
To these may be added the
list for piano, mostly in a little W®

Amaryllis. Air. Kinc Loois Xm
BriW of Seville. Gnrotte.
Moom of Bmir. Gavotte.
Entr'acte Gavotte.
A Trianon_
Floweret. Fomt-aonot. Gnrettv
Glow Worm. Gavotte Pnvbnn..
Caeotte In D Major
From the «th Violoncello Sorni
Garotte in D Minor.
Garotte la C. Minor.
Garotte and Boorrer in C.
Caeotte. From the Second VbEj
Garotte la E Major. Fn>» Sixtl
Garotte la F Major. .I
Gavotte and ..
Gnrotta....
Garotte in ..
Garotte. From Iphipeni*..
Garotte.
Second Garotte. Op. ..
Garrotte....
Garotte In B Flat..
Gavotte in G....
Garotte.
Garotte..

3
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Irene Rodgers wrote a series of six pieces for- the development of octave playing and this charming vaJse is one of them. The student with the
nnrmal Hand should use the fourth finsrer on the hlaeV lrevs as indicated. Grade 4.
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CASTANET DANCE
Grade 2 £

Allegretto

m.m.

GEORGES BIZpt
Arr. by William M.

J=

Grade 3.

Allegretto

THE FAIRIES’ NUPTIAL MARCH
FOR THE LEFT HAND ALONE
Allegro

m.m.
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DANCE OF THE GNOMES
72

FREDERICK A. WILLIAMS, Op. 95, No. 3

February 1937
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NORWEGIAN

OUTSTANDING VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL NOVELTIES

WHERE PASTURESGREEN INVITE

MBRUARY 1937
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I’LL TAKE YOU HOME AGAIN, KATHLEEN
Arr.hy William Hodson
Andante con espressione

SECONDO

THOMAS R WESTENDORF

I’LL TAKE YOU HOME AGAIN, KATHLEEN

PROGRESSIVE MUSIC FOR BRASS CHOIR

1st TROMBONE

ANDANTE GRAZIOSO
FROM SONATA NO.9

W. A. MOZART

DELIGHTFUL PIECES FOR JUNIOR ETUDE READERS

Moderato

THE BASS FIDDLE
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DREAMING
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WALTER ROLFE
Grade2.

Slow and dreamily M.M.d*=54

|

Waltz

Copyright 1936 by Theodore Presser Co.
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baby’s eyes
a Lullaby

ROSAMOND

THORNE
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Keyboard Instruments in the National
Capital
(Continued from Page 83)

. keyboard instrument being used by
them—country sports, and dancing Altoe her nothing more could be asked to
oort one into seventeenth century
Tiv save that the little instrument itself
Ed sound forth some tune of the day.

RAINDROPS IN THE WIND

Grade 2±.

Allegretto

M. M.

J = 116

DORIS GRACE HUMES

And Back to Harpsichords
nETURNING to the Worch Collection
K on the lower floor, we began examina¬
tion of the harpsichords, taking first, the
little upright one, or the clavicythenum.
In the estimation of the collector, this is
the most difficult of the old keyboard in¬
struments to secure. This specimen is al¬
most a duplicate, in both measurements
and number of keys, of that in the. Royal
College of Music in London. But, like the
Biblical youth, one thing it lacketh. To be
a perfect specimen, it should have a door.
The stand has been supplied by the col¬
lector in good imitation of the lost original
one and it is to be hoped that someone
may some day add the little door which
would close it up like a cabinet when the
player has finished. The date? We can
safely say the second half of the 15th
century; that is, two hundred years before
Bach and Scarlatti. When the old world
was teeming with excitement over discov¬
eries of new worlds, somewhere in Italy
this precious little thing was amusing a
noble lady, who, no doubt, in other leisure
hours read her books of the day, by Dante
and Boccaccio.
We turned now to harpsichords in the
form for which that term is generally
used. As you of course know, they are just
glorified spinets. Spinets for the home;
harpsichords for concerts and in orchestras.
That little jack from the old spinet, which
we held a moment before, differs in no
way from the jack of the best harpsichord.
But the harpsichord took on, during its
evolution, many mechanical means of get¬
ting variety of tone, which spinets and
virginals did not acquire, at least not often
enough to be taken into account.
There is a fine old instrument (Ulus. 1)
made in London in 1747 by Burkat Shudi,
a Swiss foreman of the famous Flemish
maker, Tabel. Shudi migrated to England
and constructed harpsichords excelled by
no other maker. He had a great number
of very distinguished patrons—the Prince.
of Wales, Handel, Sir Joshua Reynolds—
besides many crowned heads of Europe.
And he made a vast fortune. We shall not
go into the mechanics in detail. This one
has two keyboards with five stops. Suffice
it to say that, through the means of these,
great variety of tone could be obtained
mechanically. Jacks could be shifted to
strike the strings at different points,
strings could be muted by little bits of
kit coming into contact with them, and
they could also be doubled, so that octaves
sounded when single notes were played.
It may be of interest to know that this
was the instrument selected to be sent to
me Paris Exposition* in 1931 to be placed
» the music room of “Mt. Vernon.”
A workman no less popular than Shudi
was Jacob Kirkman, another Tabel fore¬
man, who also was able to make a fortune
111 England at the same time that Shudi
was active. In the group is one of his
s.mgle-bank instruments, a less expensive
0r™ 0* harpsichord, which had to be
ma<fe just as piano manufacturers now
make uprights as well as grands,
the finest of the harpsichord builders
0 Germany was Silbermann, who eventuExposition Coloniale Internationale.

THEETUDl

ally made pianos too, as all students will
recall. This splendid harpsichord bears on
its nameplate the name of Carl Pfeiffer;
and to pianists it should be the most in¬
teresting of all the harpsichords in the
collection. The halo of history and ro¬
mance is around it, for it is an exact copy
of the harpsichord which Silbermann made
for Johann Sebastian Bach, and was in¬
herited by his son, Karl Philipp Emanuel,
who, like his father, was a fine performer.1
When the German Government had a copy
made, in 1910, Mr. Worch was able to
obtain a second copy. Bach, the greatest of
all writers for this instrument, seldom in¬
dicated the use of two keyboards in his
manuscript. But for the “Italian Concerto,”
he did. It was to approximate more closely
Bach’s intention that Harold Bauer ar¬
ranged that famous and lovely thing for
And now let us look at France’s repre¬
sentative in this collection. In centuries
past, France did not produce the best
harpsichords; but of all countries she paid
the greatest attention to their decoration,
so that a French instrument was always
a thing of real artistic value. To-day, how¬
ever, the French firm of Pleyel, in Paris,
is one of the best of harpsichord builders.
This Pleyel, made about 1910, shows the
modern advancement in the art of con¬
structing the instrument; for all the
various mechanical contrivances for tone
variation are controlled by foot pedals
rather than by stops, thus doing away with
the necessity of lifting the hands from the
keys, which the stops necessitated. In these
modern examples, the French traditions in
decoration are well upheld.
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A Rare Gem

A Composer’s Life Story
“Extraordinarily revealing — and
not in the conventional sense.
The essential facts about his mu¬
sic. Whatever one’s viewpoint,
Stravinsky’s provides fascinating
material for the aesthetic debate.”
—New York Herald
Tribune “Books”

STRAVINSKY

HE INSTRUMENT under discussion
is indeed a thing of rare beauty (Il¬
ls. 2). It is lacquered in gold, the legs
An Autobiography
olidly gold, and the body with little
Price $3.00—SIMON AND SCHUSTER, 386 - 4th Ave., N. Y.
Vatteaulike scenes of Arcadian shepherds
nd shepherdesses.
We greatly admired another instrument,
or its shape and the simplicity of decora- Make THE ETUDE Your Marketing Place
Etude Advertisers Open the
ion. It also is a double-bank instrument,
Doors to Real Opportunities
lade by Dulcken, who painted it all dull
lack with only lines of gold to relieve it.
Ve were told that a double-bank instru¬
ment of his is very, very rare.
There now were left only the nine old
talian harpsichords, all late seventeenth
entury, all about the same compass of four
Suggestions for
nd one-half octaves, none having stops,
nd all following the same long, slender
mtline. Like the Italian spinets, all had
^oy2tin<j )Qecita.[
inter cases; that is, the instrument proper
iad been completed, and then, independent
Piano Solos
pf it a case had been made to hold it. The
Elsie K. Brett
THE LITTLE JOY BIRD
caus. Grade l-z.
[1 melody wi a suggestion of b
peau'ty and variety of the decoration of
Juan Masters
GLIDING
DANCER
hese cases is the chief point of interest
if easy grace. Grade 2.
This lefthand melody is the embodimei
n this group. Most unique is the concepHubbard W. Harris
DREAM FANCIES
ion carried out in the Rudolphus mstruqualities that make for
n unusual :
popularUy?withWteachers°°pupUsrand audiences. Grade
nent made in 1665, in Venice. Straight
ROBIN GOODFELLOW
rom the canvases of Rubens must the inTossed off^ligMy^and^fast^
piration have come for the three gold
Carl Koelling
•upids which take the place of legs and
THE ROPE DANCER
11 of thrills, as the title suggests. Grade 3.
Brilliant and dashin
vith uplifted hands support the frame,
vhich is painted white with gold lines,
This
group
complete,
postpaid,
rwo instruments, exquisite m coloring and
lesign, are very much alike. One is signed
INTRODUCTORY PRICE. (
Vlenegoni; and the other, not signed, is
Value - $1.90
;o like the first as to make it quite sure
hat it is by the same maker or his apRemittance must accompany order.
irentice. Our guide asked which of all
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
hese old Italian instruments I would like
429 S. Wabash Ave.
nost to own and I picked out the MeneChicago. Ill.
Ne
;oni, so beautiful to look upon that one
(Continued on Page 133)
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vou men this may appear just plain foolishness. Bear with us and you will be
amply repaid- Many a fine tenor has lost
the battle because he could not, or would
, develop a deftness in the vocal moventttrts, particularly in the upper voice. It
is thrilling to hear rich ringing high tones,
but they do not come through a sensation
of heavy, cumbersome, vocal action. The
freedom of movement, and the floating,
easily sustained tone that this study will
disclose to you is the basis for any size of
tone that your voice is capable of produc¬
ing This exercise should prove particu¬
larly helpful in learning to sing and sustain
easily the vowels, E, as in sleep, E, as in
met, I as in it, and A, as in mat)
Strive for the utmost in delicacy. Be
precise to the point of prissiness.

THE SINGER’S ETUDE
Edited for February by Eminent Specialists
It is the ambition of The Etude to make this department a “Singer’s Etude” complete in itself.

Vocal Freedom and Emotional Poise
By Clare John Thomas

Ex.7

I

N A FORMER article, presented in movements as the preceding exercise but We will say you do not wish to appear as denial, but with a chuckle
* of the
these columns, was given a series of suggests a different application which has an eavesdropper to a conversation that is tone. Even allow a chuckle
:recP into
exercises calculated as “Studies in been of real benefit in releasing the throat going on near you, and so you interest the tone occasionally. Be
imaginative, tfcj
Vocal Release.’’ To these are now added and bringing the voice forward. This is yourself deliberately in something else. L'sc the head in denial before
snigms. Sar'in’
a group of others which have been equally of particular value to singers whose voices your own imagination with the foregoing
your most ingratiating manner ioiW
effective in freeing difficult voices. Al- are depressed and dull, but of almost equal suggestions as a beginning. Simulate pre- mg immediately with one o( the exercises
though these exercises are to a large extent benefit in any condition where incorrect occupation and intensify the attitude, jxir- Study this rxrrcitt before jour mirror.
original, they are based on the funda- throat adjustment is in evidence.
ticularly as you approach the sustained
mental principles laid down by Edmund J.
Do the movement as first indicated in tone on the vowel “ah.” The moment you
Languor
Myer, in his excellent books which may be Study I, with this one important exception, are able to carry through the mood, you Study
obtained through the publishers of The At the beginning of the movement press will experience a more forward action of O TAND At. AIN u;,i,
...... poise and balance,
Etude,
firmly against the floor with the foot the tongue, a more beautifully resonant ^
— Let tlic body be flexible and alert
I
which bears the weight of the body, taking tone, and greater ease in sustaining the
Take the attitude of extreme lan^or
Stand as tall and straight as possible, care to balance the body carefully during tone. All three benefits, of course, are the
J'retcnd ennui. Simulate boredom. Imitate
with the back straight and head erect. Bend the entire movement, so that the bent knee result of freedom of the vocal action
tbe laziest man in the world. Allow the
one knee slightly, without losing the careful bears none of the weight of the body. If Ex 3
face muscles and the pronouncing or™
poise of the body. Now let the hands, this is done carefully, and the movement
entire freedom of action. Make no attempt
starting from their natural position at the studied so that it can be done with great
at placement of tone or accuracy of dic¬
sides, turn palms up and move out and up smoothness, but keeping the pressure even
tion. Nature will take care of those tog,
slowly until they reach a point a little be- and constant on the foot which bears the
in her own way as soon as freedom of the
low the level of the shoulders. Simultane- weight, a new sense of balance of the body
vocal movements is accomplished. Retnemously with the upward movement of the and release of the throat will be felt,
t>cr we arc speaking here of an emotional
arms, let the knee slowly straighten until
Sing the following sentences on a single
the original erect position has been reached, pitch, transposing up or down by half
attitude. Do nn( forget poise and flexibil¬
ity of the body.
then slowly return the hands to the sides, steps, according to the range of the
Note that the above sentences end on a Ex. 5
as the knee bends slightly. Having done
variety of vowel sounds. When studied
this part of the study several times, until
soberly and alertly the above exercises will
it is understood and can be done smoothly,
a*
be found to be of great value in preserving
turn the attention to the instruction given
May the i
in the next paragraph.
correct vocal position on into the susIt is true beyond dispute that tightness in
_ __
tamed tone. Sustaining tone is, after all. a
the muscles of the body contributes to
Do not go, my i0ve_
matter of keeping a condition of free and
See the shin. i„g seacorrect activity at the organ of sound. l)o
tightness at the throat. This is a study in
bodily flexibility and freedom; in elasticity
t»
^
content until you have attainrrl i
and smoothness of movements. We are • qU/ !Zmg °f tbe vowe,s and strengthen- uniform freedom in sustaining all vowels
ready now to do the above movements in mg of the control of breath and tone will Uniform freedom means uniform laion
just the way that will give the greatest Almostr°Tfd ‘Wlth thC f°Ilowing Judies, evenness of tone through a variety of vowpossible flexibility. 1—Instead of starting Almost all smgers are inclined to fear els. Equal warmth and beautv sh nl l L
the hands from the sides, bring them to- certain vowels
,. ,
—
so thatjhey
----mane
make special evident iu
in an
all vowels. Lil
Likew.^equaf free
gether, tips of the fingers touching, before ett.
™™ch cause tightening of the vocal dom and fluency
should
fl"“-prevail.
Fear of Use your imagination. Invent your own
beginning the study. 2—Soften and make 3 .: “1S to overcome this tendency that certain vowels must be forever
Kat,;‘ .u“‘i u'
rever banished
by version of languor.
extremely elastic, the entire abdominal wall, w? introduce these original studies in vocal correcting the action — •>• .!
by
the bothersome
Ex.6
particularly at its lower extremity. Now, rel®ase through emotional attitudes.
vowel,
as the movement begins, take care that at
f.. stadent will observe immediate reits every stage the muscles of the abdom„
own voice if he follows liter- r.
Laughing Denial
inal wall are kept in an extremely elastic
.y tbe mstructions here given. First, he Study I]/and flexible condition. Do the movement * 1 0
,ve, that the tongue action becomes Q TAND CARE FIJI I V
,
several times without singing, until you fre,er- and that the tonSue reaches forward ^ body flexible and alert T-- "i" ’ ‘ ,e
can move with marked flexibility. Then and ls "tore active. The final result from vious exercises Do not ~k j 'n ,he prc'
start singing just after the beginning of
“ 3 beautiful sympathetic ‘hat you have learned tluis fTr '”’ anyth,ng
the movement. The tone will be of soft,
sustalns easily and which does
Now before any attemnt •
,
flexible texture, rather quiet; and, as you n°‘ t'g,htetl. ,at tbe approach of any vowel adopt the attitude of nni* t made to slngl
get more flexible action, it will become
f pltch Wlthm the student’s range.
turedly denvi.m ,1® wh° ,s S0**1
higher and clearer, and the “ah” will be
?orue^dring
Preoccupation
Note that the emotional attitude of languor
has nothing particularly to do with any «
FLEXIBLY erect, with either ^ wfth^F e^f T’‘^1?
Ex. 1
the sentences given above. Sing with
° u"ee, !hghtI,y bent- Without shifting the your head in denial
Henl v'nocen«
shake attitude of languor, disregarding the mean¬
v„- • you
- u snake
t I I ^-n weight, let the bent knee straighten
ingly, to .
deny .it,’ even
intend?la"gh'
ing of the words. You will discover tha
tnHa
ven intensifying,
th atti•
J- J
rl move your hands forward—not upT^”" tude"
’ as yo^,,,tensi*y'nIS
the
you are gaining both vocal and emot»i»
ooneen^l
p°s*on directly ,n front. The hands riiould the end. Let theilce°Uf the zeroise to
i bo bay ball
balance. The artist sings with emotional
too bee bah
^,"P’ as though, for example, attitude freely before S?"* .thc emotional
restraint. The unschooled singer is wetAs soon as you are successful in getting The "tire mol™
«*»• int° actio"is br""gl" come with the emotion and blubber!.
a smooth, flexible tone, begin carefully to smooth^
.sbould be done enter into the spirit nf o
USness a"d School yourself to emotional stability.
reenforce gracluaHy the tone, as indicated the shoulders or "nsT'th^bol0 T lift * faSdnating «ame.
he Study as
at the end of each exercise. Be very care- point Be sure
uf “ .
at any Ex. 4
Wistfulness
ful that, in doing this, none of the flexibil- fnal muscles but strive
th® abdom'
Study VI.
3=3=^^ CTAND QUIETLY, and grace*
„
^
^ Take care that the posture is the **
properly understood Tnd 'rorrlcfly prac- ne«t!A’?1??6 °f,i?t.ent watchfulJJo no „0
possible. Let there be a condition ot
ticed.
cinating spectacle, or some gripping event
No nee
exPectancy. as though awaiting
Study II.
OlJoamay pretend to be drawn to some
R
Ro ray rah
mentous announcement. Key yoursel
This study employs in general the
sight, to avoid a
roo
,be most delicate balance possible.
undesirable conversation. Now
Act the part of the wistful, dainty c
118
grow bolder and impudemTy
make acter. Feel fastidious, prissy, frag* (1°

Mystery
VII.
SStudy
TAND WITH your heels, hips, shoul¬

ders, and head, lightly touching against
a flat wall surface. Do not strain, but stand
as simply and comfortably as possible. Let
the back of the head remain lightly against
the wall when you begin singing. Sing very
softly, just above a whisper. Allow the vo¬
cal movements to be as flexible as possible.
Let your being tingle, with the delicious
thrill of relating a mysterious happening,
a robbery, a murder, or some such event.
Pretend, for example that you are watching
the furtive approach of thieves, or that you
are covertly observing police as they shad¬
ow a criminal. Make no attempt to man¬
age the voice. Dismiss it from your mind.
Thrill to the emotional reaction to mystery,
'and sing the exercise during this emotional
state. Let the entire pattern of action, the
quality of tone, and the control of tone
rest upon the emotional state. Your soft
tone will take on a very smooth, floating
quality. Your vowels will be round and
clear, your tone will sustain easily, and you
will not feel short of breath. Do not con¬
fuse an escape of breath with the quality of

the etvdb

Haughtiness
Study VIII.
HE SAME CARE must be taken in
regards to poise and posture, and to
maintaining a condition of flexibility in
the entire body in this exercise, as in those
studies that have preceded it. Play the part
of a pompous person. Portray the charac¬
ter of Pooh-Bah, of the comic opera, “The
Mikado.” Be utterly devastating in your
condescension. Recall the most ridiculously
dignified people you have ever seen, then
soberly se't out to create a character more
extravagantly pompous than any of these.
Do not falter in your haughty attitude
as you bring the voice into action. You will
at first distrust the power of the automatic
vocal action to produce a controlled tone.
Bring all your courage to the fore and
give the voice entire freedom of movement,
depending on the emotional attitude to
control the quality of tone, the formation
of vowels, and the enunciation of conso¬
nants. You will be surprised at the freedom
and at the precision of the tongue move¬
ments. You will be puzzled at the ease
with which you sustain vowels that have
always tightened the throat when you at¬
tempted a sustained tone. If you do not
like the new quality, remember that free¬
dom, vocal release, is the only basis for a
consistent and efficient vocal technic, and
remember, too, that it is possible for you
to prefer a tone that your audience con¬
demns as hard and ugly. Beauty of tone
comes with a released action, with freedom.
Remember that these studies are vocal
calisthenics. In the study of singing too
little attention is given to the conditioning
of the singer. Inasmuch as singing calls f<?r
a unified action of the entire body, the
mind and the emotions—it is obviously
necessary that we condition these to a
smooth and fluent coordination. Awkward¬
ness must be converted into poise, loose¬
ness into rhythmic movement, and tenseness
must be replaced by cool control.

Here is our suggested plan,—to divide the program into three parts.
The first could consist of characteristic dance rhythms of the various
foreign countries; the second, characters and themes from the
operas; and last, a miscellaneous group, such as clowns, ghosts, etc.,
which would add gayety to the program. The costumes could be
made of crepe paper.

T

By Henry T. Finch
In his book of essays from an English
writer, Mr. Finck, than whom we have had
a no more knowing and sympathetic critic
of matters musical, has the following to
say about the vocalist’s enunciation of the
text of songs:
From Handel’s time until a very recent
oate Italian operas and Italian songs
reigned supreme in England. And the
habit thus contracted of hearing and adjniring compositions in a foreign and unIfflown tongue engendered in the English
a lamentable indifference to the
words of songs, which reacted with evil
,
on the singer. Concerned only to
P ose the ears of his audience, the singer
q ickly grew careless in his enunciation.
bow many singers, and even of good
tJS’ 1Jay’t not be fairly affirmed that at
end of a song the audience has failed
10 ^cognize the language.”
‘nese remarks are quite as applicable to

Dear Teacher,
At our meeting yesterday, your class voted unanimously in favor of
a Costume Recital. Everyone thought it would be such fun to make
costumes as they would add color and interest.

breath but a pure floating tone of effortless
ease Use your imagination. Lose yourself
in the mood of exciting mystery.

The Understandable Singer

s bls

JJjJ

TO EVERY PIANO TEACHER—

America as to England. We hear singers
every week to whom we can listen atten¬
tively for five minutes without being able
to tell what language they are singing in.
This is the constantly increasing cry all
over our land. People wish to know what
the songs are about and, if possible, wish
to hear them in their own language.
One reason why many singers prefer to
use a foreign tongue is that when they
sing in French or German a large portion
of their audience cannot tell whether or
not they have enunciated distinctly, where¬
as if they sing in familiar English, every¬
body knows whether or not he could
understand, and is consequently an excel¬
lent judge of the singer’s skill. To enunci¬
ate distinctly and at the same time keep
the tone beautiful and elastic demands sim¬
ply a proper basis of tone production and
artistic sincerity—unfortunately these seem
at times rare.

You can get a specimen program, such as the one we have outlined,
free of charge from Schroeder & Gunther, Inc. Their address is 6
East 45th Street, New York City.
Let us know what you think about our plan. We think it would be a
lot of funl
Sincerely,

YOUR PIANO CLASS
P.S. We all promise to practice real hard.
Schroeder & Gunther, Inc.
6 East 45th Street. New York, N. Y.

E.F.-37

Gentlemen: Please send the items checked.
□ Specimen program for Costume Recital (gratis).
Number of pupils taking part.
□ Send "on approval” for 60 days the publications outlined in the program, allowing the
teachers' regular discount.
□ I wish to be notified when the new "Themes From the Symphonies" by John Thompson

Street.
City.
Reference. .

Denison's

ksM

OPERETTAS, JUVENILE SONGS, MUSICAL
READINGS, MUSICAL COMEDIES, PLAYS
for all occasions
D(rightfully amusing.^simple entertainments for
FREE
CATALOG
WRITE
TODAY

The KIMBALL is a lifetime invest¬
ment in musical happiness—the most
widely-in-demand piano in America
today, as for three generations.
(80th Anniversary)

W. W. KIMBALL CO.
KIMBALL HALL . CHICAGO
Write for DeLuxe 80th Anniversary Catalog
VOICE STUDENTS! TEACHERS! Free God-given, Latent Vocal Powers by using
“The ‘HOW’ of Acquiring FREEDOM in Voice Production" TRUTHS—

iVcOURSE. °NO SCAlJs”r’{Sj£^°o5AL MBrara."Kt".'n NOwTs&iTttewk/''PoiTPAID."‘'
WILBUR ALONZA SKILES, Analytical Voice Specialist—Author,1 analysis

ATHOIH E:

HARMONY BY MAIL
se^of 40 lessons.
Pushing breath out of the lungs, to produce tone, not only disturbs the
tegular pulsation of the glottis, but also prevents the inflation of the ventrtcu■f Poshes and nullifies the action of the cricoid-cartilage as it tips to tune
he vocal cords."—Francesco Lamperti.
Dreary, 1937
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familiarity Breeds Friendship
F ALL like the familiar things,
, it is not in human nature to
, Iprwise A musician with a wide
f*1 ff acquaintance among the classics
Alined to forget that, after all, his own
15 '" are almost as much due to famil1 ! « are those of the average man,
difference being that he has a
*'* 0 'Lle 0f old musical friends. Thereh is at times a little intolerant when
Sites of a congregation object to unSiar tunes, and perhaps he takes the
mistaken course of attempting to thrust
favorites forcibly down their
Lt The man in the pew, on the other
is righteously indignant, especially
te the next tune is associated with
® rds t0 which he has always been accuswmed to singing a different one.
Many of the troubles between organists
.j their churches arise out of this very
situation; and a little reasoning and ac
«both sides might save a great deal of
trouble The musician, perhaps, has hard
teas to say about a congregation that
mfers certain “old favorites.” which he
taws to be inferior in quality to less fa¬
miliar tunes, which he knows to be fine.
The man in the pew, on the other hand,
like to have his old associations

W

THE ORGANIST’S ETUDE
his the ambition of The Etude to make this department an “Organist’s Etude” complete in itself.
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Clarity m Organ Playing
By Ernest M. Ibbotson

M

ANY LITTLE POINTS in organ
playing make for clarity, that are
not always understood. The organ
tone, unlike that of the piano, cannot be
sustained after the finger has been raised
from the key, nor is it possible to give
accent to a note by striking the key hard¬
er; therefore, it is necessary to approach
the playing of each of the instruments in a
different way. The moment a tone has been
sounded on the piano, it begins to decrease
in volume, while the organ pipe continues
to sound with the same intensity until the
air pressure is stopped by releasing the key.
Generally speaking, in legato playing, a
note must be given its exact time value,
than
- o less. To give a note
"
its time value will make the playing blurred.
A half legato, which on the piano might
be unnoticed, will make "choppy” playing
on the organ. Perhaps the latter defect in
organ playing is mostly due to not chang¬
ing fingerso uii
on «*
a ivey
key and,
often
ang
diiu, what
wnai is oiten
very important, in not making use of the
first and second joints of the thumb. Ex¬
ercises for these problems are found in any
up to date organ instruction book.
There are times, however, when, for the
sake of clarity, a note should
given
its full value.
(a) When a tied note is followed by
another on the same pitch, in rapid tempo,
or with notes of short value, the second of
the tied notes becomes a rest. This also
gives a rhythmic impulse to the music, as
will be observed in a quotation from the
Fugue in A minor by Bach (WidorSchweitzer Edition, Book IV).
Ex.l

■/yrfJ |J J J J%p

When the tempo is sufficiently slow,
care should be always taken to hold over
the repeated note long enough for it to
be heard with the accompanying voice, sc
that distortion of the melody will be avoid¬
ed. For instance, if in a measure like

observed, something like
tbls ru,e is
the following will be the result,
tU“
Ex.5

melodic line reaches
But note: When
or passes through another at the point
where there is a note common to both
melodies, a breath of rhythmical value
must be given to the longest note, in order
to make the moving melody clear. Such
case will be found in measures 41-42 of
the Fugue in G by Bach,
Ex. 11

staccato.
(b) By suddenly opening and dosiiw *.
expression chamber through the
of the swell pedal.
(c) By slurring the notes while opening
the swell pedal, and at the same time
making the accented note staccato
In the following examples from the
Minuet G«ttuque by Bocllmann. of these
three ways, the student should judge for
himself which is most effective, and also
a|>r>,y ,bcm.^ other pieces where his play.
mg seems to lack rhythm.

Practical

,
I
Played
Pi j> 7

for the last three counts of the measure.
ote which is repeated in the same
in fast time, loses one-half its value,
measure 36 of the Prelude in A
of Bach.

r

7

7 ^ p

and again ii 1 measure 15 of the Prelude in
G of the sa me master.
Played

Ex. 12

uLh J

In slow tempo the breath space should
be equivalent to the value of the smallest
t common to the piece, an exam"

_

The notes of repeated chords must be
attacked and quitted together, applying the
method of Example 7. Measure 16 of the
Prelude in G of Bach (Widor-Schweitzer
Edition, Book IV) is a good example.

In turning away from an extreme note
poising, as it were, on the outer note gives
. to_ the phrase. This should be so
clarity
slight as not
mar the rhythm. Examine
Franck" ' * **
of S
*

spin

be heard more distinctly
Khythmical accents,- so
so often
of
lacking i
°r5f" PIaylnS- are obtained
00 ^ dwelling slightly on the accented
beat and making the previous note

These three ways are not recommended
as being equally in good taste, but there
are times when each may be applied for
rhythmical effects.
Running figures of staccato notes can be
made more rhythmical by slurring the
notes on the accented beat of the measure,
as again in the Minuet Gotkique of BoeOmann.

!
Never 1
inR the
changes during a res, or breath, w,th these
cxccj >ti< >ns:
(a) When making a diminuendo or cres¬
cendo by gradually putting off or
adding stops in such a way as to
make no sudden change in color.
(b) When doing it with the crescendo
pedal.
In both these exceptions, however,
changes should be made at points to con¬
form with the rhythmical accents, such as
the beginning of a measure.
In closing, emphasis would be given to
a ,00 often neglected condition for build¬
ing a good technic: and that is:
"Listen for defects in your m » floyisg’-

The "Good" Hymn Tune
A slight variation of this idea will be
found in measures 14-15 of Bach’s Chorale
Prelude O Mensch, b ewe ini dein’ Sunde
gross."
Ex. 3
left ha, '

F

By Dr. Ernest MacMillan
OR MANY earnest church-goers t e

suggested that an arm motion with
firm fingers, rather than finger technic,
will make chords sound cleaner. Never roll
the notes when attacking or releasing a

demerilfoT * twhkh ^5*2
familiarity. The
attitudT"me attitude
is -- J"dged
: care
wbetber the tiL u
good or bad; if I know and ke h
1*
1 e sung and if J don, it

Cure by Mild Dosage
HE OLD TUNE, in other words, has
become a habit, and just as a good
many well-meaning people imagine that
others can be cured of what they regard
as bad habits by external force, so the
man on the organ bench may try to im¬
prove matters by cutting off supplies. He
takes bell and candle and solemnly ex¬
communicates the tunes he does not like,
and substitutes better ones.
Now, if only questions of musical taste
were involved in such a case, it may as
well be admitted that the musician would
not have a leg to stand on. Or, let me
rather put it thus: If the question of
musical quality were one divorced from
life in general, and religion in particular,
then music would be bound to give way
to more important considerations. But the
case is far otherwise, and in the last anal¬
ysis the question is not what we like or
dislike, but what is worthy of a place ‘n
divine worship. We have no more right
to associate sacred things with cheap and
tawdry music than we have to substitute
the language of the sentimental novel for
that of the Scriptures.
—The Diapason.

T

Filing of Organ

A superb
concert organ for
your living room

Music

By Harry S. Mason

this is likely to give the
•and, on the organ,
£
imPresslonof

wo
(b) In slow tempo, however, or when
the notes are of longer value, a breath
space equivalent to the smallest note most
common to the piece should be given. In
Example 2 (a), from measures 32-33 of
the Prelude in A minor of Bach, we have a
combination of the two foregoing rules
(the sixteenth note is the most common
note in each case).
Ex. 2

chord. Both hands and feet must attack
and release at the same moment.
Common notes in successive chords
should be tied, in order to make the play¬
ing more legato, as in measure 36 of the
Prelude in A minor of Bach.
£x. 10

favorites are by no means old, and that
in any case everyone of them was at one
time unfamiliar.

A story is told of Charles Lamb, to the
effect that on being invited to “come art
replied, “I•„ ®nt
-Mr So-and-So."
-'•<>-an<i->o, he
ne upw
"“JU
.*°.,meet
But,”
said.hiT:
the 1would be 'ZLk
introducer,
“you don’t know him.”
..
“That’s why I don’t like him, &
Lamb.
THE ETUDE

I have gathered, both by experience
and by observation, that organ music,
especially the sheet music, suffers some¬
times quite as much from carelessness as
from actual use. While it is being used,
we organists usually see that it has care;
but when it is on our shelves, how many
things may happen to it. Covers get ripped
off; pages get lost; deep creases appear
in unexpected and troublesome places; and,
in (act, general dilapidation quite often
results.
For some years, my library of organ
music has been filed, cataloged and indexed
according to quite a simple and effective
system. For convenience, I sorted the music
as to size, author, special use, and so on,
and then put from five to ten pieces of
music into heavy manila folders, which I
had cut uniform in size and a little larger
than the largest sheets of music. Each fold¬
er was numbered, and the copies it con¬
tained were numbered with the number of
the folder and with their own number in
the folder; thus: 1.1; 1.2; 1.3; and so on.
For the index, it is well to make a list
of each folder with its contents (which I
call the numerical list) and also an alpha¬
betical list as to titles, composer and special
use, such as Easter, Weddings, Sonatas,
or Postludes. This double index makes it

possible both to find music easily and to
discover its loss.
By arranging the folders in piles of
ten on the shelves, the matter of finding
a piece of music is easy. For instance, the
index says 85.1. Sonata, D minor, Faulkes,
which means that this sonata is the first
piece in folder numbered 85 and it is in
the pile on the shelf, the top one of which
is numbered 80.
The above is really the gist of the mat¬
ter and it will be seen that the system is
both simple and practical. The file is al¬
ways “open”; that is, new music and new
folders can be added at any time and made
readily accessible at any time by means
of the index, which must be kept up, of
course. Then, music cannot be found un¬
less it is returned to the files immediately
after use. Once a year is sufficient for a
complete checkup of the file, contents and
index.
Incidentally I might add that when music
is lent, as one must often do, a note of
this is made on a card or small sheet of
paper, which is filed in the proper place
for the sheet of music; and thus one is
enabled to remind busy and well meaning
but sometime careless friends that they
have music which should be returned—
sometime.

NOW you can have, in your own home,
the music of the loveliest instru¬
ment man knows—the organ.
In two attractive units small enough
for any living room, Hammond has built
an instrument that has captivated the
world of music. All the beautiful, varied
voices of the concert organ are available
—diapason, flute, strings, reeds—and
scores of new tone colors besides.
With instant action and perfect flexi-

bility, the Hammond permits brilliant
interpretation of any music scored for
piano, including modern rhythms. And
in addition, it puts at your finger-tips all
the rich literature of the organ itself.
The Hammond Organ is based on a
wholly new principle — creates lovelyorgan tones by electrical impulses. It is
easy to play; anyone familiar with the
piano can get satisfying music almost
from the start.
Hammond authorized dealers are the
leading musical merchants in their com¬
munities. Each one has an organist who
will gladly play for you any time you
drop in. Consult your classified phone
book or write The Hammond Organ,
2929 North Western Avenue, Chicago.

$1250

A Proper Playing of Hymns

and up f. o. b. Chicago
By Esther Wallace Dixon
Many a fairly well advanced music
Papu “makes a mess” when asked to play
? hymn tune, because of never having
Ce“ Property instructed.
“11 piano students are almost certain to
e asked at some time to play hymns;
M so they should be early incluatd in
®eir training.
Daily playing of a hymn, with especial
■ ■ej*01’ t0 absolute accuracy on the first
’ Wl" help immensely in the develop5 M s>ght reading ability.
.1 ere must be careful observation of
ana se of the sustaining (damper) pedal:
^ especially it must not remain down
any change of chords.
February, 1937

Great care must be exercised that the
left hand does not strike before the right
one, which gives a very “ragged effect.
Make a s’pecial exercise of dropping the
two hands together on different chords
(but not at the same time).
As facility increases, practice adding the
tenor notes to those of the alto and
soprano, all to be played by the right hand
while the left hand plays the bass notes
with their lower octaves added.
First and foremost—before beginning to
play read at least one stanza of the hymn,
and then try to play the music in the spint
of this text, whether it be joyous praise,
hopeful aspiration, or reverential prayer.

NO LARGER THAN A WRITING DESK
The graceful console of the Hammond
Organ fits in a four-foot square and can
be accommodated comfortably in an
apartment living room. It is installed
simply by connecting it to an ordinary
electric outlet. Far easier to move than
a piano, two men can carry it anywhere.
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Carry Out

(Continued from Page 89)
who has loved and fought for him even
before his birth; that it was this love
which caused her to disobey Wot an and
thus caused her long exile from Walhalla.
She becomes sad as she thinks of the
past and desires to regain her immortal
nature; to put on her shining armor and
ride once more to carry slain heroes from
the battlefield; again to enter Walhalla.
She calls upon her old godlike wisdom
to enable her to repulse the ardent wooing
of Siegfried. But she is no longer inspired.
Her godlike nature has departed—she has
become a simple woman.
At this realization earthly love wells up
and fills her whole being. She abandons
hope of Walhalla. In an ecstasy of emo¬
tion she consents to become the bride of
Siegfried and throws herself into

,

that

Forest Murmurs
Massig

IMPULSE

Play This Thrilling
Instrument—It’s Easy!

Oh! child of delight!
Oh glorious hero!
Thou foolish lord of loftiest deeds!
Laughing must I love thee.
Laughing ivelcome my blindness.
Laughing let us be lost.
With laughter go down to death!
Thou art forever my wealth and world.
My one and all
Light of loving, laughing death!

There’s no music so sweet to a musician
as applause—and no surer way to win
applause than to play the new Deagan
Imperial Marimba.
It’s a masterpiece of design so beau¬
tiful you’ll be proud to give it a place
in your living room—and so rich in
tone that you’ll fall in love with it the
moment you hear it.
Easiest of all instruments to play—and especially easy if you’ve studied
piano. Write today for full details.

The horn call (of the Son of the
Woods) occurs at the first entrance of
Siegfried and recurs repeatedly throughout
the opera—and also during the “Dusk of
the Gods,” the last of the “Trilogy”—in
various transformations.
Ex.l

The Son of the Woods

J. C. DEAGAN, Inc.
1770 Berteau Avenue Chicago, Ill.

•f Horn Call

Schools—Colleges
BBMIlSaH&s**
CONVERSECPLLEGE*

lipSJEJIS

/
The motive of Siegfried, Guardian of the
Sword, first occurred near the close of
“Die Walkiire” when Briinnhilde tells Sieglinde of the heroic son to be born to her.
This theme occurs often throughout this
and the later opera.
Siegfried, Guardian of the Sword
Ex.2

As Siegfried scales the fiery rock there
is heard a masterly interweaving of Sieg¬
fried’s Horn Call, Fire Music, Adoration of
Gold (Plea of the Rhinemaidens), Siegfried, Guardian of the Sword, Song of the
Bird, and Briinnhilde’s Slumber—sometimes
individually but at other times three or
four are presented in counterpoint.
Later, during the love duet between
Briinnhilde and Siegfried, there is present_a theme of serene character—Joy and
Peace. Wagner later made this the prin¬
cipal motive of his Siegfried Idyl, which
he wrote to celebrate the birth of his own
son, named Siegfried.

The music of Forest Murmurs (Waldweben) is taken from the second scene
of the second act. The quiet murmuring of
the forest is first betokened by soft weav¬
ings and delicate trills in the string in¬
struments of the orchestra. As Siegfried
dreams of his mother the violoncello
softly intones the motive of the Walsungs.
Later the song of the Wood Bird pre¬
dominates.

Jacobs* Piano Folios
_-v.
-50 CENTS*
Treasure Store of Melodious T the volume

Compositions

for the Recreational Period L postpaid
Over 100 volumes, each containing 6 delightfullyric pieces
-tuneful, interesting, and colorful-exclusively by American
composer; well known in the field of light music, classified «

TONE-POEMS — REVERIES — BALLETS —
ETTES — ORIENTAL — INDIAN — SPA£J,?,H
MARCHES — GALOPS — WALTZES
ETC.
Every Number An Original Copyright Found In No Other Co
Send for classified bookie, of Content, and Themat.cs
riF YOU ARE A PIANO TEACHER send your
fessiomd ^
“ card for a GIFT of great practical value. Refer to ^sad-A

SCHOOL BAND LEADERS
Special Offer: Your March arranged for
Band or Orchestra for $10.00, or both ar¬
rangements for $15.00. Satisfaction guaranGOULD’S HARMONY STUDIO

The Pupil's Right
By Dorothy D. Freas

but very often he does not get this sat¬
isfaction, because of a very human failing
upon the part of the teacher. For instance,
the teacher, let us say, has just given a les¬
son to a nervous, irritating, aggravating
pupil. At the end of such a trial, the teacher
will naturally be upset and bitter.
Rut what about the pupil in hand? This

washing the mind clear of the annoyance
of the former lesson, the succeeding pupil
is bound to suffer. Because of these condi¬
tions, teachers should regard their problems
mentally, and not emotionally, and should
look upon each lesson as a separate entity.
It should be made certain that every pupil
shall get “his money’s worth,” and that
his lesson is not spoiled by the disastrous
behavior of the one taking the previous
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The Violin Bridge
By Herbert Sanger

HE FUNCTIONS OF THE violin design or shape of the bridge. This is tions of the scrolls. If (Figure 1) we
between the A and D strings through the
bridge are to cut off, absorb, ampli¬ usually very exacting in its measurements, raise the scroll S’ very much above the
fy, and transmit the tone vibrations while every standard bridge has three con¬ line P P’, the tone on the A and D “PP" Pfrt of the bridge to the cento
produced by the strings. Because it must ventional scrolls or perforations (Figure strings will be shallow, because there is scroll. This permits the wood directly above
the
central scroll to vibrate more freely
do all four of these things well, it has
not sufficient wood underneath these strings and increases the volume of the A and D
been found that wood is the most satis¬
to amplify the tone. If the length of the strings. At the same time, the diagonal
factory material out of which a bridge
scroll S’ is increased so that more of it cut of the lower scrolls allows a greater
can be made.
extends toward the E and G strings, the
In order to cut off the string vibrations,
areas X,X’ will necessarily be made small¬
the bridge must be so placed as to present
er, unless the height of the scroll S’ is
a thin edge transversely and perpendicu¬
raised. This would cause the bridge to be
larly to the axis of the string. It is essen¬
weakened at X X’ and it would be easily
tial that the strings rest upon the edge of
broken by a slight amount of warping. Or,
the bridge and not in deeply cut grooves
again
changing the relative positions of P_ .
m its edge, as this would deaden the vi¬
the scrolls, so that S,S are in the top part
brations and give a muted effect to the
of the bridge and S’ is in the bottom half
tone. The thickness of the bridge edge
of the bridge, we would find the tone of
should be uniform under all four strings.
the G and E strings to be shallow and
Some violins require thicker bridges than
weakened beyond description.
others, to produce their best tonal effects;
The originator of the standard violin
but in no case should the bridge edge be
more than one sixteenth of an inch thick. For explanatory purposes let us divide the bridge purposely left more wood beneath
The thinner the edge, the sharper the bridge into two parts, by an imaginary line the E and G strings, to absorb the tone
tone will be. If it is made too thin the P P' (Figure 1). It will be readily seen vibrations of these strings, because it is aria of wood in the lower part of the
strings may have a scratchy tone. Also the that this line is tangent to all three scrolls, readily seen (Figure 2) that the waves bridge, for a thorough dissemination of the
steel E string will bite deeply into the but that it does not run through any of
tone before it reaches the ankles of the
wood, and, perhaps worse still, a thin them. The top part of the bridge absorbs
bridge. The theoretical radiation and con¬
bridge may warp badly from the pressure and amplifies the tonal vibrations. However,
centration of tone waves is illustrated by
of the strings and then suddenly collapse. it is apparent that all of the string pressure
Figure 3. from which it is also apparent
. The absorption of the string vibrations must be concentrated on the two small
that the line P P’ is tangent to all three
is a function which only wood can per¬
scrolls. In placing the strings on this
pillars (X,X') connecting the three scrolls.
form satisfactorily, and there are only
bridge it is necessary to keep the A and
The tonal vibrations must necessarily be
one or two woods which do this effi¬
D strings directly above the outer ends
concentrated in these areas also, afterward
ciently. The wood must be hard and strong
passing through the area marked Z,
of the central scroll, otherwise a shallow
enough to withstand the pressure of the which seems to be a kind of melting pot,
tone may result. This type of bridge must
strings. The wood fibers must have a two¬
the tone here being distributed equally to
be made of dense, close grained, hard
fold structure; one series of fibers runs
both feet of the bridge. The narrow ankles
maple, because there is more strain upon
longitudinally of the bridge and supports
(A,A) are merely two more pivotal
the areas of tone concentration between
the strings, and the other, being perpen¬
points of vibration that concentrate the
the.scrolls. It is not necessary, however,,
dicular, transmits the vibrations down
tone before it passes to the violin top.
to increase the thickness of the wood to
through the bridge to the top of the vio¬
emanating
from
them
stop
when
they
conThe feet (F’,F’) are purposely long, to
obtain extra strength. There is no doubt
lin. Hard maple has proved to be the best
give good support, and are so spaced that tact points O O at the ends of the bridge. that this bridge is a permanent improve¬
material for violin bridges, because its
one lies directly over the bass bar and If the waves can travel downward they are ment over the standard type of violin
threefold structure absorbs, reflects, and
the other one-fourth of an inch ahead of of course absorbed by the extra wood un¬ bridge. Nevertheless, it is very necessary
conducts the tone perfectly, without dis¬
the sound post, when the violin is proper¬ derneath the G and E strings.
tortion.
Figure 3 represents one of the modern to select the proper gauge of strings, to
ly adjusted.
insure a uniform volume of tone, since
Scarcely less important than the density
Now let us see what would happen if byVSurkiriSitf-the 7'°Iin,hnd^ Designed this bridge is more sensitive to differences
and atomic structure of the wood is the
we were to alter but slightly the posi¬ oy oudakiri, it is extraordinary in that it in pressure and tension than is the com¬
has a slot extending from a point midway
mon bridge.
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Silencing Strings That

O MUCH TIME is spent by violin
teachers in explanation and so much
study material is available to aid in
mastering the even numbered positions
that it seems almost futile to attempt' to
present a new means of over-coming these
big bad wolves” of violin technic. But
to make the ever present problem easier of
solution for the student, and even the pro¬
fessional player, there must be a new con¬
ception as to just why these positions—
second, fourth, sixth, and so on—offer so
much difficulty. And it is reasonable to
state that all players, almost without ex¬
ception, have at some time in their work

The rattling G string is a common ailwt of the violin, and most violinists are
“ doubt familiar with the usual cause of
fe rattle—a loose winding, resulting from
fe stretching or drying of the gut with
» accompanying shrinkage in diameter.
™t effective cures for this "disease” of
st™?s are not so widely known.
Perhaps the most frequently prescribed
remedy is that of rubbing the string lightly
»olive oil, and then letting it rest overJttt, unstretched. The theory is that the
. ™ “use the gut to swell to its origm dllmeter' It may not do so, however.

block4 Wlth th’S technicaI stumbling
There are phrases in many of the im¬
portant violin masterpieces which are much
124

By Raleigh Caldwell
effective and less difficult if done in
me even numbered positions. And all of the
writers of the standard advanced violin
studies have incorporated in their works
some studies which are designed to give
practice in these positions. But such etudes
are comparatively few in number, and one
suspects that in some instances the writers
themselves dodged these positions when¬
ever it was possible and trusted, when in
difficulty to the stretch of a full fifth from
first to fourth fingers. For the player with
a small hand, such gymnastics are not pos
sible and so a shift to a higher position is
made, or else a complex fingering is used
very often spoiling an otherwise clear
phrase which might have sounded well if
fingered in another manner.
Now, admittedly, there should be

b-d^rT-feffidthToddnnum^
^ ‘° P'a-V
using the same fingers onhe
P°S,'tions’
One will find that Tt is
S3me StrinR'
when done carefully and iY ?U,te easy
because he is now th nkin
/!°",y simPly

a* c> e, g, b, using the D A
r»
.
T’
with the hand in the second? d ?.stnnBs =
them quite rapidly and correet?05'1!0"’ P'ay
lute ease. The physical ~?ty 'V'lth ahs°these notes is not more
°[ pIayinS
a similar grouping, 1 e J,
pla>"
'
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By Anthony G. Kovach

Mastering the Even Numbered Positions

S

z

veloPmel. f success or failure. A
li« the ^
a thing not well under¬
wrote Arthur Hartmann; and anW! famous French violinist, Jacques
W has said, in effect, that to play
Right Material Necessary
W must first mentally understand
LL THIS MAY BE avoided by careful
fin„ers may properly execute.”
- and timely selection of material for
assume, and probably rightly, the training in the lesser used positions
l natter of the even numbered posi- about the time that the student has a fair
W ase where the mind and the mastery of the third position and before go¬
Wd the fingers,’ working together ing to the fifth. By this time the ear of the
t-h experience gained in the usual average player is capable of finding the
of training, are actually now com- proper notes through a developed sense of
S to defeat the very ends of proper pitch and as yet is not fixed in the habit of
k v,i and technical need, through the mind previously mentioned. Many studies
iSrement of customary technical habit, that have been' used to teach the third
teacher in most cases has learned, position may be used for the fourth or even
■ ..j, precept and example, the tra- the second position, as well as the many
St ways of teaching, just so will he fine studies written for the little used and
•p his own student. Normally, for the unjustly neglected positions. Providing the
y year the student is kept in the first mind is properly prepared for the new re¬
% and in the second year he usually lation of lines and spaces, odd and even
wins to try the third and possibly the fingers, a more rapid progress is bound to
X But from the time that he first reads result and the teacher’s work lessened.
For the player who has trouble in his
to printed notes, his mind and his eyes
andhis fingers associate all lines w.tli odd daily work and the preparation of solo
numbered fingers, and all the spaces in the numbers, simple arpeggios to begin with,
def with the even numbered fingers. So using only the first and third fingers, are
for the space of two or more years the eyes, advised. Always keep in mind that the even
mind and fingers become fixed in this habit numbered fingers play the notes on the
oi mental association. Regardless of the lines and the odd-numbered fingers those
position, all of the odd numbered ones use in the spaces, no matter in what position
it odd numbered fingers for the lines, you are playing. Then the notes on the lines
tie even numbered fingers for the spaces, may be studied in the same manner, then
as far up the fingerboard as you care to go. scale work, then seventh chords in adapt¬
In the even numbered positions, second, able keys. It will be found that the feared
fourth and so on, the odd numbered fingers phrases will lose most of their terrors and
play the notes in the spaces and the even sight reading will beeome easier, for it is
in the sight reading of new compositions
numbered fingers those on the lines.
A proper recognition of this even and that the greatest trouble is experienced.
The careful teacher will find many prac¬
odd combination will immediately explain
the “mystery” of these positions. It diag¬ tical ways of presenting this idea to pupils.
noses the trouble and at the same time fur¬ Remember always that in the odd numbered
nishes the key to mastery and enables the positions the odd numbered fingers play the
player again to make use of the idea of notes on the lines. In the even numbered
association of objects; in this case lines positions the even numbered fingers play
and spaces, mind and fingers. It is impera¬ the notes on the lines. It is as simple as it
tive that the correction be done mentally. sounds, and is, after all, only another way
of learning rapidly—through a new mental
picture of an old problem.

A

It is the ambition of The Etude to make this department a “Violinist’s Etude” complete in itself.

T

and for the first time the pupil must play
a full page of technic in the even numbered
positions, who is the teacher that has not
been amazed at the fantastic and spasmodic
movements of the fingers as they attempt to
find their way about in the old manner—
now so strangely new and awkward!

such a series of notes in the printed music,
instead of playing them with the proper
fingering, we immediately begin some men¬
tal calculations that in point of speed,
would do credit to a modern bookkeeping
machine.
Why the Difficulty?
O THEN, WE SATISFY ourselves
that it is not difficult in a physical sense.
Therefore it must be a mental hazard;
which of course it is, as are many other
technical problems. But we wish to know
why this is perhaps one of the least understood and probably the worst executed of
all. The answer is: traditional training and
the usual teaching methods in the first year
or two of violin study—a period when the
mind and the eyes, the nerves and the fin¬
gers are learning to coordinate in the de-

A more definite way of resurrecting the
string is to cut the wire winding at one
end, and then to tighten the winding by
rolling it between the thumb and fore¬
finger, starting at the opposite end and
gradually working over to the severed end.
hand over hand. After the winding has been
thus made tight and close along the full
length of the string, the severed end of
the winding is fastened again by wrapping
it with several layers of thread. This
method of repair will be found very satis¬
factory; it will be positive and more per¬
manent.
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ET US TAKE a look at the modern
accordion. The left hand operates a
^ series of one hundred and twenty
buttons. Do not be scared at the number,
as only a few of these are learned at a
time. They are all played, ultimately, by
position or feel; but in time this will be
acquired. You ask, “That is the bass, isn’t
it?” Yes, it is the bass, but an entirely difm the bass notes of
i. Take another look
d and upward on
. You will be able to
t forty black and white keys in each
tion. Why has the accordion one hun¬
dred and twenty, or three times as many
in its bass part? The reason is that all of
these keys do not represent single notes.
Most of them, in fact, operate three or
four notes making a chord. That is, there
are forty bass single notes, just as there
are on the piano. These, however, are in
two-octave form. The remaining eighty but¬
tons represent eighty chords. See Ex. 1.
The design shown above gives an idea
of what sound the buttons operate at the
pitch given on the piano for the C
alone. To get the pitches represented by
the other notes, one must transpose this

hands, to form the chords. On the ac¬
cordion they are formed by the instru¬
ment itself. In Ex. 2 the reader will see
the bass keyboard as it would appear in
a mirror. This is very helpful to some
players. See Ex. 2.
You see, the scheme is enharmonic in its
structure. Imagine, however, the possibili¬
ties for extremely rapid playing. The
player makes whole chords at once and not
merely notes. It is, therefore, possible to
follow the most rapid playing, on the
right hand or the piano side, which is
mostly melody and runs, with basses so
conveniently and closely arranged that even
the violin and the piano cannot be played
with greater speed than the accordion.
Lightninglike combinations of basses and
chords lie under a surprisingly small com¬
pass of the hand. Such a piece, for instance,
as Rimsky-Korsakoff’s Hymn to the Sun
from “Le Coq d’Or” or The Flight of the
Bumble Bee affords combinations of chords
that the fingers of the pianist simply could
not encompass. This is effected by ingenious
couplings built into the instrument itself.
The accordion bass, on the other hand,-is
because the chords are
very easy to read, be
number system is
not written out, but
_
In ninety percent of the ac¬
cordion music written heretofore, the bass
has been written in the treble clef. Lately
line Figure 1 repre- the bass clef is being introduced, instead of
There are twenty the treble. The bass of the Brahms’ Hun¬
ttons, of six related garian Dance No. 6 would appear thus:
__ ow may be said to
"one of the twenty keys. Now,
‘ One
do not be frightened.
On< of the things
cordion popular is
which has made the accor
_se basses is almost
is, if you learn the
position of one row of keys, you have
exactly the same thing with every other
. . on the oiano keyboard this would
(Continued on Page 132)
ey’
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position of the
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and answer Department

question

Teaching Interpretation Through Thought Force
By

William H. Taylor

Mental telegraphy in music? No such
How many of us have listened to a
concert by a violin pupil and after the
performance have felt more tired than
the instrumentalist himself ? Or on the
other hand, we have come home from a
concert with a rested and satisfied feeling.
Mind is made up of two outstanding
components — conscious and subconscious.
Their workings are both very evident
and very real, and minds tuned in accord
with minds of the same “wave length”
have a strange influence on one another.
Most of us have come in contact with
depressed and despairing persons and after
a short time in their presence we also
have felt distressed and desperate. Or on
the contrary we have come in contact with
cheerful energy, and likewise have felt
cheerful the whole day.
The application to music is obvious. In
the playing of a serious student, the energy
exercised by him in the rendition of the
music is the unknown force that deter¬
mines the success or the failure of that
student as a soloist Also, through this
force, an audience may be more favorably
impressed with the playing of a simple
and agreeable melody than it might be
with the rendition of a composition of
much greater magnitude. Let us see, then,
how to acquire and instill this mysterious
something into our pupils.
We call this power, in a musical sense,
the “individuality” or stage presence with¬
out really knowing what we mean.
No teacher or pupil can interpret a
composition without first giving it con¬
siderable thought and without having a

clear picture of what he is trying to
produce.
Let us substitute the words “thought
force” for the word interpretation. By
exaggeration of pictures intended prima¬
rily to affect this “thought force” we can
start a train of thought that will directly
influence our pupils in their interpretation.
We recently had the pleasure of hearing
a student violinist play in recital. In technic
and general ease she excelled, but from the
standpoint of artistic playing, she was
far below par. The reason, we believe,
lay in the fact that her teacher did not
know or did not understand these basic
principles, and put more stress on her
playing cleanly and in tune than in the
equally important element of interpreta¬
tion. Such a program as that, you will
agree, was enjoyable, yes, but also tiring.
We call to mind a pupil who had
studied the beautiful but simple Chanson
Triste, by Tschaikowsky. He had learned
the notes and all the rudimentary essen¬
tials, but was unable to secure the doleful
interpretation that was so necessary. Then
at his lesson one morning we told him a
little of Tschaikowsky’s life story; that
he was always, as a rule, sad; that he
had suffered hardships and disappoint¬
ments and heartaches. Then, comparing his
music to his life, we showed the pupil
how, through his music, Tschaikowsky was
able to paint a picture of this hard life
of poverty. Finally, getting to the point
and to this specific composition, I described
it as a “prayer to some great being that
could never be answered—a longing for
something that could never be—a futile
supplication from the heart of this great

man that pictured so forcibly his state of
loneliness that it left us the feeling of
absolute helplessness, and while it was finished in every respect, it left us dissatisfied and wishing for something that we

The emphatic words so affected his train
of thought that at h« recital he really
surprised us vvith his interpretation; and
needless to say, the Chanson Triste was
the “high spot in his entire program.

Catering to America's Musical Tastes

Conducted by

Professor of School Music, Oberlin College
Musical Editor, Webster New International Dictionary
mi/stion will be answered in THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the full name
^iaMress oj the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will be published.

(Continued from Page 87)
tastes we have our passing fads and styles.
These should not be taken too seriously
being like small waves on the great tide
of musical taste; but they are entertain¬
ing for the moment. During the past few
years we have witnessed transient enthusi¬
asms over Crooners, Hill-Billy Bands,
Mouth Organ Orchestras, Xylophone solo¬
ists, and so on. These appeal only through
a momentary sense of novelty and do not,
in any way, negative the great fact that
general American taste in music is steadily
improving. How could it fail to improve
when in every village and hamlet the citi¬
zen of average means can listen to sym¬
phony and classical programs broadcast
The Musical Fining Pot
from our greates. musical centers?
nother element which has
I feel, personally, that the classical musi¬
. brought my orchestra into prominence cian. who looks down upon the broadcasts
is the endless and varied rehearsals which which contain good popular music, is con¬
I give them. Each group of instruments is demning that upon which his future de¬
rehearsed separately; and, in the violins pends. If programs could be given only of
and strings, all parts and fingerings must Bach, Brahms and Beethoven, over the air
be uniform so that the sound is as if from
and in every theater, one or two things
one instrument. When I believe I have at¬
tained this result, I go into the radio con¬ would of course happen: we would at once
trol room and listen. This often reveals become very serious musically; or concerts
faults which could not be discovered by would quickly become unattended, and no
ordinary rehearsal. Also in my brass sec¬ one would buy any more radios. I believe
tion, all phrases are marked and the places the latter would be the case and that mu¬
for taking breath. This produces unusual sical taste must be gradually built up from
unity of phrasing and attack.
that which one naturally enjoys, to higher
Besides the general trend in musical and better levels.
has been the special arrangements which I
have made of well known and beloved tunes.
These are generally played only in very
inferior arrangements; but the use of
various tone colorings and groups of in¬
struments greatly enhances the musical
value of these works. Apropros of tone
coloring, I consider it of the utmost im¬
portance in popular orchestral arrange¬
ments. No one can keep up interest for any
great length of time, if only one group of
instruments’ is used; but, by utilizing the
infinite possibilities of clever instrumenta¬
tion, each repetition of a phrase seems dif¬
ferent.
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A Bachelor’s Degree
.
every community there are ambitious men and women, who know the
advantages of new inspiration and ideas for their musical advancement, but
st'H neglect to keep up with the best that is offered.
^ *s *’00 easY f°r them to say “I am busy and haven’t the time for more
study myself.” They find that excuse instead of making the effort to use the
minutes each day which so often go to waste,
The most successful musician, of course, is a very busy one. The demands
upon his attention are never ceasing—yet he is the one who can find the extra
t™e ^or something worth while. It is for such a one, chiefly, that the Extension Courses are the greatest benefit. For him it is hard to give up his
interesting class or position and go away for instruction,
Extension work is also equally advantageous to the beginner and the
amateur. The work can be done at home in spare time, with no interference

ffifmSSuf ‘Us?*?* IhTplano1 $££ with one’s regular work.
Anrrlnnun, is probably his best known instru¬
mental composition, this being taken from a
The Increased Demands for DEGREES have Resulted
suite for pluiio culled “Water Scenes.”
young^man and Larger Classes for the ADVANCED COURSES offered by

About aa F.tude of Chopin
0. In the Etude, up.
No. .V by Chopin,

| Old Music Arrives;
Order Sent In ’87
|

Is Filled By Firm j

Mrs. J. C. Oliver, 2233 Park Ave¬
nue, yesterday received 10 pieces of
music she ordered 49 years ago—
and is just as much interested in
them today as she was when a stu¬
dent at the Cincinnati College of
Music from Danville, Til.
The music arrived from the Theo¬
dore Presser Company, Philadelphia,
successors to the John Church
Company, Cincinnati, from whom
Mrs. Oliver ordered it in 1887. The
postcard she used for the order
was lost behind a tier of lock boxes
in the old Postoffice, and was found
when equipment was moved to the
temporary location at Eighth and
Walnut Streets. The Philadelphia
publishers found the music still in
the files, and filled the order complimentarily after they were satis¬
fied that Mrs. Oliver was the Miss
Carrie P. Wright who placed the
order nearly a half-century ago.
The titles of the music she re¬
ceived are;
Album for the young, by Robert
Schumann, Opus 68; Fifty Juvenile
Studies for the Piano, Opus 37, H.
Lemoine; Twenty-five Progressive

Studies, Opus 8, Book 2, by C. H.
Doring—Book 1, Opus 8, Book 2,
Opus 8; Martha, by Flotow, tr.
Burgmuller; Robert, Idol of My
Heart, Opus 5, No. 5, by Burgmul¬
ler; Alpenlieder, Opus 50; Fairy
Polka, Opus 93, No. 3, by Spindler;
Mazurka, Apus 93, by Spindler, and
Farewell (Meditation) by Gustave
Lange.
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Look back over the last year. What progress have you made?
Perhaps
After tills absence he returned
America but bis health was broken and
you’ve wanted to send for our catalog and sample lessons before—just to look into
died at the early age of thirty-nine.
them. That is your privilege. We offer them without obligation to you. Ours is one
of the leading musical institutions and we urge you to take advantage of the spare
FlnitrrliiK In Bach.
O In Biirh'ii «Well Tempered Clavichord.” moments you are sure to find. You must not rely upon your good intentions, as you
It. how doe* one play and finger
have in the past, or you will miss this opportunity.
,
The service offered to teachers in our classes continues long after the diploma or
hand "'The "Snaring0is* marked in the degree ^s awarded
demand an the time for the courses we offer, as they fit teachers
for better £sitions. This is an age of specialization and the specialist ts earning fuUy
dnuhle or more the salary of a musician with only a general knowledge. Openings in
fhe music field.6are growing very rapidly. There are big paying pos.fions for those who
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Earn A Teacher’s Diploma

Karl W. Gehrkens

arC A^iplomaTs the key to the best teaching position. Do you hold one?
Our Diplomas and Degrees are Awarded by the
Authority of the State of Illinois
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Reproduced.
The business estab¬
lished by Theodore
Presser was only in
its fourth year when
this order was written.
To-day it stands as the
world’s largest supply
house for music of
all publishers.
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Measure for Measure

Piano Accordion

Department

By Elizabeth Craig Cobb

{Continued from Page 127)

PLAN NOW
FOR
YOUR SUMMER
STUDY AT SHERWOOD
Exceptionally low tuition cost for a full
course oj summer study. Faculty of 75
teachers. Private instruction in Piano.
Voice. Violin. Org^in, Cello, Wind Instru-

Ex. 2—Chord Chart

Specinl short-term classes in 50 subje . _„ Piano Master Class,
Class, Teaching Repertoire, Class Piano fiolin Master Class, Voice Mastf
Master Class, Public School Music. B i. Orchestra and Choral Condi
Composition. Pia
i. Certificates, diplomas ;

SHERWOOD

MUSIC

SCHOOL

At least, this is what the eyes see. The
numerals represent the different buttons
which operate chords as previously
tioned and not single notes. The passage,
however, would sound like this:

aid in dealing with the ever pmEL, of teaching rhythm, this plan
fC used with great success,
teacher plays the first measure of
vLsition at a second piano—the stuthe second measure-the teacher
Hi measure—the PUP’L ** *ourth
*
,«A so on, right through the enJfJ™« There must be no break of any
’Yeach plaver picking up his measure
"Uliately following the playing of the
“3L measure. At first the metronome

the student’s ability and to the correct
interpretation of the piece. When the tempo
has become well established play the whole
composition through several times with the
pupil, without the aid of the metronome.
Then, finally, have the student play it alone.
This procedure develops an alertness on
the part of the student and serves as an
excellent introduction to ensemble playing.
All ensemble practice is excellent for de¬
veloping a feeling for rhythm; and students
should have a great deal of practice to¬
gether as well as with a teacher.

AMERICAN
CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
CHICAGO

51st SEASON

Offers Accredited Courses in piano, vocal, violin, organ and all
other branches of Music and Dramatic Art leading to

DEGREE—MASTER OF MUSIC
DEGREE—BACHELOR OF MUSIC

410 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

The Graceful Gavotte

DIPLOMAS—TEACHER’S CERTIFICATES
Under Authority State of Illinois

(Continued from Page 92)
SECOND SEMESTER OPENS FEB. 8
Bachelor of Music, Master of Music, Artist Diploma, Public School Musi
Course in conjunction with Western Reserve University

jSGavotte. Op. 5, No.

QlriifUmi>Jnafilutr nf (T)uau
BERYL RUBINSTEIN, Dire

.... E. Lehman
.F. Thom*
...N. L. WriKht

me, Cleveland, Ohio
jnriGiTOtte.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Complete curricula leading to degrees in
all branches of Music. Faculty of distin¬
guished artist teachers. Concerts and May
Festival by world’s greatest artists and
organizations in Hill Auditorium seating
5,000. Chorus of 350; student symphony
orchestras, glee clubs, bands, etc. Recitals
each week on $75,000 organ.
Second Semester
T1
begins
I
February 15th
JJ
CHARLES A. SINK, President

C

70th ANNIVERSARY

trinity college of music
(LONDON) ENGLAND
(Instituted 1872)

Sir Granville Bantock
EXAMINATIONS a

0BERLIN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

LAWRENCE COLLEGE
CONSERVATORY QF MUSIC

ATLANTA
CONSERVATORY of MUSIC
HUGH HODGSON
GEORG LINDNER
Course! inPIANO, VOICE, VIOLIn“°ORGAN
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC, NORMAL TRAINING, DRAMATIC ART AND DANCING
Catalog upon application

Etude Advertisements are
Bulletins of Splendid Buy¬
ing Opportunities - - -

Full particulars may be obtained from the States
National Chairman, Dr. Becket Gibbs, F.T.C.L.
99, Claremont Avenue, New York City ; Syllabuses,
Text Books, Music, etc. from The H. W. Gray
Company.^ 59, East 48th Street, New York City.
C. N. H. Rodwell, Secretary
Trinity College of Music, London, W. 1.
Cable address:—Musicatus, Wesdo, London
MILLIKIN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
DECATUR, ILLINOIS
offer! thoro training in mutic. Course! leading to
Bachelor of Munc Degree. Diploma and Certifil"0!, Voic,
0r8»n- Public
School
Muiic Method!
ande’wViolinMum Kindergarten
Methods.
Bulletin sent f re* upon requel i
W. ST. CLARE MINTURN. Director

CONVERSE COLLEGE

SCHOOL, of music for women
SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA
Ae^r LnVW1rl ProfeMional School, Nationally
Accredited. Full B. Mus. Decree and Dinlnmn
NaHT-i £°"ege
.En™—t
deputation.
Artists* “Teachers
Concerts.
^rCota/o^r1'M<>derate T“iti0n Fees'
Address; N. Irving Hyatt, Dean

which accounts, in a large
the popularity of the instrument. That is,
the basses are very easy to read, but the
effect produced is far greater than the no¬
tation would suggest.
The tone of the accordion may be made
most expressive, since it is entirely con¬
trolled by the player. In the first organs,
prior to the Christian era, the instruments
were blown by the mouth. In other words,
the human lungs were the bellows. Then,
organs were operated by water, causing
a vacuum. Along about the tenth century,
the bellows blown by hand power came in.
In Winchester Cathedral the organ was
operated by seventy hand blowers. Then,
almost within the memory of man, organs
began to be blown by mechanical power,
water and electricity. This removed the
control of the bellows from the hands of
the player. The accordion has put it back.
Therefore the instrument is most capable
of nuances. The dulcet, continuous tone,
like that of the instruments of the orches¬
tra, as compared with the plectoral and
percussion tone instruments, makes a de¬
cided appeal.
Anyone who knows music is at a decided
advantage in taking up the accordion, par¬
ticularly one who has made at least some
slight study of the piano or organ. One
with a fair musical knowledge can, with
surprisingly little work, make fine progress
on the accordion in six months. Of course,
the accordion is no different from any
other instrument. The more work and prac¬
tice devoted to it, the more efficient the
performance. Virtuosity cannot be acquired
in a few weeks. This takes many years
of practice; but the neophyte, who plays
the piano, can learn a fairly simple tune
and the accompaniments, in a very few
days.
Accordions vary greatly in price, and one
must not expect to get a fine piano-accordion for a very low price. In a very fine
accordion the reeds alone may cost as high
itv of Swedish steel

ESTABLISHED 1857

PFAROIYV
CONSERVATORY
1 LinDULf 1
BALTIMORE, MD.
OTTO ORTMANN. Director
One of the Oldest and Most Noted Music Schools in America.

set
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frames,'and filled with micromrfrTpr™
cision. The fine tuning of these reeds is
of greatest importance. The average player
rarely has his instrument tuned, but the
professionals have their instruments gone
over every two or three years. The bellows
i accordion
e made of a composition
of silk and paper,
over a frame of heavy

The student may
iar with the form
molte by the use
(mong the available

become quickly faand rhythms of the
of the phonograph,
records are:

Gmtte (Bach-Krcisler), pUy.nl on the violin
ijEddy Brown (Columbia 97 M)
toot!e (Gluck.Br.hm.I, played on piano by
toy Grainger (Columbia 2001 M).
Smtte (Mehul). purl'd on the violoncello by

Gavotte-Circus Rem (Fliege), Gavotte-La Mignonne ( DeKovc-n), played by Columbia Miniature
Orchestra (A 3097).
Gavotte in E (Bach), played entirely on strings
by Sir Henry J. Wood and the New Queen’s Hall
Orchestra (Columbia 67096 D).
Gavotte and Musette from “6th English Suite”
(Columbia 67172 D).
Gavotte ( Bach ). played on guitar by Andres
Segovia (Victor 6766).
--- (Bcethoven-Kramer), played by Kreisnnd Gavo
(Gre
played on Xylophone by Reitz (Victor 1136). *
Gavotte in F major (Beethoven-Bauer), played
on piano by Bauer (Victor 6592).
Gavotte Tcndre (Hillemacher), played on the
Violoncello by Pablo Casals (Victor 1191).
Gavotte (Handel). Second Gavotte (SapellnikofT). Victor Orchestra (20451).
Gavotte from “Iphigenia” (Gluck). (Victor
10724).
.
...
Gavotte in D (Popper), played on the violon¬
cello by Felix Salmond (Columbia 50156 D).
Gavotte in D. played by Damrosch and the Na¬
tional Symphony Orchestra (Victor B22).

Thorough preparation for concert, radio, opera and teaching posi¬
tions. Many special features, weekly recitals, concerts with full
orchestra, lectures, school of opera, training in students’ symphony
orchestra, bureau for securing positions.

SUMMER MASTER SCHOOL
Three Summer Sessions—May 13 to June 23,
June 24 to August 4 and August 5 to September 15
One Hundred Twenty Artist-Teachers
Special Summer Courses in Public School Music, School of Opera, School
of Acting, Children’s Musical Training, Class Piano Method (Oxford),
Theatre Organ Playing
Send for free catalog. Address John R. Hattstaedt, President
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Keyboard Instruments in the National
Capital
(Continued from Page 117)
never could weary of its quaint paintings
aid delicate formal decoration in many
lovely tones of green.
So tar we had seen only instruments
which were the forerunners of the piano.
It had been all so interesting and so
profitable that when it was proposed that
the tour be completed on my return trip,
not a moment was lost in accepting. “But,”
®d my Antiquarian, “we must see the
third collection now, to complete the fore¬
sters of the piano.”

--* I HW.I
V y (T)k\
\>J
*

*

*

Jrefer:c cbop7the
poet oft the
pianoforte,
-was also a consctenttous
n^fZ’ .** “ *°U ** C.h??in’ %
Maine: "No pupil of bis could
over^°ok the importance of pbras*”£• Uw own phrasing was founded
upon the principles of vocal style,
and, except to obtain a special effeet, he never -was beard to break
up an episode into short sentences.”
THE ETUDE

And Last, not Least
This COLLECTION is in the Folger
A Shakespeare Library; and. though
»ere are but three keyboard instruments,
™ey have the distinction of having been
ml restored to their original playing conby Arnold Dolmetsch. Of these
*ee Tudor representatives, none were
2®®? English instruments, but Italian,
he httle virginal over whose keys my
lys Mgers might well have
“wfted uith gentle gait.
?. ,0
wood more blessed than
mng Hps"
j?
lov'ly, and especially the carv,
,ts rose. The cypress harpsichord
Italia ”°* SUC^ r’ch decoration as those
lnslfoments we had just seen,
for ji®terest’ng of all was the clavichord,
ihj, was not the usual rectangle but
"jjrKJf 3 spi"et with a **
retJL e a hastened departure, with
"at a single harpsichord in the

Corcoran Art Gallery had not been seen.
“It is a beautiful old French one, dated
1770, particularly nice to see,” regretted my
Antiquarian, “for not only is it decorated
by the celebrated painter, Boucher, but it
has also exactly its right setting in being
placed in the Louis XVI Room of the
Clark Collection. It is said to have be¬
longed to Marie Antoinette; but there is
no documentary proof, and the possessions
of that unfortunate lady have grown to
he almost as numerous as the ballrooms
in which Lafayette danced when in
America.”
, ,
In memory I still see sketches of the great
variety of treatment of the keys which the
old builders gave to their instruments, a
point which is particularly interesting.
Some are all black; some bear stripes of
black and white; others have pointed de¬
signs; some, horizontal lines in contrast¬
ing color; and the ends of several are
carved delightfully. Then, too m dreams
I am carried far back over the centuries
In a tower room, overlooking a moat is
seen a Tudor lady working out on her
virginal the intricacies of a variation by
Rvrd \eain a wee clavichord is seen in
the hands of a boy at St. Thomas and
old Kuhnau himself stands over him. Nex
comes the great Silbermann harpsichord,
with Goldberg playing the ffmous vana
tions to his sleepless patron, oM Ka.serl.ng^
A pretty country miss, recognized as the
celebrated Lady Teazle to be, « seen seat
ed at the Hitchcock sp.net to play her
worn-out, fox-hunting Papa
S/f?_'
so the procession moves alluring y
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ERNEST HUTCHESON, Dean
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in every town to
Train Children’s Voices
High grade work with excellent remuneration
Louise Weigester School
160 West 73rd St.
New York
WASTER

Place the right hand on the keyboard in necessary energy to hold key down or
correct position, the fifth finger on the sec¬ finger lifted.) Repeat exercise for the fifth
ond G above middle C, the other fingers finger a number of times. Exercise each
on the next four white keys below. Sit finger in the same manner and listen to
erect: have the upper part of the arm near the quality of tone produced and endeavor
the side, no stiffness in arm, wrist or hand. to make it agreeable. Be sure that the
Lift all the fingers from the knuckle joints finger action is entirely from the knuckle
until they are about an inch from the key¬ joint. (Later reduce the number of seconds
board. Take great care that the fingers are of waiting to five, then to two, then to
raised equal distance above the keys. A one. Practice exercise also with the left
common error is to curve the fifth finger hand.)
When doing the exercise there may be
closely and to raise it as high as possible.
This forces a depression of the outside of danger of cramping and stiffening the
the hand and develops a cramped condition. muscles used and allowing the hand and
The three joints of the finger should com¬ arm to be heavy. To overcome this con¬
bine to form a symmetrical curve, and the centrate upon the one effort. Let the arm
tip of the fifth finger should be no higher and hand hang from the shoulder entirely
above the keyboard than the tips of the relaxed, for a moment. Then with the upper
arm and hand still hanging relaxed, draw
other fingers.
up the forearm until the wrist is above
the level of the keyboard. Keep the elbow
near the side and take great care to use
only enough energy to lift the forearm.
While keeping the lightness attained in
Press the fifth finger down very slowly the forearm and wrist, arrange hand and
and play G. Hold the key down about ten knuckles in correct position on keyboard.
seconds. Then lift the finger and hold it Keep this condition while playing with the
steadily above the key about ten seconds. different fingers. Make frequent tests be¬
(The object of waiting ten seconds at first tween the intervals of practicing to un¬
is to gain complete steadiness and control dulate the wrist up and down moderately
at the expiration of each move before mak¬ and gently, at the same time keeping the
ing the next, meanwhile maintaining the correct position of knuckles and fingers.

talog 3 write Sec. Schubert,

InmNeco Spirit ais -Min's V..

-

The nnine of Ed¬
ward Alexander
Mac Dowell is not
new to Etude rend¬
ers. lie was the first
of American bom
composers to gain
recognition here and
abroad in a sub¬
stantial manner and
to be acclaimed by
critics as showing
in his works a pro¬
nounced individual¬

A Musical Flower Carden
A Game for Music Clubs

By Estelle Williams
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Relating Music to Everyday Life

“Miss Boyd,” she began timidly, “I don’t
much like my new piece. I was hoping you
would give me a pretty one this time.”
“But it is pretty, Marian,” her teacher
answered, smiling. “Let me show you.” She
took the girl’s place at the piano.
“You were telling me just before the
lesson began about the grand time you had
last week at camp. The canoe rides—and
what fun they were. Now this little piece
is called In a Canoe. Listen,” as she began
the gently flowing melody. “We are out on
the blue lake. Can’t you feel the boat sway¬
ing—one, two, three—as it glides across
the water. Just like on those canoe rides
you took?”
“Yes, it does,” agreed Marian, her eyes
brightening with interest. “Play it some
more. I believe I am going to like this
piece. It makes me remember what fun
we had at camp.”
Many teachers have had an experience
similar to this. The new book or the new
piece, which should be another intriguing
adventure in the musical journey, is greeted
with no particular enthusiasm by the pupil.
The music seems to mean nothing to him.
The probable reason is that the pupil does
not see the relation between music and his
everyday life.
The teacher must train the pupil to
catch the message of the chords. To the
unimaginative or untrained child a piece of
music may be just a lot of meaningless
sounds, presenting no definite picture, tell¬
ing no particular story. Hence, if the next
piece in a certain pupil’s repertoire is The
Curious Story, by Heller, help him find in
imagination the whimsical little story told
in the music. If it is Schumann’s “Scenes

^

JoT Book to. Becinness-Jonas.•»

ItoVoice Inventions—Piano—Bach.
Bosom..—----—
IowPeowsChois Book—S. A. B-

From Childhood,” help him trace each pic¬
ture in this charming collection; scenes that
are like the pictures of his own childhood,
as well as those of the musical lad of
long ago.
And when a pupil sees the relation be¬
tween music and life, the real meaning of
music, it will take on a new glow. It will
become a part of his own life and he will
crave it, then, as he craves stories and

Fun I
By Gladys Hutchinson Lutz
The tonic and dominant seventh chords
should be taught as early as possible in
the pupil’s musical career. The child will
delight in supplying these chords to all
familiar melodies. (The melodies should
be within the compass of a five finger hand
position).
Mary Had a Little Lamb

Give each player the name of a musical
term (such as half note, eighth rest, and
so on). Have the group sit in a circle with
one player standing in the center. He may
say, "I want a half note and a whole note.”
Players with these names immediately
change seats, while the center player en-

Carter

Twelve Old Lenten and
Easter Carols
For Mixed Voices
Compiled and Arranged by William Baines
That there is a growing interest in tra¬
ditional carols is evidenced by the increasing
popularity of Christmas musicals devoted
exclusively to carols of the Yuletide Season.
Of course every one knows that carols are
ity of style.
not confined to Christmas alone, and it is
MacDowell had among his teachers in New
the purpose of this collection to draw upon
Easter Music
York Teresa Carreiio, and then, in 1876, he co-operation of Mrs. MacDowell in deeding
the rich resources of traditional Lenten and
began several years study at tlie Paris Con¬ to it the MacDowell Summer cottage and
Easter Sunday, fall¬
Easter music.
servatoire with Marmontel for piano and grounds at Peterborough. New Hampshire, ing on March 28th,
The compiler has selected twelve repre¬
Smrd for theory. Louis Ehlert was the stands as a fine tribute to this great Amer- comes a bit early this
sentative old carols which have a definite
co in poser. It provides
leather with whom he studied when he went lean vuuiuaoci.
K- cottages
• ■ , and . ac- year which markedly
seasonal interest. The Bellman’s Carol was
to Germany in 1878. After a period at Wies- oommodations for aspiring young American shortens the time
sung through Lent, the period preceding
Mden he continued his studies at the Frank¬ composers who wish a quiet retreat in which needed to select and
Easter. Going A-Mothering represents an old
devote themselves to exercising their crea- re]iearse Lenten and
fort Conservatory. and for several years he
English custom held on the fourth Sunday
stoW piano under Karl Heyniann mid com¬ tive talents.
Easter music.
.
Lent; The Carling Sunday Carol
position with Joachim Raff.
„
, ,
The first Sunday mn Lent falls on February
Gems of Musical Knowledge
14th, so it is non^t ^
their mu
MoeDowell taught for a time in Europe,
“°™S a position at the Darmstadt ConThe trite observation “precious jewels
“grams for Lent and for the year i
servatory. While abroad he met Liszt, who
tiemonstrated a high regard for his composi¬
tions. MacDowell virtually remained a resim Germany until 1888. when he finally
rcWMd to the United States ami established
that make up each mon'
. , portrait space to draw attention to
mus;c the altar on Easter Eve. The remaining six
Boston. Prior to this, howevi
The Etude Historical Musical Portrait
^
the sekcUon rf music
are strictly East in character and

deavors to get one of the vacant chairs.
When he succeeds, the player losing out
must take his place in the center. When
the center player announces a "musical
composition,” all the players change seats,
and in the general mix-up the player
in the center tries to get a seat.

Music Extension Study Course
(Continued from Page 90)
is about second grade. The pedal can be
used to good effect. Pedal markings are all
indicated and should be followed exactly.
THE DRAGON
By Eva K. Johnson
One does not meet dragons on every
street corner, ergo play The Dragon with
an air of mystery. Have the young stu¬
dent make a distinction between the notes
marked legato, staccato and portamento. Be
careful to observe all accents and phrasing.
This number is about second grade in diflfi-

By Daniel Rowe
This piece uses throughout, as accor
pamment, the tonic triad and domina
seventh chord. These chords should
analyzed, as a matter of routine, by tl
student, before playing the piece Tl
ability to recognize the chords will faci;
tate memorizing considerably and inc
dentally will make a better musician of tl
young performer.
„
^
1 OL VVliND
By Doris G. Humes
This is an interesting little study in wi
staccato. Be particularly careful that
effort is expended in the motion toward

keys and not on the up stroke of the
wrist, as is so often and deplorably the
case. Try to have the wrist bounce as one
would imagine a raindrop bouncing when
blown by the wind. Both right and left
hand are required to play wrist staccato in
this little number. Follow dynamic mark¬
ings as indicated.
DREAMING
By Walter Rolfe
In this waltz the left hand carries the
theme throughout the first section. The
bass should be well marked and should
sing with the best possible tone. Against
• this the right hand plays a chord accom¬
paniment—forearm—which should be light
and airy and very rhythmical. In the sec¬
ond section, which is in C major, the
dominant key, the right hand has the theme
in double notes while the left hand pre¬
serves the waltz rhythm.

Three-Voice Inventions
For the Piano
(Bach-Busoni)
English Translation by Lois and Guy Maier
When a piano student has
advanced to the point where
the study of the works of
Johann Sebastian Bach is
desirable, he will be much
benefited by following the
fine editing of the Inven¬
tions made by Ferruccio
Busoni. The lack of a
colloquial English translation of these has
heretofore somewhat handicapped the Ameri¬
can student, unless he happened to be study¬
ing with a German teacher, or one with a
knowledge of the German language. This
translation by the Maiers will supply a dis¬
tinct need.
. .
Mr. Maier, a distinguished pianist and
educator, is a member of the piano faculty
of the University of Michigan and the edi¬
tor of The Teacher’s Round Table feature
of The Etude Music Magazine.
While the mechanical de¬
tails in the preparation of
these two books are being
completed orders for either
or both volumes may be en¬
tered at the special advance
of publication cash price, 80
cents each, postpaid. The
sale of these books will be
limited to the U. S. A. and
Its Possessions.

• We have just come
from a visit to a music
school of an unusual type
that was founded ten
years ago to accomplish a
specific
purpose.
The
school is on the loftiest
possible basis. There has
been no cheap pandering
to inferior tastes. Only
music of the highest class
has been taught. The school was organized to accommodate one
hundred and five students. This year one hundred and seventy
three attended, and there were over two hundred positions
awaiting the graduates of the school.
Many other music schools throughout the country are report¬
ing amazing success this year. This may not have reached some
individual teachers as yet, but it is a most encouraging sign of
the times that the public interest in music is constantly increas¬
ing, and that new opportunities for teachers along new lines
are developing.
What does all this mean? It is obvious that the teacher oi
today who succeeds is bound to be the one who keeps strictly
up-to-date. Such a teacher has the new music sent to her regu¬
larly and studies it critically and selectively in relation to her
practical needs.
, ,, ,
The Theodore Presser Co., for over a half a century, has
been organized to supply the teacher with access to this new
music through its very liberal “On Sale” system. It calls for
no more than a postal inquiry to bring this service to you.
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THE BASS FIDDLE
By Mildred Adair
Miss Adair contributes this month a
smoothly written composition, which might
be effectively assigned as a "first piece”
for the junior student. The left hand part
should be brought forward in a smooth
legato style, to a more subdued accompani¬
ment by the right hand.

A1' “luring that short slay that
foamed Miss Marion Nevins who former• W studied with him.
time MacDowell made appear-,
nU *'!■'
B°slon Symphony Orchestra,
cllf8 i own compositions, and that orJr? ,,80 mati« the first presentation of
all of Mac Dowell’s orchestral
v,moved from Boston to New
Columbia University, in 1896.
v a department of music and called
i. ■V ,.to become its first director. While
lIJ.M lor several seasons he con™ Mendelssohn Glee Club. Most of
feow, r0m 1896 to around 1904 was
“'caching and composition. The
He rf “•
health finally brought about
illft-hment of his position at the CoYoT i Ulvmi'y in 1904. He died in New
same if?? **• 1908- He was bom in the
18. 1861.
Dadf -"“Po'cell Memorial Association,
smle through a fund of *50.000
admirers and also by the
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This work is ready for distribution and a
now be ordered at the
V* ,
-~f
special, .introductory
price of 10
1( cents, post-

^a^to every music
ijJnoe folkvvring EaTter^’umbS'shoukl
^ ** immediatC ^7' .
priceless to artists or leach^Sj£rf W t“m before any final choice is made. Ask us
Delayed Deliveries
the value of the programs
^ com_ send them on approval.
Every year, many complaints are received
with brief biographical notes oi
For the Soloist
.
that copies of The Etude have gone astray,
posers represented. It also is helpfu^to^st
AUeluia! Two Keys (Spross)
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dents in classes of music m
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give you good service.
(Continued on Page 136)

Just a Word About the Spring
Program
With many piano teachers the Spring Recital is, in reality, an exhibit of the pupil’s
advancement during the season. Pieces and
ensemble numbers really worth-while require
considerable practice before the desired perfection of rendition is acquired, and an early
start in the preparation of this material is
advisable
Then, 'again, the school chorus can attain
a considerable proficiency in “show” numbers
for their portion of the Spring Concert, or the
Graduation Exercises, if sufficient time is
taken for proper rehearsing.
The liberal examination privileges of the
“On Sale Plan,” created by the Theodore
Presser Co., enable those who compile these
programs easily to choose the most appropriate material. Expert music clerks are at all
selection of _ l any classification. Describe your needs
'ully as possible; a'
and their
tl.
the number of pupils and
capabilities,
or tell the size of the chorus and whether it
consists of both boys and girls, boys only, or
girls only. Best of all, mention some pieces
the pupils have played, or songs the chorus
has sung.
If you prefer to make your own selection
from a catalog, such numbers also may be
had for examination. Folders listing material
/ suitable for recital or concert will gladly be
sent FREE if requested, as will also Presser’s
. Comnlt Catalog
~
^Cgmplete
ofPiano Music, Handbook
of Piano Ensemble Music, Handbook of Choriisesfor Mixed Voices, Handbook of Choruses
tteXeTZ
’ or any other ot the helpful

rfheta,™",
players seeking duets for their own diversion- or to teachers seeking duet material for
Fse m PuPils’ recitals, or m stimulating pupil
interest or sight reading ability, to await a
time when there has been sufficient worthwhile compositions come along from favorite
composers and new luminaries in the realm
of, musicaI composition as to warrant the
selection of a good variety for the publishing
of an album.
Theodore Presser Co. is now able to announce this forthcoming recreational album
tor duet players because it has available a
fine lot of piano four-hand numbers for
players in grades three and four. Those who
wish to register for a copy of this album,
PrIor to lts appearance from press, may enjoy
the advance of publication price of 35 cents.
■r__ for
...._...
_......
____
postpaid,
cash sent
with the order
at this
with the understanding that delivery of

schlaeger. Meditation by Schuler, and a nc
land’s March of Victory, to mention jus
few.
A unique feature of this book is tne con
sideration given to registration sugges ions
which have been prepared especially to con¬
form to the limitations ot the small twomanua and pedal organ, and to utilize its
possibilities to the utmost, the specifications
of the small organs built by the leading
manufacturers ot this country have been
studied and the foreword wifi present a fielpful and practical discussion on the use and
combination of the stops ot all such organs.
Those organists fortunate m having larger
instruments may, of course, make adaptations to meet their own needs,
Until the book is withdrawn from these
-- ordered
—
pages,, _.
single copies may be
at the
special advance of publication cash price of
, postpaid.

My First Song Book
Familiar Songs in Very Easy Arrangements
for Piano
By Ada Richter
The ability to play familiar melodies is
one of the first musical thrills enjoyed by
the piano student, one accomplishment that
is always enjoyed by the family, too. Teach-

Pianoscript Book for Beginners
By Alberto Jonas
An invaluable aid to
teacher and student is this
work-book idea conceived
*>y the distinguished pian'st aIld pedagog, Alberto
Jonas, who has here set
down the fruit of his rich

p0pular"'tune1 pays^big dfindriuk* in pupU
interest and enthusiasm.
P
jjere jn
book there will he about
f°^easy ^no^tes^ith lex^, mat
from songs famjijar to aip There will be
songs that we hear in church, in school, in
the home, in celebration of various holidays,
etc. Some arrangements will be so easy that
Ada Richter s Kindergarten
pupils with but six weeks, or so, of'piano
instruction will be able to play them.
Class Book
Of course, Mrs. Richter has made these
For the Piano
arrangements for young piano students, but
__
There is an ever-increas¬
wager that some folks of limiting interest in kindergarten- ed playing ability will learn about" them.
age piano classes. Parents And these folk are going to enjoy picking
now realize the value of an out their favorite melodies and will take
early start in the musical keen delight in being able to play them
education of their children without a great deal of practice. In advance
and wide-awake teachers of publication the cash price of My First
I — capitalizing
,-—--is
on this by Song Book is but 25 cents a copy, postpaid.
conducting profitably class¬
es of pre-school age chil¬
Third Year at the Piano
dren. These are usually held
during the hours wlien the
Fourth Year at the Piano
older children are in school.
By John M. Williams
Mrs. Ada Richter is a teacher who is suc¬
cessfully holding large classes of kinder¬
No doubt the success of Mr. Williams’
garten youngsters. Having an exceptional instruction "books fs"dne>
’ 1 large measure,
talent for composing and a decided flair for to hi- fine selection nffiiVrfit'fi.
arranging easy piano music, she has largely and his ableand^rannin^ ‘t?1
utilized “home-made” material. Its efficacy First Year at thc Pinnf
Z I a Th

the metopolitan centers of
the East.
Under the plan of this
bo* the teJher will no
longer have to repeat over
a,ld over agam ,hat which should be
treasured at first hearing by the student,
The book furnishes the thoughtful pupil with
a Practical means of keeping a record of his
own work, with space provided for lists of
. .._ _ _
Pleces and supplementary
. „
of concerts
heard, blank mauuprogr—
-l“~
script paper for copying music, and general
remarks. Included also are discussions of the
rudiments of music, rhythm measures, hand
Positl°n> finger exercises, intervals and scales,
a"d “thumb nail” sketches of the lives of
great comPosers and pianists.
The advance of publication cash price for
a si"gle copy of this book is 40 cents, post-

Twelve Negro Spirituals
Arranged for Men’s Voices
By F. A. Clark
T
_ useful
_
In the long and
life which Mr. Clark
has
been
L‘" “T* privileged”
777^' to
lu enjoy, he
ne haTdevoted
nas devoted
^ natural talents and developed musicianShV° writing and arranging musical com
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sis

opeietta which is planned for use at a re- Mr Williams Ub caia + j
cital program. The work is very simple ami
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(Continued from Page 74)
“MENELEK,” an opera in three acts
with both score and libretto by Penman
Lovingood, was produced by an all-Negro
cast, including orchestra and conductor
when given on November 16th at the Central
Opera House of New York.
ENRIQUE ARBOS, eminent Spanish con¬
ductor, and Pedro San Juan, brilliant Cuban
conductor, are reported to have recently
made their escape from war infested Spain
by surreptitiously boarding an Italian ship
leaving a Spanish port.
THREE PREMIERES made notable the
third week of the season of the Chicago City
Opera Company. “Gianni Schicchi” had it,
first Chicago performance as sung in English;
GemgeCGmshwinPwS presented w^Ruth
Page in a choreographic interpretation; and
“Jack and the Beanstalk,” by Louis Gruenberg, was heard for the first time in Chicago.
THE MUNICH STATE OPERA en¬
semble is reported to have been invited to
give two performances of “Tristan and
Isolde” in Florence, in the coming May.
THE CHARLES BAIRD CARILLON,
i of the finest in America, was dedicated
the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
December 4th.

COMPET1TIONS
A CHAMBER MUSIC PRIZE of five
hundred dollars is offered for a string quartet to have its world premitre at the Festival
of Pan-American Chamber Music to be held
at Mexico City in July, 1057. Details may
be had from Hubert Herring, Director, Cornmittee of Cultural Relations with Latin
America, 289 Fourth Avenue, New York
City.
A CHORAL DRAMA PRIZE of five hun¬
dred dollars is offered by the American
Choral and Festival Alliance, for a work in
this form by an American citizen. Entries
close April 1, 1937; and full particulars may
be had from Rudolph Ganz, 64 East Van
Buren Street, Chicago, Illinois.
ONE THOUSAND DOLLAR AWARDS
for young pianists, violinists and vocalists;
“rith additional prizes of five hundred dollars
ir the two best opera voices; are offered
by the National Federation of Music Clubs,
in connection with its 1937 Biennial Convention For particulars as to entry, write Mrs.
John Alexander Jardine. President. 1112
TtM A'?n” s°mh'

^
y'

,,“b
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what the author calls “Busy Work” to be ZfZ n°\' • p,fe .upo? the market coPles
Being thoroughly imbued with the snnn
lng t0 Fiftecn Hundred Dollars, are offered
done by children of the class when not re- Zl
™ to Slv.e aa many patrons, taneous and natural renditions of these num
f?r £b-am-ber and choral compositions. The
become aci
ceiving immediate attention from the
7PP‘orlunlV to bec°me
bers which are traditional with his race Mr closlng date for choral entries is February
instruction
books, Clark lias been able to
teacher. This consists of writing notes, copyf''""', “s
™Ct'°" ,books’
15’ IQ',7; and for chamber works, March
the specia1 advance of pubheatiou cash price
price ^fleets
effects into tC IrrLgeme^n^I?^? ?°20, 1937.
Further particulars
may be
h
ing^ music, or coloring the attractive illus- ^l^j,al^!M?.LPU^°“cCash
1937. Further
particulars may
offer W.U be continued during the current same time, keep each IllTd with 1
t from George Carroll, Lake Placid Club,
While this unique work is in preparation
for publication single copies may be ordered
AS '>/'v« ”™|Cr t; 1. didn't Hear
«-f
at the special advance of publication cash
Presser S Two-Staff Organ
Book those
included in'lhecolIecUom Evei, “mu"g . THE PHILHARMONIC-SYMPHONY
pile. SO
poapnid.
-".nrr-l-l-ORCHESfKTirN^
viiTS,. ^
With Registration Prepared Especially for “I? °f bJgb,scbool ages would have no diffiof One Thousand Dollars for an orchestral
the Small
Small Organ
Organ
'
c',ll-v with these
arrangements in
quartet 0o
Recreational Album for Duet
the
t-Wus^us!
A*** arrangements
in quartet
composition ranging from twenty minutes
chorus use. A single copy may be ordered ii
More than thirty interesting preludes, advance of publication^ the cas^m-i^ Ur to lul1 s>mphonic length, and a second prize
Players
postludes, and offertories comprise the gen- 15 cents, postpaid.
p ce of of Five Hundred
Hi.nHreH Dollars
Hell,,, for
fer an overture.
overture,
For the Piano
__
-- ___
contents m
of this book m
of cai
easy organ
suite or symphonic poem not longer than ten
The demand for collections of attractive selections arranged for the beginning urto twenty minutes. Entry blanks and full
piano four-hand numbers, for players of aver- ganist.
information may be had by writing to the
Young People’s Choir Book
age ability, is such that music publishers
WTiile the majority of these pieces are our
Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra, 113 West
(S. A. B.)
might “grind out” one or two every season, copyrights and not available in other similar
57th Street, New York City.
if the matter were to be handled in a com- collections, there are a baker’s dozen of l,±nt- mmorecis ot choir leaders throuehn.it
mercial attitude which looked only for im- new arrangements from the masters, such the. co>mtry who have been waiting
mediate profits and neglected the future as Gluck’s Melodie from “Orpheus,” two coPles of this outstanding book nf
/ ' A PRIZE of one hundred dollars is offered
welfare of all concerned.
Chopin Preludes, Schubert’s Rosamunde Air, ™ualc for three-part mixed voices
in
=> Young Composers’ Contest for corn__
For a number of seasons now, the Theo- None But the Lonely Heart by Tschaikow- glad to kn°w that the preliminarv
preliminary work
work has Positions suitable for high school and ama¬
dore Presser Co. figuratively has been shak- sky, Brahm’s Cradle Song, and Morning been completed and copies will
teur musical organizations. Only composers
ing a negative head to the demand for a Song of Mendelssohn.
111 g from the press,
under thirty-one years of age are eligible.
piano duet album, simply because it never
Present-day composers are represented
A glimPse of the contents reveals
For full particulars, write the Gamble
has been the policy of the company to en- with Festive Episode by Scarmolin, Con(Continued
Hinged Music Company, 228 South Wabash
n Page 137)
13ft
Advertisement
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
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Pennies Choir Book
Young
tContinued from Page.IX)
, t„e], original anthems by conw# liters and new arrangements of
rtfVm the classic composers. Among
«**«’ r ®up are Oh, How Lovely by
It fonf rlmb of God, l Come by Blair,
Bif* pastures Green, and The Lord h
WfrL Stoughton. From the standard
to - are Accept Our Thanks, arranged
*Pt0,f -Finlandia" choral by Sibelius,
6® r/j-j So Loved the World, Lead Me,
-"fitfclev. Dubois' Thee He Adore
Im ,57, Seven Last Words," and a Bach
tens, level of My Fakk. ¥or occa'■l ,!«■ are When the In,ant Jesus, a
Pnlish Christmas Carol; / Know
HfitSS Liveth from Handel’s
ior Easter or general use; an
^ ’ them, Now the Day u Over by
®opher Marks; and
'
4 single copy may yet be ordered at the
r See of publication cash price of
1,f .
| The sale of this book will
J5 cents, postpaid inesaieoi
„
he restricted to the l. s. A. and lls 1 osses-

workers turn to these again and again
for their needs, just as candy and flowers are
called upon again and again in the tokens
selected for Valentine’s Day.
It is these favorite works which must have
stock replenishments, and so a turning to the
publisher s pruitmg orders month after month
gtves one a broad acquaintance with the
preferred music publications. Below is a list
M some of those which appeared on the printmg orders of the past month. In order to
make a more intimate acquaintance with
these, you may enjoy examination privileges
on any or all of these works by sending a
request for them to the Theodore Presser Co.
SHEET MUSIC—PIANO SOLOS
Cat. No.
Title and Composer
Grade Price
1819 At the Dancing Lesson—-Giuliani 1
$0.25
1
*
No. s-Kern ..
l
25
1956 En Route. Op. 188, No. 1—
3878 A T^UtehTldyi—Schnecker. ...I
.35
1U53 school Review March—Spaulding . 2
.25
19254 Russian Dance— Faldi. 2
.25
4t9» Summer Idyl—Rothleder
2V4
.25
12025 Blue Danube —Strouss-Spauiding . 2%
.25
12189 Peasant's Song. Op. 21. No. 2—

Jtace »/ Mliclion Offers mj.
WMrmon
Sg
Turing this month there will be placed
- 'ma-'i-l
two ot
of the
works that
have
* the
market t»o
(lie wora.
mai na
been listed recently m the title* that prerace
this Publisher's Monthly Letter. Descriptions
4 tW works have aprieared in recent is^sTa offering there to the public lire
ii,w feel that both will serve a definite
Mi each hi its own classification of music.
Piano teachers and those having in charge
the selection of music for school orgamzations may obtain copies of these books for
examination. (The copies usually supplied
faOrehestra Collection* aw tlre
aid Piano boob.) Ihesc may tie had on
the tonal liberal terms. Of course, the special
prices, at which these were offered in advance of publication, are now withdrawn.
fie Sea d/hum, (or the piano, contains the
type of pieces that appeal to the imagination
ofyotmg students, there are number* that
depict the roaring of the waves; others tire
Clin, rippling waters of sunny Southern
dimes. There are pieces that tell about sailos and pirates. Teachers can very well use
this book as the basis of a recital program.
The book starts with pieces in early grade
two and progresses through the third grade
into the fourth. Thus, a copy placed in a
student s hands provides more than three
~i supplementary material. Price. 75
p , „
....
..I
,
timers Concert March Album for
Orctara is a work that should hr known
toevery high school orchestra leader, a book
which will make a valuable addition to the
repertoire of any orchestra composed of comPrient players. The marches have been
from the compositions of leading
®Mem and contemporary musicians, both
American and European, and the arrangeare up-to-date in every particular.
taramentation is obtainable in 24 books
“d piano accompaniment. Prices—Orchestra
K 50 cents, each; Piano, 81.00.

Krentxlin .
S0M2
Red Man—Sousa
„„„ The
Edrlwi.,M
Glide— Vandcrbeck. .
2299l Hollyhocks— Kolfe
18220 Polonaise in B flat Minor. Op.
7—DeLeon* .
*•««
Op. 21. No. s-

Bind Your 1936 Etudes

8%
8%
4
4

.40
-60
.35
.60

6
?

.60
5o

Q ch<j ^ (Jul.Z^-Forman.*o.eo
Romeo and Juliet (Men) Brigham.
ns
SHEET MUSIC-VOCAL SOLOS
^‘^ JoSTni-Braun
fi ! '■ i• ■ ■ ■
8006i The Green Cathedral (Low)-—Hahn. ■ .60
30497 The Vlt Man (High)—WMs.
;75
30587
i)iV^ves Were Calling " Me
S0S87
,;;vr: ’50
30669 Through a Primrose Dell
5Q
Spross .
OCTAVO—MIXED VOICES. SACRED
10884 O Come to My Heart. Lord
12
Wot^ft
„ Him in perfect'Peace
*^132? Keep Him in Vert.12
20914 There Is an Eye That Never Sleeps
12
20934 BlSU Art Thou. 6 Lord-Marks -

.12

2114! OtUMagnify the Lori—Woolcr
2I252 Accept* ©Jr Thanks-Sibeliua-Hodson .12
OCTAVO—MIXED VOICES, SECULAR
^^he^North1‘wind
*0.10
35094 Mighty Lak a Rose Nevin.
. .rrt t1>7dt e VOICES, SACRED
OCTAVO T».BS ™r U«C0LA,

fji

your renewal 10812 CTarn-ThoZ^

Pre/erewe, in Tokens
/tu“|Vale“^e folder, card, or gift to tell
vl rany ’-VpeS °f Pf18 are l^d
ftorislV
remernbrances. but the
the f.,-;, the 'oof^tioners- offerings are
In •
'Orfs.'ifSj}. ®usic compositions, larger
PnxJiifti- P,rtions’ and educational music
kZZ' ^ are man-v thing* provided
sands W Publishers. Out of the thou1Slefh there are hundreds which
<>UtasParticular favorites. Active music

’“Mart, mi

|

SHEET MUSIC—PIANO. FOUR HANDS
5914 W^n the LighUare Low (Rever'r> e-ngcomnn . a * •
SHEET MUSIC—TWO PIANOS. FOUR HANDS
m"l Cradle Song—MacFaducn-Saar. 6
$1.00
PIANO SOLO COLLECTIONS
The Mrltin(t pQt—Felton .*0.75
young Players’ Album.75
Album of Thirds and Sixths.. -Jo
Claaalca for the Young-Fehr. 1'uu
PIANO STUDIES
6885 Etudes Mignonnes— tVaehe..... 2-2 Mi *0.60
8695 Oetavv, *ad p^^m-Ph”
. 6-7
.90
Progressing Piano Studies for the GrownUp Student—Felton
.75
Dally Exercises (Vol. 1
HARMONICA
The Harmonica Soloist—Sonnen.*0.6
VOCAL COLLECTION
Church soloist (High) .?1'00

hinrT
ma-v obla'n a'< excellent
t tufin^inblue silk buckram, stamped
iJr.
ETIDE." and holding 12
flTU°r,s °nl-V
The binder opens
tea, “ very convenient. The price is
RPott,
Any Etude subscriber may

»hl, WOrd.3; remit

^7 ||

■

A 'niv*

"1“
S°°81
(Three-Part)-Hahn-T«^
55201 ^Varn lsrho^ornn)--Kroeger- .12
„212 j Pl^ve Life (Three-Part) Ma
15
Zucca-Spross ; v.„,.r part i—Sprosn .12
85237 A Rose Garden
) —Wick .20
HI®8 ThTL?ttfe Quaker Maid (Three-Part)
—Spross ..--XV.’JJBischoff35333 Suppoaing (Four-I art) Bmch 11.„
Spross .
owcttLAR
OCTAVO—MEN’S VOICES.
.$0A2
21213 Softly a Serenade-BIta.

A FAVORITE
COMPOSER

W.

C. E.

i in Viei
, 1859, the g..„.
„„ «
William Charles Ernesl
His mother, _ pupil ,of Marchesi, gav
him early instruction
the age of 10 he was placed under
braedener for piano study. Graedener
was a noted teacher who became Bruck¬
ner s successor at the University of
Vienna. Later Seeboeck had as his teach¬
ers, Epstein and Grill. Nottebohm, a
Pupil of Schumann and Mendelssohn,
lught nim theory. His music studies,
however, did not __
education at the Theresianum.
It also was Seeboeck’s privilege b study under
Brahms in Vienna in 1875, and fron 1877 to 1879
he worked upon his music studies n Petrograd
under the guidance of Rubinstein.
t H|’
’ the age of 22, he car
> the
United States and settled, i. Chicago

Seeboeck

£

soon became well established as a
teacher, composer, and pianist. He did
some teaching of harmony as a member
of the faculty of the Chicago Musical
College, and he also served as organist
at the Jefferson Park Presbyterian

Church.
,
Seeboeck wrote two operas, several
concertos, sonatas, and
|J
known chiefly ’fo/his published songs

incomparable Paderc
who played his Mini
Mr. Seeboeck diet
1907. Year after yei
more and more piano
f his ei

Compositions of W, C. E. Seeboeck
PIANO SOLOS
Price Cat. No.
Title
*0.25 30216 Minuet a l’Antico .
Minuet. In the Old Style .
8 Oricntale. Air de Ballet . ■
Pomponette. Louis XIV .
30272 B
...a Napolita
Sleighride .
0 Slumber Song .

e
Grade
6 Blue Eyes. Sons,
ithout Words 3
9 Boat Song
The Butterfly ..
4914 Dream Ft .
Gavotte. In the Old Style
4916 Hungarian Gipsy
30268 Little Scherzino .
30299 Lullaby ..
30271 Mazurka. Polish L
6372 Brook's Lullaby .
6371 Fairy Tale .
13130 Hungarian Gipsy

. 3

.40

6374 Spanish

TWO PIANOS, FOUR HANDS

5 Blue Eyea. Song Without Words 3
Tell your Music Loving Friends about THE ETUDE and ask them to give
you the privilege of sending in their subscriptions.
Ask for Catalog of Rewards for subscriptions you send
THE ETUDE
1712 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

Filling the "During-School-Time"
Teaching Periods You have Open
is Possible with

Music Play
For Every Day
A very first piano instructor that opens the way
for piano teachers to become successful in the
teaching of pre-school, kindergarten, and primary
age beginners.
Ideal for Individual or Group Instruction
Youngsters are delighted by this book
which makes fascinating “play-time” of
learning to render music on the piano.
From the very first page, with its cap¬
tivating, full color, fanciful musical
picture, through to the last pages, it
Price, 40c Each Book
wins juvenile interest. Its game-like
procedures, many illus¬
trations, cut-out pic¬
count on aoove prices.
tures,
and
pleasing
tunes make a new, prof¬
itable and happy exper¬
ience for teachers using
it to win and hold piano
beginners from 5 to 8
years of age.
1712 CHESTNUT ST. qh
Jhila.
Everything in
I

Theodore
Presser
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Winter Sports
(iContinued)
I , • , fair days,” continued Joan, “it
SI to go through that drift. That
d , wi» happw to my chord drifts. I
!> thought of something else, too,
that would make my practicing go
i I think I will do half of my Sports
he{ore school in the morning, then

Edited by
-

ELIZABETH A. GEST

Street Cries—The Ragman

Joan's Winter Sports Program

A Plea for Recognition

By Olga C. Moore

By Jean Stevenson

By Maude F. Sherwood

Old rags and iron! Old rags and iron 1
I hear the ragman say.
He’s always buying rags and iron,
He’s always on the way.

And does he ever, ever stop
At night to go to bed?
Where does he take his rags and iron?
And does his horse get fed?

February Anniversaries
Anniversaries of the following musicians
occur this month; perhaps you can in¬
clude some of their compositions in your
club programs.
PALESTRINA died in Rome, February 2,
1594. His contrapuntal compositions for
unaccompanied chorus are among the
world’s finest music, and you should try
to hear some of them on Victor records,
Nos. 9159, 7813, 20898. They are seldom
sung except by the best choruses.
MENDELSSOHN was born in Hamburg,
Germany, February 3, 1809. The Scherzo
from his “Midsummer Night’s Dream” is
played by the Philadelphia Orchestra on
Victor record No. 7080: and his “Chil¬
dren’s Pieces” for piano may be secured
for piano solo or in an arrangement for
two pianos, eight hands.
OSSIP GABRILOWITSCH, the great
pianist and conductor who died last Sep¬
tember, was born on February 7, 1878, in
Russia, but spent most of his life in
America; and all America mourned his
passing. His fine piano playing may be
heard on Victor record, No. 1095, in
Shepherd’s Hey, by Grainger, and Passcpied, by Delibes.
WAGNER died in Venice, Italy, February
13, 1883, and his operas may be heard on
Victor and Columbia records, too numer¬
ous to mention.
ETHELBERT NEVIN died on February
17, 1901, in Connecticut. He composed
many small pieces for piano.
CZERNY was born in Vienna, February
20, 1791. Nearly all pianists have studied
Czerny Etudes, and some of them are
. very lovely when well played. Why not
select one of your favorites and put it
in your repertoire?
CHOPIN was born in Poland, February
22, 1810. Much of his music is difficult,
but some of the Preludes and Nocturnes
are quite simple and you should have
them memorized. Two of his Etudes are
played by Paderewski on Victor 1387.
HANDEL was born in Halle, Germany,
February 23, 1685. His larger composi¬
tions may be heard on Victor records,
7316, 4219 and 4220; and Columbia
67784D; and smaller pieces, such as the
Bourree or the Gavotte, may be played
on the piano.

“The crowd” was playing on a little hill
near the house, and Joan needed only to
lift her eyes from the keyboard to see them
through the window close to the piano. At
every shriek she glanced up involuntarily,
and the scene always held her several min"Mother,” she finally exclaimed, “I can’t
practice. The rest are having so much fun.”
Coming to the living room window, Mrs.
Anderson looked out on the engrossing
view. “So they are, but some of them are
practicing, too.”
“What do you mean? They’re having a
good time.”
“They surely are. Well, will you look at
Don Allen—he is the boy on skis, is he
not ? He has fallen again, but he is laugh¬
ing and getting up. And that is about the
tenth time I have seen Margie trudge up
the ski hill. She is doing much better now
than she did a month ago when she first
started to ski.”
Joan watched several minutes with new
Her mother spoke again. “Why do you
not start a Winter Sports Program for
your hour of practice?”
“How could I do that? I do not under¬
stand.”
“Just this way: take that Mozart sonata
Miss Carey assigned you again because you
had not cleared up the technical difficul“Oh, mother, she is so particular about
Mozart. She says Mozart must be played
with a great deal of finish, no rough
places.”
"She is right, too. Now that first run
is a toboggan slide. It is fun to toboggan
after the slid_e is smooth, but you have to
build the slippery path. Let us have you
smooth out the toboggan run in the next
five minutes. Go back and forth slowly
using different touches, various rhythms,
all the devices she has shown you. You
can look forward to a smoother ride in
several minutes.”
Joan smiled. “I’ll get it as smooth as

“Next, here is a left hand jump you so
often miss.”
“That is a ski jump,” broke in Joan.
“Of course, and you must work over the
jump and the landing. Go back just far
enough to get a good approach and go be¬
yond the jump until you have made a solid
landing and can go on at any speed you
desire.”
Looking over the sonata, Joan found the
places marked for further study. “These
turns that have to be so even and delicate,
what are they ?”
“By this time you are on ice skates and
those are figure eights. They require ever
so much practice on the ice, good control,
muscles strong enough for the job, pre¬
cision, and finally, some speed. Figure
eights are beautiful to watch and fun to
do. And Mozart's figure eights are just as
lovely to hear.
“Supposing you write down what sports
come in this week’s lesson, Joan, and spend
some time each day on each one.”
“That is what I will do. But, mother,
whatever can I do about those chords that
have such unexpected notes. They cannot
be any fun. Why, I can hardly wade
through them now.”
"Wading is just what you have to do at
first, for they look exactly like the drift
that forms in our drive with every snow
storm. You can’t possibly get through it
at first. You just dig your way through,
shovelful by shovelful, until you have two
tracks cleared for the car.”
Joan giggled, “You dig it out, chord by
chord.”
“Even then, the car hardly makes it the
first day. The digging is not much fun but
there is simply nothing else to do for we
are snowbound until we can use the car.
Of course, that is all right for a day or
two, but in a city you have to get to the
grocery store before long.”
“Then,” went on the girl, “the next day
the paths are clearer because we have been
over them several times.”
“Exactly,” agreed her mother.
(Continued on Next Page)
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/ know that I am tiny,
But yet it seems to me.
The fact of my importance
Is one that all should see.

SSKE »1«.S
rartice and get out with the others.
"|SwI A* - ST Wi„.„
Sports Program for the week:
figging through snowdrifts ... ch^rffi^
^toboggan Slide and runSi paRC 1S
SlSfps.le.ft hand, page 13

But oh, I have a grievance,
Against some children small,
Who seem to think quite often,
I do not count at all.

Figure eights.‘urns, pages 13-14
Wading through deep snow to get to
the hill , this week’s scale in half notes
Walking in path
.
.scale m quarter notes

But if they knew how often,
The wrong way l am rubbed,
And what it does to rhythm,
When I'm so rudely snubbed,
Perhaps they would be sorry,
And then begin to try
To notice when they meet me,
Not coolly pass me by.

Dint Junior Etcde :
.
I oractiee bit srale* every (lay In all their
forms eicluhg. sixteenth* »n.l thirty-second
notes.' I like all of the music of the masters,
but my favorite composer* are Bach anil
^My^sister plays piano, violin and vloloncello and my lirother plays violin We were
la a contest In onr home town and won first
plate. We then went to Grand Rapid* to play
When I grow up I hope to lie a concert
player and teacher. I have given n recital.
From your friend,
Bbtty Coelino (At.ge 13),
Michigan.

By

Hazel Ditz Brown

One day Edith put her five dolls on the
couch, and left a space of about a foot be¬
tween them. Her dolls were named Ellen,
Gertrude, Betty, Doris, and Fanny: but
she just called them by their initials, E,
G, B, D, F.
She then gave initials to the in between
spaces, too, which were F, A, C, E. Then
she had the letters of the lines and spaces
that she had in her music lesson that week,
and her dolls helped her to remember them
so she could say them.backwards as easily
as she could say them forwards.
Can you say YOURS quickly back¬
wards? Try it and see.
Her teacher was so pleased, and told her
to do the same thing for her bass clef lines
and spaces next week, so she is changing
the name of Doll Ellen to Adelaide, and
putting her at the other end of the couch.
And she took the F space initial away and
added G between the last two dolls. It all
seemed so easy to her that very soon she
became a good music reader.
THE ETUDE

Musical Beheading
Puzzle
By E. Mendes

TINY TIM RHYTHM BAND
CbritMj, Indians

An Interesting Musical
Experience

The Doll’s Lesson
(For Very Little Juniors)

Deab Junior Etcde :
I nut sending my gratitude to the Junior
Etude, for it lias widened my Ideas a limit
music and made me become acquainted with
the great musicians. I am seventeen years
old nnd I began studying music when I was
eleven. My sister Nieves and I play duets.
From your friend.
Catadixa Gcebbebo (Age 17),
Box 118, Baoolad,
Occidental Negros, P. I.

Junior Etude Contest
The Junior Etude will award three Class C, under eleven years.
pretty prizes each month for the best and
Subject for story or essay this month,
neatest original stories or essays, and for “The Music I Like Best, and Why.” Must
answers to puzzles.
contain not over one hundred and fifty
Any boy or girl under the age of sixteen words and must be received at the Junior
may compete, whether a subscriber or not, Etude Office, 1712 Chestnut Street, Phila¬
and whether belonging to any Junior Club delphia, Pa., by February eighteenth, 1937.
or not. Class A, fourteen to sixteen years Names of winners and their contributions
of age; Class B, eleven to under fourteen; will appear in the May issue.
Rules
Put your name, age and class in which any one copy your work for you.
you enter on the upper left corner of your
When schools or clubs compete, please
paper, and put your address on upper right have a preliminary contest and send in no
hand corner. If your contribution takes more than two contributions in each class.
more than one sheet of paper do this on
Competitors who do not comply with all
each sheet. Write on one side of paper only. of the above rules and conditions will not
Do not use typewriter and do not have be considered.

An Interesting Musical
Experience

An Interesting Musical
Experience

(Prize Winner)
One (lay my daddy decided t
Robin Hood r'~”
*•. *1'~
Orchestra sun
time I had i,„. - ... -- seemed very strange. When the conductor came
on the stage I wondered why all the people
applauded. I was wondering why the audience
clapped for only this one man.
As I grew a little older I came to realize
that a conductor brings out what the men
in the orchestra have. The better the conductor
the better the men play.
Rena Carol (Age 10), Class C,

(Prize Winner)
Oh how I hated to practice Bach ! It a
eemed so tuneless and the time so difficult.
My teacher could not understand why I wa
inable to play Bach well. With an averag
mount of practice I could play other thir'
" r'— day, however, she —- -her the melody. This I was r... _
because I had never found any melody. Then
she began to show how one hand would begin
the story and the other take it up, passing
the melody from one hand to the other. And
then they would start and echo each other
and play hide and seek.
I was delighted. It simply could not have
been the same Bach I had labored over. It was
a new Bach, the creation of a master, as
tuneful and delightful as I could desire it.
From that lesson on I have never ceased to
love Bach. I know it was a great milestone 1
passed that day and it will always hold first
place iu my musical experiences.
Charlotte Reed (Age 15), Class A.
Georgia.

Arithmetic Square Game
By Mrs. L. L. Jacks
Fill in each square with one note or one
rest, so that each column, added horizontal¬
ly, perpendicularly or diagonally will equal
one whole note.
The player, who first completes his
square correctly, wins.

The initials removed, arranged in proper
order, will give a certain type of musical
composition.
Answers must be complete, including
words before and after beheading.

And then I would be counted
A necessary part
In giving form to music.
That very lovely art.
And so I beg you pupils,
Please do your very best
To see me. Now who am If
Suppose you guess the

6. What is the seventh note in the scale
of C-sharp minor?
7. Where is Handel buried?
8. A certain major scale has five flats. Its
fourth note is the third note of what
minor scale?
9. What is Saint-Saens’ best known
opera?
10. What is meant by senza accelerando ?
(Answers on this page)

Pm sure no one could blame me,
For taking this to heart,
For in the art of music,
I take a useful part.
And when they just ignore me,
These thoughtless girls and boys.
In silence I must bear it,
(/ cannot make a noise.)

?? ? Who Knows???
1. If a note with a dot equals six thirtysecond notes, what was the original
note ?
2. Who wrote the opera “Madam But¬
terfly” ?
3. When did Beethoven die?
4. What is a wind instrument?
5. Which composer is this?

(Prize Winner)
oua my van*nor
vacation last
Jiuted Washington and Mt. ..
the musical instruments of
warge Washington's day. I saw the flute which
siwtk?'??* t0 hltn from I-afayetto. I also
«the o d harpsichord on which Nellie Custl*
i tojUay the music of her time. This was
• Mt from Washington.
^notiOT&y I wont to the White House and
Pianof’ "iPSVf 'hr lovely, gold-finished grand
oa?t°' I
E“sl Ko01". Ho* I longed to play
thestn la "doted hearing a sixty piece ormr St E, °ni‘ of ,h' theaters. So I think
tsparlS “ "aS
an interesting musical
Rosemabi

Honorable Mention
for November Puzzles:
fohfi Dnno?,,r. Lavonne Farrell. Leora
tele Saishwf0,h* im,snKennedy. F.s
?Ptaa Martin "*■ Bingen. Inland Gordon.
JHeVowJ,Vorne. Virginia Hampton. Ln^ei»oaftrif"nA,n,“,SInrPhy.
William
H
I.iuian pnt,on.
Klnlne King.
11all PRen i^ ‘,ri",'r' MarJ|p Ihle. Barbara
SabeUe
Hampton. Doris G. l.lpe.
Katherine
T Trances Randolph.
C,,W

Behead a spice and leave affection.
Behead drawing closer to, and leave part
of the head.
Behead to believe and leave a tree.
Behead musical sounds and leave the
plural of a unit.
Behead gems and leave special friends.
Behead a wanderer and leave above.
Behead excited and leave tardy.
Behead wrong-doing and leave a slight
frost.

Technic Ships
By Esther Leiper Shumaker
Hands are ships that go on trips
O’er all the oceans wide;
Wrists are waves in rolling twists
That swing from side to side.
Keyboards are the oceans wide,
The fingers, anchors strong,
Safely holding firm the ships
In bays where they belong.
Keys are harbors, safe and calm.
Where finger anchors drop,

Hope Elizabeth Baker,

Pb,Ze Owners for November
Class t tv.
PUZZLE
(ASp lr’>- California.
'**• C. Mariiwfnker (Age 13). Illinois.
ar,l« Olddings (Age 10), Oregon.

Minds are captains of the ships,
Directing every move.

Honorable Mention
for November Essays:
flio ” rWUhur "lott ®ar£orSne“Kmirfngera
‘,naaStMarfe “ ^“amS
me Vo^ter? Tela Mae Jacobson. Mary Ann
Nancv A Radovich, Bernice Green,
^vHoiin Price,. Betty
Retry Jeanne
jeauue
King, Rosemary Oorddry, Maxilee
Wilma Rennecker, William C. King,
longs, „,
h
Leland uonioa,
Murphv,
Iceland
Gordon. Marian
-V, PT)UtDT)
Patten Ren
Ben Lois Hampton,
HsVlAP* Marj e ihle. Josephine Fischer,
"ne Linebaek. Jean Oldroyd Kenna Aagard.
arley Watt, Stella Mayer, Ramona Snydei.

Letter Box
Dear Junior Etude:
My music seems as much a part of my
life as the food I eat. My mother is a
musician and I like to listen to her teaching
music to children.
I have one piano pupil, and teaching her
is more fun than going to a picture show.
My two younger sisters play the violin and
piano; and I like to play trios, too.
One evening a week mother plays the
piano while we sing pretty classical and
other songs. We get songs we hear other
people sing, when we like them.
I cut stories and pictures out of The
Etude, for our musical bulletin board.
From your friend,
La Verne Giesich (Age 10),
Kansas.

Letter Box List
Letters have been received from the fol¬
lowing, which space does not permit us
to print:
Phyllis Lewis, Mary Seltzer. Jean Seltzer,
Jane Stively, Vesta Bnller. Ruth Pafko, Ruth
LaVone DuVal, Beatrice Ewing. Kathryn
Thompson, Elaine Larson, Lura Clark, Sara
Foster Coble, Abbie D. Sawyer.

Answers to Who Knows.
The original note was an eighth ^note.
Puccini wrote “Madam Butterfly.
, Beethoven died in 1827.
A wind instrument is one in which the
' tone is produced by the passage of air
(generally the breath) through a tube.
; Thefseventh of the C-sharp minor scale
. HanddTburied in Westminster Abbey
in London.
. E-flat minor.
w
. “Samson and Delilah.
CV.M9/C nmelerando is the Italian term
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America

DECLARES "OPEN HOUSE” every Sunday evening in honor

of Nelson Eddy . . . star of the Vick’s program . . . thirty minutes of distinguished charm star¬
ring a native American baritone who has won international acclaim. Tune your Philco to
this program ... and through Philco High-Fidelity you feel you have joined the audience
in Columbia's California studio listening to Eddy’s magnificent voice. Then ... as the pro¬
gram draws to a melodious close ... a flick of your finger tunes any other of your favorite
stations. With Philco Automatic Tuning one glance at the Automatic Tuning Dial reveals
srs of the station you want. A single motion . . . and there’s the program
led perfectly, instantly, automatically. On foreign stations, too, Philco proJes simpler, easier, quicker tuning . . . and greater enjoyment... through
the Philco Foreign Tuning System and the Philco Spread-Band Dial!

Philco now provides

a complete range of Automatic Tuning models* . . . from

$100 to $375. Call letters of

your

favorite stations will be inserted right on the

Philco Automatic Tuning Dial. Just swing the station you want to the bottom—

CLICK— there

it is—tuned

instantly . . . silently . . .perfectly . . . automatically.

See the classified telephone directory for your Philco dealer. Buy, if you choose, on
the Philco Commercial Credit Easy Payment Plan . . .

for as little as

10%

down.
PHILCO HIGH-FIDELITY 116X DeLUXE*

PHI LCO

Tunes American stations automatically . . . with a lifelike quality and
richness of tone unapproached in radio. Tunes foreign stations by
name through the Philco Foreign Tuning System. All that’s interest¬
ing in the air! Overseas stations on every continent are named, located
and spread six times farther apart on the Philco Spread-Band Dial.
$195 Less Aerial

PHILCO REPLACEMENT TUBES IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE OF ANY RADI(

“Sold only with Philco High-Efficiency Aerial to insure greatest foreign reception.

SPECIFY A PHILCO FOR YOUR AUTOMOBILE

FIFTY-TWO MODELS

S20

TO

S600

